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For industry observers, it is evident that the postal industry has changed dramatically
over this past decade and that it will continue to change over the next, It is also true
that many operators have been successful in adapting their organisations to the new
reality and in actively pursuing novel strategies for growth.
Despite the digital challenges, paper has an impact and is’still a compelling medium.
Most informed analyses flow talk about integrating the digital afid the physical,
ifl order to maximise the beflefits from each, and the postal industry is certainly
ina unique position to beat the heart of this integration. The contributiofis ifl
this book, the second In The Future is Ifl the Post series, outline the nature of the
transformation ifl the postal industry, and emphasise the role oftechnology.
The Future ‘sin the Post!! is intefided to provide managers, suppliers, customers,
policy-makers afid politiciafis, regulators, academics, afid in fact anyone with
an interest in the postal industry, with some insights into the challenges and
opportunities it is facifig, and how it is transforming itseif through the strategic
actions of its operators.
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The main part of the book contains contributions from a diverse group of people
(afid organisations) ifivolved with the postal industry worldwide. Those very
experienced ifidustry professioflals discuss specific issues relating to transformation,
strategic deveiopments and optiofis for the postal industry. Their contributions offer
valuable insights for ali those interested in the future of the post.
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ihis is our second )nint book and thanks to our positive experience with the first
volume of The Futijre is jo the Post, if anythine, this book has been casier to put
tugether Tie first volume was iocredibly well received and we stuld like to thank
sincerely the many people svho pruvided os with e0000ragement, backine, and
feedback en bod, the first book, and on this second one, inciuding UKIP Media &
Events Ltd, organisers of PosI’Expo. and our puhhsher, Libri Publishing Lid \\‘e
a!so gratefully acknowledge the support of al! our tontributors, each one of them a
thought leader in thtir field.
Wc would like to dedicate this ‘york to our families, who have suppurted US
throughout our t arters, and to the svider ‘postal family” from wlsom we have learnt
50 much.

Derek Osborn and Kristian J. Sund
30 May 2011

Foreword
Tony Pobn3on
Managing Director al UKIP Media and Events

As the organisers of Post-Expo, the biggest world postal industry event which began
in 1997, Wc have had the opportunity to witness the significant transformation that
has been going on in the postal sector during the last 14 years. When we started,
the world was just embarking on a quiet revolution that has since transfnrmed the
way we work and behave with ramifications fur the postal industries that have been
far reaching and at times unpredictable. The internet, the biggest single element
of the revolution, has been followed ciosely by changes that have been of huge
cultural signihcance including personal communications and online shupping.
Much of what Wc take fur granted now did noc exist when Wc launched PusrExpo,
inc]oding hand.he]d data tapture for parcel delivery and recorded mad and, for
consumers, the ability to track and trace parcels from devices in the comfort ufour
own homes. Within l’ust •Expo we have showcased the companies, technologies and
people driving these changes and enabled the industry to come together to sec and
discuss the outcome of invention and adaptatiun. Without dnubt for postal indostry
operators and suppliers these years have pruvided a roller coaster ride which still
continues to change and surprise.
Wc were particularl pleased to be assuciated with the first book published by
these authors, entitled Ilse Future is jo the Post Perspectives on Straf egy in the
—

Postal Industry. The book Was launched at the 2010 PostÆxpo in Copenhagen and

has since been widely distributed and read thruoghuot the postal world. Tt has
generated usdol and important debate about strategic opportunities for businesses
in the industry and created a platfurm for discussiun amungst leaders and senior
managers of pustal operators tisemselves but also amungst suppliers, costomers,
regulators and many others with a stake-holding interest in the postal sector.

—
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Preface
Chcnqinq WithoutLosing Ycurseif
Jean Paul Bailly

(bairman and (tO, Greupe La Poste, France

Fur a number of years the French post, like otlters around the world, has been facing
unprecedented challenges. notably in the mai! sector. These challenges have been
great in buth scope and irnpact, and intlode the accelerated growth of the digital
society, with the arcompanying physical substitutinn; the flnancial and economic
crisis; a crDw!ng cuncern for the en’ ironment; the opening up nf postal markets to
the forces of competition. and Su furch.
In 2001, the French mail market, ss hith generated over half the revenues of b
Poste, was liberalised ror letters over 100 grammes. Since )anoar I’ 2011, the
market has been completely and irreversibly upened op. Seven years is a short
period in the life of an organisation such at La Poste, whtse ruuts are se strongly
anchored in the history of the country. Yel, in Ihis shurt time) La Poste has managed
to transform itself, whilst remaining Ioyal to us own values and to the trust of its
customers which is its most precious asset.
What Lo Poste has accomplished in recent years is nothing short of exceptinnal.
\Xith Cap Q,alitc Courric,; the company launthed the biggest programme nf
industrial modernisation the country has ever known, renewing ts economic
perfbrmance. developing custumer satisfattion, and sustainahly improving the
work place. The programme cust of El-I billion was entirely self-financed. Cap
Qoollté Courrier allowed L.a Poste to raise the quality of service and move from
less than 70% successfu! priurity mai! (next day) delivery in 2002 to over 65% in the
first months sf2011.
lue three ocher major business areas of the Groupe La Poste have been thruugh
similar transformations.
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By developing jo the way it has, permanently innovating and iooking for
tomplementarities with the internet, the La Poste mail sector stili has a positive
futurt’ to which it can look forward. Our ambitiun is for mail to becume the chosen
medium for our customers and partners: efticient and cumpetitive, trustworthy and
sustainable,
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.4 few years ago, b Poste may seem to have had its back against the ss-ali, fated
with the impending Iiberahsation of mail and the rapid growth of the internet,
long viewed as a competitor to its servkes, but the company has managed, like
never before, to champion major modernisation programmes and to transform
itseif without neglecting its roots or bosing itself. Now more than ever, the future
is jo La Poste!
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anonyme) with 100% publlciy owned sliares allowed it to raise €17 billion from the
state and Caisse des Dpåts, a government-owned ftnanciai institution and long
term investor serving general interest and ecunomic devebopment.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction and Overvew ofContents
Knstian i. Sund and Deek Osborn

We often hear clichés about change, such as: ‘the only constant is change”’, nr
“the world is changing mure rapidly than ever’Ç the truth, however, is that change
is nothing new it has ahays been a part of human life. So, why are we still
astonished when things change? Perhaps because, deep down, we are creatures of
comfort and habit, and habits are inevitably upset when the world around us boks
little ditTerent each day. Faced with change we can either retreat deeper into our
old habits, refusing to play along with the new, or we can choose to ahandon the
old habits fijr new enes, In a nutshell, this is what industrial and organisational
transformation is al! about: changes in the environment forcing organisations to
adapt, either sluw!y or rapidly, successfully [jr unsuccessfully.
—

Over time, organisations develop strategies, routines and processes, and encourage
members of the organisation to folbow these closely. Yet the outside environment,
cnmposed of customers, supplien, competitors, regulators and so forth, does net stand
stil!. Laws and regulations change over time, as do customer needs, suppliers’ products
and services, and competitors’ products and prices. An organisation that !àils to adapt
its own way of doing business over time may find itself in a situation of strategic drift
where ts products and services, processes and routinej, as webb as more generalby its
internab organisation, are no bonger fit for purpose. Customers move to new suppliers
and solutions, and ultimately the organisation finds itself in decline.
—

This scenario has been played out again and again in a large number of industries,
Past success only makes the problem worse, as the organisation may blame sudden
dec!ine on short-term problems, rather than concede the deeper mismatch between
itself and its changing environment. In the 1980s IBM, which for decades had been
A qaote accredited to [he Greck pisilosopher Heracli[us (c.53S DC

—
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the market leader in mainframe cnlnuuting, was
broutzht to its knees when the
personal computer took off. to the words ol Robert Heller,
author of the 1991 book
ilse Frue qf IBM:

an integral part ol the media mix. and electronic commerce has contributed to
healthy development in the trallic of parcels. Globahisation has led to continual
growth in global trade, which has henefited ali areas of logistirs. Finally, competition
and digitisation io financial services, along with the growth in world trade, has
strengthened thnse pnsts active in banking, finance and insurance.

“What happened with lB\l was particularly
marked because the company
had been so phenomenally successful. As a result,
it was impossible for

people whn had grown op to the system to understand
that it did n’t work any
more. ln entirely new circumstances that were
cllanging very rapidly, they
attempted to fluluw the uld policies that were no longer
effective.”
Another more recent exampic is Palm. LntiI ten years
ago, Palm was the ondisputed
rader ol the PDA (personal digital assistant) market,
but the firm largely missed the
mobile smart-phone trend. Prior to Appie’s successfu)
launch uf the iPhone lrs 2007,
the then CEO of Palm, Ed Colligan said:

Operators around the world have been inereasing their productivity by employing
state’of-the-art technoIogy for handling and sorting mai’, as well as for engaging with
customers. And new, following total Iiberaiisatinn of the European mail industry,

which handles over a quarter of the total nuinber ot mai) items in the world new
opportunities for internationalisation and growth have appeared. iherefore, some
opportunicies for revenue growth still exist les traditinnah product areas and markets.
It is against this background that some have predicted the “final curtain” for the
industry, er at kast for paperbased mail. Our cuntention in this book, as was the
case in our previous book’’, is that this view both over’simpIihes and misrepresents
the current situation. Yes, there are many challenges assuciated with industrial
change on the scale currently experienced by the postah industry, but there are
also many options and npportunities avaihabie to operators. This book, with its
cullection of cuntributions from leading figures in the industry, rellects some of the
diversity of perspectives on the transformation taking place in the industry.

“Weve learned and struegled for a few years
here figoring out how to make
a decent phone. PC guys are not going
to just figure this eet. Thev’rc nnt
going to just walk in’
Yet that was exactly what happened, with
Apple’s iPhone and RIM’s BlackBerry
going en to dominate the smart-phone market,

Transformational Change in the Postal Industry
For a variety of reasons. over the past decade
the postal industry sas been
undergoing rapid tran.sformation. On the tcchnolugv
side the main drivers of
change have inciuded the rapid growth of
the internet, which has resulted in
digital substitution for much uf the plsysical
mail. A kev concern is that today the
industry cuntinues to face the challenges of this
digital substitution, with gradoally
declining mail volumes in many countries around
the world. The recent global
economic downturn only accentuated this decline
and although we are nusv oot ol
that particular recession, there is no reasun
tn believe that volumes will recover in
any significant way.

I

a Strategic Imperative

for future revenue and profit growth is at the forefront ol concerns. Status quo is
simply not good enoogh.

potential for postal operators. Digital convergence has
seen direct mail hecome

3

—

No-one can deny that the pnstal industry is at a crossroads. The postal market in
the European Union was liberalised very recentiv, and as Wc stern governments
find themsehves jo a period ol record budget deficits and public debt, is appears
obvious that the pressure to privatise national operators can only increase. Five
European national operatnrs have already been fully or partially privatised, and
nearly ali have by now been turned into commercial prolitoriented entities. hus
puts operators in a new and dehc’ate situation, where adopting the right strategies

Having said this some areas, such as direct and
hybrid mail may stil! hold a Int of

2

Transformation

Many operators are using diversification strategies as a way of finding new growth
opportunities. Soine have been extremely successful in areas soch as finance,
logistics, or even telecotnmunications. it is therefore time that the strategic agenda

Quused h ons Lloyd, B “IBM: Dectine ur Resurrccti,,nr
hla’zagniseiit Decision. yul 32 Nu d,
1991. p. 5
Q.ncd fnsm Moick, C., ‘Isle, Esecutises Callins Ous
iPhone’. trer,,uzinica.Çr I th April
21)07, sec essed on 3r3 hne 201 I
calilne.
‘et iphone:2n07o4t);
,
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muves awav from fucusing on doom-and-gloom scenarios, towards a mure positive
recognition of the strategic nppurtunities available to ali nperators. In 2010 WC
imited 17 postal experts and thoughi-leaders to share with us their strategic
perspectives en the postal industry. the result was a fint book which Wc titled i/ic
Fnturc is to the’ Post to emphasise that strategy is about planning fur the future and
about getting postal organisations excited about that future. Common to al! the
book’s contributors was that they held a firm belief that there is indeed a bright
future for the post. II was also recognised, however. that large-scale transformation
and adaptation continues to be inevitable.

Diversification can be achieved both nationaHy and internationaliv, and increasinglv
sse sec operators going beyond their national borders.

Grossly speaking there are four t>pes of piayers in Lerms of internationalisation
and diversification. Firstly, there are the traditional operators that have chosen
to focus on thcir home market, with existing products. Secondly, there are those
operators that have stayed within their borders but have diversified theinselves away
from the core business, providing new services to the customer, such as flnancial
services for example. Among the players having internationalised themselves, we
find those that have a regional focus, typically moving directly across their borders
into neighbouring countries, but we also find the truly global players, although
these are relatively few.

There were in our opinion three key messages fitund in that hook, that we believe
can and should help guide strategic thinking in the global postal industry. Ali
quotes below are taken from that first book.
1. Make sure you have a clear strategy
A number of academic studies of strategy-making and of how strategy !inks to
husiness performance have indicated that having a clearly furmulated strategy
tends to matter more than the actual strategv itself. Having said this, there
arealso indications that in periods nf high oncertainty and change, the actual
ulsoice of strategy becomes more isnportant. Recent research condtieted by
Accenture on strategy jo the poscal industry suppcsrts th is view. According to
Susan Barton, Accenture Postal Industry [rad for Europe, Africa and Latin
America,
in 2006, our research highlighted that choice of strategv did not seem tube
major faccor b deterinining success: having strategic darity was sufficient.
In 2009, ‘se foond that strategic choite had becosne more important and,
indeed, fuur stratecic categories were e’ rging across the industry. In 2010.
discovered that choice of strategy was absolutely vital to success and
reflccted asa top priority among our league table of postal players achieving
high perfortnance.”
There may not always be a “right’ ‘r “wrong” sirategy, but there is definitely always
a reed for a clearlv articulated strategy. Having no clcar strategy is the worst
position of ali.
In terms of strateuv, kev questions inciude:
Will Wc focus on our core bosiness nr move into new art’as? and:
\Vill we renmin within our home country er internationalise abroad?

2. Diversify to capture opportunities
Faced nat just with the threat of stagnating revenue growth in traditional mail

•
•
-

markets, but also with the great opportunities offered to posts that can successfully
leverage their existing capabilities and resources, including the very trusted postal
brand, a growing nusnber of traditional operators hase looked for new business
areas into which they can successfully diversify their organisations. The typical
capabilities that are leveraged iii such diversifications include the trusted postal
brand, the extensive post office (retail) networks scill found in man> countries, the
logistics know-how, and others.
When determining what oppnrtunities to pursue, ii is ilear that uperators face
trade utfs, If you choose to move your busincss in one direcUon, ‘ou are likels to
cut off uther pussible alternatives. Opportunities thercflire hase to be examined
carefully. As Maxine O’Brien of KPMG puts it,

“A robustandwell-structuredapproach to opportunityassessment is required,
which enahies the effective comparison of ideas, an assessment of their
merits, and the appropriate allocation of time, money and other resources.
Opportunity assessment fundamentally involves a critical exploration of the
strencchs, weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated with particular
ideas and related business models.”
Some operators are exploring opportunities iii the digital domain. Fur example.
at the cruss-roads of the phvsical and digital, hybrid inail, althuugh mit new per
se, cuntinues to offer opportunities due to the particular ad’ antages of posts.
According to hybrid mail expert Jacob Johnsen,

5
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Posts have a streng edge over any competitor. Even fc-service competitors
may have numerous electronic services, an offer that inciodes a physical
letter will oecd the post. ehther to bring a letter to the service nr b deliver
letter from de service. The post is the only pIa> er that has the abilit y to
mix physical and electronic services at its will, and be in charge of the entire
deli ery chain7
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Despite the digital challenges, paper has an impact and is still a compelling medium,
Most informed analyses n°sv talk about integrating the digital and the physical.
in order tu maximise the benefits from each. The postal industry is certainly in
unique position to be at the heart of this integration. The digital and physical
worids do net have only to be substitures one for the other, as some have suggested.
Through the post, they can complement each t,dser too. In addition, the traditional
differentiators can still be exploited, for example the “trusted” brand, and the sirong
intermediary roles between businesses and consumers, or between governments
and citizens. The post can also sec the universal service obligation. which gives it
the opportunity to ‘reach” or “touch” every household daily. as a potential strategic
advantage or differentiator. However, this universal service obligation may well have
to be adapted to take into account the new technological reality. The contributions
in this book, the second in Vw Furore is to the Post series, outline the nature of the
transformation jo the postal industry, and emphasisc the role uf technotogy.

Diversificatien does not necessarily have to be strongly related to the core bosiness
of mail nr parcel delivert As Stefano Gori. Head of International Business Strategs’
nf Poste Italiane says,
“Diversitication into sectors that are considered to be matore, saturated er
highly competitive is not necessarily a bad idea. For example, “ho would
think that in Switzerland there woold be a market for anottier financial
institution like Swiss Post financial services, ur in a country like [taly, that it
was possible to enrer a satumted and highly competitive marker like mobile
telephony and acquire t,600,000 customers in two years?

An Overview of Contributions

3. Remain Relevant to the Customer

‘This book is intL’oded to provide managers, suppliers. customers, pottcy-makers and
politicians, regulators, academics, and in fact anyone with an interest in the postal
industry. with some insights into the challenges and upportunities it is faring,
aod how it is transforming itself through the strategic actions of its operators.
‘The main part of the book contains contributions from a diverse group of people
(and organisations) involved with the postal industry world-wide. flese are
group of very experienced industry professionats, people who coold be described
at “thoughtleaders”. who Wc have invited specifically to discuss issues relating to
transformation, strategic developments and options for the postal industry.

Essential to the thinking of any operator is that when customers are faced with
options for substitution, which they often are in the case of the services offered by
posts. it becomes critical to give customers good reasons to stay. As Kloya Greene,
Chief Executive of Royal Mail, points out in the preface tif our previous book: Pie
goal is to remain relevant!’

The Future is in the Post
For industry observers, such as Us, it is evident that the postal indostry has changed
dramatically over this past decade and that it will continue to change over the next.
More importantly, though, many operators have been successful in adapting their
urganisations to the new reality and in actively pursuing novel strategies for growth.
Opportunities are still numerous, and postal operators can find ways of adding
value to customers, both existing and new, by leveragiog what posts du best. Posts
remain the only companies to visit every household (almost) every day. They have
extensive post oflice networks, They remain a trusted brand and partner in many
countrics, They have a unique knowiedge uf addresses and households, They have
the ahility to Occupy a niche between the physical and digital. There are thus many
options available to operators but, most importantiv, thcy have to identify and
commit to these optinns.

For each contrihution, we have provided a brief abstract and some questions for
thought, which can be used for discussion and to stimulate thinking. Wc hope
that, jo this way, dus book can become a springboard or a platform for sonw more
informed discussion and interest. It can also be used io a class-room. executive
developmeot or workshop environment,

Eath contril,utor has considerable relevant experience in the iodustry and, in many
cases, holds er has held important positions in key organisations er businesses to
the sector. However. as readers will notice, their analyses are tot always identical.
Wc have deliberately retained a diversity of perspettives. since the contrast tn
approach and conclusions is borh interesting to explore and meriting of serious
attention,

E1
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INTRODU( 1100 AND OVERVIEW GF CONTENES

Tids volume starts with a preface by Jean Paul Bailly, the President and CEO of
La Poste, who has overseen major transformation of that cumpany. In the space
of only a few years, La Poste has massively improved the quality of its delivery
network, diversitied on a large scale into the banking sectnr, and turned its post
oflices into a modern and customer friendly retail network, A great success story!

itself, becoming a major player iii both e-commerce and e-government. Finally,
Touhami Rabii provides US with an account of how in emerging posts, hyhrid mail
is opening op more new opportunities and is deing so in ways that are difterent to
the experience of posts in developed countries.
An issue of increasing concemn for posts is the impact of their operations on the
climate and the envirunment, as well as the nntion of sustainability and corporate
responsibility in general. Kristin Ringvold and Anders Rsgh present us with the
ciimate strategy of Pusten Nurge, who in addition to being the historical postal
operator. is the largest transportation and logistics company iii Norway. In chei
contrihution, Luis Paulo and Maria Rebelo explain how and why dr Correios
de Portugal has similarly decided to transfurm itself into an environmentally
sustainable organisation.

In the next chapters Wc find some interesting and ditTerent case studies of
transforination in the postal sector, Wc begin with two examples of postal operators
who have cisasiged their very identity as a result of transforming their husiness: first
the story of hpost. as told by Johnny lhijs, the company’s CFO. thcn the story of
Itella, delivered to us by Tarja P,Okkdiwn, who led the rebranditsg of the Finnish
Post as Senior Vice President for marketing. Peter BrannstrOni and Per Lindeborg
descrtbc the ongoing operational transfcsrmation taking place in PustNord, the
new company that resulted from the 2009 nerger of Post Danmark and Posten
AH, whilst Marten BUttner informs us about the context of major chanies in the
Malaysian Pust.

11w fnat contribufion in ths book, by Pastal Clivaz and \tatthieu Boillat, discus ses
the changing role of the L’nivcrsal Postal Cnion, and how the UPU is atlapting ts
own strategy in response to the transformat ion of the indu.st ry.

A key stue when discussing postal transformatiun is that of reizulation. Nlost
operators are suhject to regulatury constraints that often define nr limit the business
areas open to the operatnr, the prices it can charge and su furth. In her contribution
to this book, Jody l%erenblatt makes the point that business customers can play
mie in lebbyin the goscrnment for regulatnrv change, whilst Monika Plum shows
how technoiogicai change and liberalisation are leading to co-opetition, a situation
where operators find themsclves cn-operating in some areas, whilst competing ifl
ethers. Helmut l)ieti and Christian Jaag argue that whilst postal operators need
tully to embrace the uniquc cnmpetitive space created by electronic substftution, at
the intersection between the physical and digital. regulatory framewurks abo must
he adapted towards a technology-neutral definition of universal service.

Wc hope yrna will find this book and ts cuntributions enizagino and inspiring, and
“-ill enjoy reading it as moch at ‘se enjocd putting it togetier. Wc invite vou to
dialogue with us directiy, s ith voor reactions, ohser ations. and suggestions.

For tliose operators willing and able to be shapers rather than foliowers part of the
future undoubtedly ies ifl the electronic space. Frank ,‘siarthaler and Beat Friedli
share the view of a tecisnologs-neutral universal service ebligation and, along
with the subsequent contribution by \%‘aiter rrezek, tell us in their contribution
that trust and security are key features in that space, and postal operators are in
a gned position to offer this. ‘starcin Bosacki provides an inspirational example of
how the Polish independent eperator InPost has flot only been entering the digital
space, but has also fully engaged with social media and divcrsihed into mobile
telecommunications Mohammed Saleh Benten and ‘slohammed Al Ahduijabbar
provide a cuntrastinc case study of how Saudi Post has radically transformed

-.
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CHAPTER TWO
From De Post-La Poste to bpost:
Ten Years of Constant Change
Johnny Ths
(€0, bpost

The traditional public postol operator al Belgium hos been through o radirol
trans formotion. In just over ren years, since becoming a limited company, it hos
chan ged in 50 many woys that jr is hordly recognisable from the organisation
it was. The sweeping noture al the changes ore described ond although it hos
nar been easy, the company, now known os bpost. hos taken their employees
ond stokeholders with them an this joumey ond is now performing sirongly in
Belgium ond internationally.

I
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FROM DE POST-LA POSTE TO BPOST

ifl June 2010 the Belgian national postal operator De Post-La Poste changed its nanle
to bpost. ‘This name change was the last episode of ten years of major changes and
modernusation at ali levels uf the compans. Ihese changes were intended to ensure the
companys future ti a fully opened postal market. Tbday, bpost a name that refers
to its Beigian roots and its core business faces the future confidently and vigilantly.
—

Major Change Is Embraced
From then on, the company embraced change

—

at ali levels and in ali divisions

—

driven by the ambition to secore a place in the leading group of European postal
operators.

—

Although titere have been ten ycars of constant change, the transformation process
started to take root eveo earlier than that.

Background to the Changes
Scarcely 40 years ago. bpost was part of the klinistry of Transport. lii the
late sixties, decision-makers became convinced that managing an industrial mail
acuvity was not the core business of the State and civil servants, The “Rcgie der
Posterden-Rgie des Postes” was the first attempt Lo redute bureaucracv and create
an appropriaie management strutture and this became nperatiunai on 1’ lanuary
1972, lasting for 20 ycars.
In Ociober 1992 the aulonomous public company De Post-La Poste-Due Post was
created in a new attempt in improve the organisation and quality uf the posta!
service. At the end uf the eithties it hecaine ciear that the “Regie der Posterijen
Régie des Postes” had fauled: poor quality and bad ressilts led to several important
injections t,f tax payers’ money, thniueh politkal rather than entrepreneurial
management. ‘The public demanded more quality and better resuits and there was
a need to resture a baiai:ted state budget (Belgium indeed had committed itself to
he one nf the foundui,g nembo:’s of the Furu). flere were a!so the first but clear
signs that the European Union was heading towards a foll opening-up of the postal
market and it becime ohvinus that something had to be done. So the Regie”
became a public cotnpany, the management was granted autonumy and the polhical
acturs took up their position as stakehoders.
—

Since then. the responsibilities nf both management and public authority have
been detined in a ).lanagcment Cootract’A public company can still he called
upun to achieve objectives of social interest or public benefit, but within the
limits and under the financiai cunditions as provided in the contract and without
cumprumising the profitability of the conipan
Finaih’ uii l7’ March 2000. the autonuinoos public (simpan> was converted intu
limited company under public lasv (thus enahiing it to entcr into partnerships and
alliances) se hich was one last necessary step to face the grt.wi ng competitiun and
increas ing pressure on mai1 solemes,

1

The complete reorganisation of the lugistical activities involving the delivery ofmaul
and parcels. bposts core bosiness, was and still is the major project. Organisation
and procedures must be continoousl adjusted to changes b mol volumes and
llows and at the same time the latest technulogical advancements in the surting
infrastroctore (ftir sequencing of mail iii order uf delivery, based on street names
and house nombers) must be taken into account. 11w compiete uverhaul of the
network structure (small delivery otfices operating in one municipality are being
merged b treate operational platforms coverine sevLral municipalities) and new
delis’ery methods cont ribute to the necessary cost rednc dons in buildings and
transport. ibis has resulted in the quality of delivery being improved in a very

signidcant way.
In the lace ol growing competition and increasing pressure un mad vuluines,
new niches tor growth were exph’red ti, complement the range nf products and
services and the ahility to respond to the nueds of the custismers was improved.
‘The acquisition til several companies which specialised in parcel distribution and
express ser’ ices was part of this strategy ]he Distripost service was created to
capture a brger share in the growing market of non addressed direct mail. Value’
added mail services and integrated dt,cumeist sulutions (ic. coilect and stamp,
hybrid mail and dioitising inbuund paper documeots) contribute to the one stop
shop st,iution bpost offers to meet customers’ needs. in secure email, the Certipost
subsidiary prt,vides highly secured electronic ducument exchange (sending and
receiving) to bi,th businesses and resideotial custoiners.

Developing Internationally and Reorganising Post Offlces
bpost international (BPI) competes in the market of international mail and parcels
which was folly opened to competition in 2002. Today HIN is one uf the top five
players in the world. The nesv international sorting centre at Brussels Airport
processes a daily stream of niall and parcels to and from 190 coontries. bpost
international has activities in teti European cnuntries and Asia and in 2009 bpi
expanded its activities in the USA through the acquisition of \iSl \Vorldwide Mail.
Reorganising the heavy-loss-making netseork of 1,300 postcitlices, to facilitate casier
access to pustal products and services and improve customer satisfaction, was

13
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major challenge for bpost retail division. Since the start of this reorganisation in
2005, the traditional post otflces have no longer been the oniv places to buy stamps,
send parcels ar caVett registered mail. Depending an their needs and lifestyle,
customers no” have varinus points of access: post offices (mainly for banking and
hnancial products), Postl’oints (basic postal services are offered in partnership with
local businesses), local stores for stamps, eShop and call centres. The remaining
past offices are being redesigned to offer more comfort for customers with open
counters and waiting time management. in addition, a range of new products and
services were introdoced. The Onancial and insurance services of Bank van de
Post-l3anqoe de La Poste continoe to be an important part of the retail division’s
modernisation strategy.

ERC’i DE P0S-tA POSTE TO 3C5T

r

was €2,25 hillion, the EBIT €240 million and the operational margin 10.7%. This
positive development continued in 2010.

Lessons Learned
Over the past decade bpost has proved by these results that it can implement tough
sweeping change. The conditions are clear:
•

Ali stakeholders must be shown very clearly from the very beginning why
the status quo is not an option.

•

Everyone shareholders, employees and the unions must be mobilised
around a multi-year plan with good future prospects. No changes must be
made against the employees but together with thein. Constant honest and
transparent communication with ali parties is essential at ali times,

•

Stay focused! The company most stick to the line of reform through
ali storms and not allow itself to be diverted from the master plan. Solid
binding agrcements betseen the stakeholders and the state are essential.
For bpost the entry into the capital ofa private minority shareholder in
2006 was critical in maintaining the drive for change.

The Resuits of the Changes
ihese man;’ sweeping changes were made withoot loweriniz quality ur costomer
satisfaction. On the contrary, the quality index for delivery rose from aroond
85% in the early years of 2000w 96.1% in the first six months of 2010. This index
shows that letters, parcels and registered mail items are deiivered within the term
promised (standard next day) in more than 96% af cases.
In 2004 just 75% of post oiïice customers were satised “ah the service they
received. By 2009 82% of costomers gave bpost a satisfaction rating of 5, 6 or 7 on
a scale of 7.
The changes also resulted in significantly increased productivity. The number of
employees (expressed in FTEs) fell from 40,024 in 2003 to 29,600 in 2009 and the
income per FIE rose from €50000 in 2003 to €75000 ifl 2009.
In spite of the higher workload and the constant pressure of change, the satisfattion
ol hpost employees has also risen significantly. In 2008 74% of employees said they
were motivated and satis6ed (ratings of 5-6-7 an a stak of I to 7). By 2010 that rate
had risen to 81%,
in short. ten years of sweeping change and restructuring have proved suctessfol,
with greater efficiency and productivits; an updated prodoct range, improved
quality, more customer satisfaction and motivated employees. That is expressed in
bpost’s improved linancial health In 2003 bpost generated Ct.9 billion in income.
negative EBIT’ of €79 million and an operational margin of-4.1% (asa 96 ofincome).
in 2009 the tornaround was clearlv visible, despite the economic crisis: the turnover
i

Earnings i,cforc interest and tax

—

—

bpost’s chalknue no”. is tu continue to fulfil the expectacions of stakeholders and at
the same time goarantee the company’s economic sustainability in the digital age
even after the (oil opening of the postai market. This is a toogh assignment, because
volumes will continue to decrease and even a modest decline in voluine could have
a significant negative impact on hpost’s profit margin. Ib be successful, bpost has
defined a strategic plan to maintain strong financial resuits, achieve growth with
the new services despite the loss of volume in traditional mail, further reduce costs,
guarantee the high quality of its service and continuously strengthen customer
satisfaction. One thing is certain — there will be more years of constant change ahead,

Questions for thought and discussion
1. Why did De Post-t.a Poste embark on this challenging series of major changes?
2. How is bpost no” essentially different from the organisation it was? What have
been the guiding principles for the “line of reform” that they have focused on
throughoot?
3. to transformatjons of thts svale, why is is se important to mobilise emptoyees and
other stakeholders and how is this done most effettively?
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CHAPTER THREE
New Indu5try, New Strategy, New Brand.
The Case of Itella from 1638 to the New Decade
Dr Tarja Päikdnen
Eexut[ie Partner. BDardran

hi ths chopteG To rjo Pddkkönen, Senior Vice President at iteUo from 2004 to 2070,
reflecis an the trans formation that rede fined the former Fin/ond Post and gave
birth to the hello Group. This cose study is an exampie of a compiete strategic
repositioning of a former store post, with o view to re conquering the physicol
through the digital.

II
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In 1638 Queen Christina launched a powerful declaration in order to start letter
deliveries between Stockholm and Narva via ‘tïarku, on the south coast of Finland.
At that time this decision Was flot only businest related, but alsI, very much
revolvod around the power balance and communication strategy between different
countries i,, Northern Europe and Russia.
Today Itella operates iii IS European countries and employs roughly 29,000 people.
In 2010 its net sales ‘vere approxinmte[y Cl.8 billion. Itella is one of the oldest

companies in Finland and naturally very prood of its ronts, but at the same time
it is under enormous pressure to hoild new business in nrder to be able to grow in
the changing industryt

New Indvstry
As wo know, the postal industry is in a mjor transformation, which means that
thore are business threats, but also opportunities for agile players in the market.
\\è fine experienced “six was-os of media”: print, radio. TV recordinos, internet and

THE CASt crE,LArOv 638 TO THE NEW OEcADE

The question was answered, but the actual renewal work was just in ts beginning,
This new indostry inciuded such plavers as traditional posts, direct n,ail, logistics
companies, but also players like IC’l’-companjes, tejecom operators, and information
logistics and social media companies. So the competitive arena ‘sas also renewed.

New Strategy
For Finland Post the new indostry definition led also to the process of redefining
the strategy b a new way. In the 2006 new vision statement, a major strategic gnal
was set: “to become the lc’adtng company in intelligent h,gistius b Northern
Europe
and Rossia.
Natorally prodoct and service portf,,l os needed to be renewod as ssell, to match the
dilferent needs of corporate customers and consumers, Ibis work is still ongoing ifl
2Otl and will continue into the future,
To highlight the portfolio change, here are some examples from the customer
point
ol’ viess’:

mobile media. Today we live in a world where people daily ose mobile devices more

From letters to iPost, Netposti and costomer marketing

than der to communicate, to find information, to make decisions and to entertain.

ihere are roughly 4 billion mobile devices, which is twice as many as the numher
I———

ttf TV units. Wc live b a world where over 500 million people are accive Facebonk

From cards to mobile cards
•

osers and this flumber is increasing constantly. So we could almost say that after
Ciuna and India. Facebook is “tlw third biggest country”.
is, whicl, business are we in? Ihis vital qoesl mfl concerns alI posta Ii ndustry players,

especially the ones who in many cases have dominated and operated for centuries
in the market.
ibis questiofl was also fac:ed by Finland I’ost Group in 200’[, although natorally the
topic had also been discussed much earlier, in fact in the later part of the t9St)s.
“hen Finland Post and Telecommunications were under the same “roof”. Nowadays
Teletom Finland is part of TeliaSonera Corporation.

flot how was the original qoestion answered? In Finland Post, after several long
discussions and workshops, the Executive Board ended op delining a new industry.

From transportation to e’comn,erce solotions
From incoice letters to the ifivoicing process
From warehousing to fashion logistics

I:.

In this situation the most important question lrom the company stratogy perspective
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•

From basic mail products to en’ irnnmontally frit’ndl servites, know,, today
as the Itella Green prodott famil>

So to sommarise, strategic change meant moving from a product and production
nrientation, to a customer process and solotion orientation. From the torporate
costoiners’ perspective the focus was on maricet, sales, dolivery and invoice processes
In a company like the Finland Post Group, whitli has roots going batk almost 401)
)ears, is noe alis ays that easy to exetute the chosen strategy b daily operations,
but thero has not been any other option, “Change nr be left out”, as if you are
irrelevant to customers in this new industry you will eventually be replaced by

Wc startud to tall this new industry the “intelligent kogistics Bosiness”, part of

competitors. ‘This message was communicated al-ross the whole company,

the digital society. Furthermore se definod “Intelligent Logistics Husiness as ‘the
management of ali material and information l!ows by using the latest technology’.

In this strategit’ change the mIe of the sales and marketing team was important,
representing the customer soico in the company. In 2006 a sales and marketing

Pr
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strategy was defined for the first time, with a holistic approach by using corporate
level strategy at the starting point.
Ali peopie arross tales and marketing were involved b defining the new strategv by
tales and marketing strategy
ising internet-based digital dialogue tools. The new
was called 1-2-3. So if you could rcmemher the name, one-two three”, you could
reniember thcw hoic strategy;
I Number one brandt
1 Number one shop experience
I Ntimber one tales and marketing practicet
2 Double customer time
2 Double international tales
3 More than 3% growth (meaning ClbO million net tales growth during the
strategy period)
tn
The key to succes’ was that the new saks and marJering stratcgv was to cat>the
changing
in
sut-ceeded
Wc
slides,
any
withoot
remeinber and communicate
leaderthip style, by involving people and investing in competence development
and also renewing the tales bonus system. Ilse most important tlung was Ca build
culture, where tales was important, net just the “last place to work”. People felt
ol
their work ‘vat new valued. ‘The outcome was that cniplovee satitfattiots was one

CASE OP itErtA RCA 63510 JES NEW JEcADr

When we first started planning a brand renewal, there were roughly 20 dilferent
conlpanv oames in use in eight dillerent countries. Obviousi that was inefficient,
not at ali cuttomer-oriented, nor rost-elfertive. A new businets strategy atrots
three bus,oess groups provided an escellent backbone from which also to define a
new brand architccture, where the core was a new customer promise: Smart Move.
Smart Move represented a new service solutiun apprnach. After esaluaiing several
options againsr seiected decision-making criteria. and interviewing different
stakelselder grotlps inriuding cU,stomers we derided in the Bond that Finland
Post Group would be changed into Itella Group with two service brandt; Itella
tor rorporations and Post i for consumers in Finland. lis nther words the goal was
drit ing growth and prohtabihrv through tts o strong brands; itella and Posti.
After the itella launch spuntanenut awareness increascd to 90 % i’s ten months,
which is an exceilent achievement taking into account that the marketing budget
was around 1% of net tales. Now in 20t I, itella is known in European countries and
is als,, a market !eader in Russia.
In the end, the Pottal Industry can be soen at a low value, no future” industrv, er
at “land of opportunity, new innosations to rise” based en the convergence of two
ingredients; material and information. Some companiet are kings in material Oows,
some are queens of information, particularly digital information. byt few can master
boeh. ‘That is the opportuisity, the size ofa continent, to be discovered and cnnquered

the highett in the whole company.

Questions for thought and discussion

Fnur vears later, in 2010, the actual resuits were reviewed: sales .snd marketing
efliciency had improved by .41)1. net tales increase was t €300 million, which was
more than targeted. In customer interface, every titth minute a custumer cootract
was signed, meaning annually roughly 20,000 contracts Customer artivities in
sales and marketing were doubird and people were proud of it “ste did it”.

t. \\hn champinnt the kind of transformatioo experienced at ltelia over the last
decade? Who are the key ttakehoidert involved in the transformation’

—

New Brand
The biggest and perhaps hardest strategic change in the implenientation of the
tales and marketing ttratcgy wat renewing the brand, Why? Finland Post Group
representrd a long terni institution in Finnisis society. Et erybody has streng
connertions to it, meaning a!to ttrong feelings and even strooger opiniens including
those of beth husinestes and consurners.

2. It is often contidered that the postal brand hi one ef the mott valuabie assets

of hittorical postal operators. \‘et, Itella chose to abandon that brand for a new
one. \Vliat does the Itella stor>’ tell us about the strengths and weaknesses of
historical postal brands?
3. What new capabilities would Itella have to build up or buy in to succeed jo their
new ttrategy? (It it interesting to note that out of 7 Executive Board nsembers in

silke at the beginning of 2011,5 have joined thecompans’ since 2005
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Journey for Future Success
PostNord, Meddelande
—

Peter Srännstrom
CirccÉor of OperatLans, PcINcrd

Per Lr.decDui
QuaLty D rectc’ PostNor

This is o descfiption of how Sweden’s Posten ,Meddelond o pan of PosrNord,
has deolt with the chollenge al the unprecedenred levels of change that they
foced, Through structurol rronsformotion of theirprocesses ond revised methods
in rheir production they hove nar only ochieved van cost reductions, but hove
olso formed a new basis for local distribution, The outhors outline a compelling
picture of eheir merhods ond experiences, ond also exploin how they 0w moving
an to implement o programme for ensuring continuous improvemenrs.

I.
i’.
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a necessity ifl
The ahility to deal successfully with change has rapidly hecome
have redoced
ution
substit
growing
and
tition
compe
the postal world, I ncreased
to maintain
hard
is
it
nment
enviro
this
in
down.
go
to
volumes and forced prices
together with radkal
a good level of prolicability. Adaptation requires cost-cutting
have been
changes in organisation and work protess i” a way that could hardly
volumes,
hnagined in the previous days of monopoly and increasing

Our Strategies
we formulated
When planning for sequencing in sorting machines in tito early 2000s
mole acturate
and
faster
are
es
marhin
that
fact
production strateg; based an the
of automation
level
the
increase
To
letters.
sortina
to
than humans when it comes
on both the
is therefore a given strattgy. This drive for automation is tocused
a greater part
percentage of total volume and depth of sorting. The intention is for
of the volume to be sorted to a more refined degree than befure.
for decisions regarding
‘Bus production strategy has provided dear criteria
unchanged for 4—5
development of the operational process. lise strategy has been
alternatives,
possible
on
ycars and has worked well as a çuicleline for deciding

The Improvement Strategy
[t was soon clear that the operational strategies were the right ones for us and that we
could get an important advantage from them at we strived towards a cnntinuously
proficable pnstai function, even in the new, more chalienging situation. Wc also

realised, almost at qukkly, that these strategies in tlsemselves were not enough
to make this happen. ihis insight was the catalyst which led us to create what we
called ‘The I’roduction lbmple’ whkh was our version of the t_EAN-temples that
many organisations have made.
ln our “temple”, we dehne the success factors that have to be in place in order to
treate an ens ironment that enables egectivc transformation sn that our operational
si rategies could be transfnrrned intosustajnahje, profitableoperations Ihe strategies
became the foundation of the building, but it is crucial that ali the other parts ofthe
temple are in place. The ieadership sviN take us into the future and the emoloyees
will build the result. i, make this happen. sec need to establish and develop
a cuicure of continuous improvement, the main driver har wlsich is employee
engagement. lbis is how we can impiement and develop efficient prtscesses and
create a high customer value.

rise operational strategies have been defined at foilows:

Wc will
activities of the
Ensure that what is best for the whole business controls the

•

separate parts;
by
Minimise manual routines through increased automation achieved
gradually insreasing the share of processing using sorting machines;
sufficient
• Make the most elfeetive use of resoorces using appropriate and
planning;
competence, tIto right localisation and etfective operational

•

—

•

waste through
Systematically develop standards in the processes and avoid

,
analyses of the value chain for prncess improvements, benchnmrking
followup and evaluation;
is built upon
• Use a quality approach to the operations an eflective process
first
time);
(right
ing
beginn
the ability to make cnrrect artions from the
—

.

in the
Ensure that systems and support processes make everyday life

proce.s easier;
Sstematicaily develop the operations cowards more envirunmentally
sustainable solutions.

rise culture of contmoous improvement has to permeate oil paris of the operations
An example of that is the fact that we increasinglv abandon the traditional budgeting
process and focus on the pace of mprovement and developmesit. Wc realised that we
had a problem when managers at different lewis tended to deliver the expetted result
as per their budget objective, not more and not ess. In that environment a way to be
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challengiog er
successfol is to be good at negotiating. If the agreed targets are not too
be regarded
and
them
achieve
to
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better
a
have
will
you
diffirult to reach, then
where Ixal
ations
negoti
political
in
resulted
culture
hus
manager.
as a capable
delivered toowell,
.
managers benelited if iheycould hidesome of theirputeniial If they
to reach.
difficult
more
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How Far Have We Come?
‘flue work is in progress and alI parts of it are net yet natural parIs of loca)
development. lmprovement groups of employees are engaged in many workplaces,
but net alI. The more standardised approach to the improvement activities has yet
to be implemented in some parts of the organisation. Our plan is that al! workplaces
will have active gruups itu 2011.
Wc have net been totally successful in the quality assurance aspects of major
process and organisatienal changes. An example of that is that we have had some
problems when we changed the organisation in “delivery”, aiming to create a bigger
time frame for automated surting. This was done thornugh scheduling later delivery
and cnnsiderably bigger routes. This was pessible when the manual sorting fur the
delivery personnel was drasticaily reduce& The problems we have had are partly
result of insuUicient quality in the reseurce management and partly a result of
an extensive cultural shift fnr the empioyee. The routes have been longer and the
mailman dees flot have his “ewn’ route anyniore. Se is part el’ a team and his wurk
hours have been changed.
Many workplaces have been successful in this change, but some have had big
prohlems. This indicates that our approach for continuous imprevements wurks
scell in many cases but has to be develeped in other workplaces. If major changes
are beth develeped and implemented in the imprnvement grnups, the succest rate
is much greater.
To develnp and improve this appreach to transfermation and continunus
improvements is ene of the mest strategically important activities. ‘11w expectalions
fur improved eftectiveness and cost reduciion for the years ti, come cannot be
reached through big, strectural prejecls. They niust be based upun the results
toming frem innevatinn and imprevement at man>’ lecal workplaces.
Despite the fact that sec have great challenges in the ceming years, we have a great
belief itu our ahility to deliver and meet the expectations. Meddelande Preduktien
has during a long peried, made the operations more effettive and we have improved
the precesses drastitally. The pace and stile of cost reductions has been faster
than the voleme decrease, and this has kept the prefitability un a constant, and
impreved, level.
Our plans, strategies and experiences sti far make us confident in the belief that ve
can continue our development journey and create the conditinns for Sweden to have
a prolitable and streng postal operatur in the future.
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Questions for thought and discussion
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1. lt is important to have strategies for change and transfo
I strategy not enough in itseif?

why is having

e’ be used to heip with anv change
2. How cana model like the ‘Production Templ

CHAPTER FIVE
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3, What are the challenges and opportunities for engagi

Implementat ion ChaHenges in
Postal Ira nsformatjon:
Experiences at Pos Malaysia

s sometimes
nr transformatiun programme? Why is the traditional use uf budget
unhelpful?
their hKal workplace
encouraging thcm to find ways of continuously impruving
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Marten Bjttner
Independar, p25111 cDnsu unT

Transformjng posta organ/sm/ons has been gaing an tor more than 20 years and
yi&ded some good resuirs ar var/aus postal argonisarjons oround the giobe. The
difficulry n pos tal transformat/an’s flot 50 much to define what shauld be done
there are many successful examples to build upon. The real challenge lies in
implementing and carrying through the trans format/an. Based an lus experience
in supparting Pas Malaysia b its transformat/an the aut/sat boks at the key
challenges when ir comes to the execution of major trans formation programmes
—
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Achievements
M,d-201 sats the haiftime in the execution of the three-year transformaticin
plan (sec Figure 2). A substantial performance increase coeld already be stated.
Compared to 2009, revenues have increased from RM9O3m to RMI,015m (+12.1%).
Operating prnfit has risen from RM82m to RMlO6m (+29.3%) and staff size
was reduced for the hrst time (roos 25,7110 to 15,618 (-1%). Other achievements
include the introduction of an internet marketplace “PostMe.com.my” and service
impros-ements, for instance ‘ci terios of next-day coverage in delivery, waitin,a time
in postal outlets and call centre activities, It is expected that the second half uf
the implementation phase will further improve the performance uf [‘os Malaysia
Berhad,

Challenges for Postal Tran5formatjon
In order to carry out a successful transformation of postal organisatinos ii is
important to have the right set of tools. Next to a systematic overall approach (such
as in Figure 1), the Ibilowing kes’ aspects should be kept in mmd “hen embarking
on a major transformacmon

— Define a elear case for change and transformation goals
Engagement — Get major stakeholders (eg. main shareholders, regulatu,) en

I Goals
2

board before starting the transformation
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Another example ot cultural differentes which can sloss down the executiun
ctforts is the different attitude when it comes to deating with problems. \Vhereas
Foropeans tend to tatkle problems straight away Malaysians prefer to walk
aroond the problem.
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Next to many cultural ditferences in the daily life when it comes to punetuality
er the number of “arm meals per dav, for example there are major cultural
differences in the buiness life which have a substantial impact on the execution of
transformation programnles. A very imporlant ditference is that the execution of i
transformation programme in Malaysia has to he drken from the very top, namely
by the CEO, Only in rare exceptions can one rely oil the intrinsic motivation of the
staif below actively to drive the execution, In addition. staff below the CEO try to
avoid voicing their personal opinion and also do not ask for help in cases where
they are not sure how to do things. tn a transtbrmation process in which various
initiatives have to be executed in parallel tlsh can really endanger the success of the
whole transformation.

Communicatiofi

—

0

ihese examples show that it is flot suüicient to just have a good approach for the
transformation and to consider key aspects toensure the success ofthetransformatinn.
The most important thing is to onderstand and respect the cuhural differences. Once
you accept that execution of a tra nsformation programme ss ithin Deutsche Pot. for
example, is differeni from execoliog soch a programme within Pos Malaysia, you are
also ready to appreciate the cultural covironment in Malaysia which is charatterised
by an enormous friendliness and an openness to Icarn from other experiences.
Executing a company-wide transformation programme in Malaysia is a challenge bot
witls tlse right attitude, and some patience, you will succeed.

Questions for

thought and discussion

t. Who are the key stakelsolders involved in the translbrmation iii this case
study and how is this different from the European context seen in the previous
clsapters?
2. \Vhat miuht be the reasons for focosing oil the ture business when launclsing
the change at Pos Malaysia, as opposed to immediately pursoing new hosiness
opportunities?
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CHAPTER SIX
Advocaung Postal Sustainability
Jody Berenblatt
Independent Postal Consultant

fri this chapter, the author sugge5ts that custamers play an important rate as
advacates at change ifl the posta! terror. She argues that businesses, rather
titan simply occepting public pastalpolicy need to activelyshape that palicy, by
labbying industry associatians, palitical representatives and at/ser stakehalders
wha are ina position to influence poticy. She then goes an to provide examples
at change; that are needed in the US cantext.

I[
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AVOCATlNG PO5TA. SUSTAINABiL Ti

ntroduct ion
Unlike the biropean Union, the US continues to deliver mai! thoogh a monopoiv,
the USPS. lim is a uliccion at histort Congressional icuisiation. and the very high
esteeni in wliicli the institution is Field by citizetis, an esteem that has shelded it,
to a rcmarl<ahle extent. from tSe usual demands for change. One might also argue
that the USPS shoold not change at too rapid a rate for it serves a guardian mio in
American society
At tliis point in tune. however. the LISPS has begun to recognise that a more rapid
rate of change is ilnperative for its own survival, (ifl December 2,2010. Postmaster
General Pat Donahoe told the Senate, “My personal vision is that of a prntitahle,
nimble Postal Sersu e that competes for costomers and has a “ell defined and
valoed mlu in an iiicreasinglv digital world.’

‘i’

Sonie teen observers in the private sector, watching the USPS reel (min one
operating bodget crisis tn another, have likewise become deeply concerned aboot
its stability and fonc:ionahit-. Conseqoentlv, a new advocacy is emerging At I PCs
May 2010 Shop@Hnme conlàrence in San franciso. for example. eBay CCO John
Donahoe said, “\Xe have no choice but to play a Ttore active mIe in the shipping of
the pmoduct... ‘2
hus chapter will address, lirst, how other businesses can advocate change in postal
services. It oill als,, discoss tilanges thai are i inperat ive,
if the USPS and other
h istoriral operators are to i onE i noe connectiog n eryone. evervwhere, reliablv and
alfordably

How to Advocate Change
“lite USPS was formed by Oenjantin franklin partially in the interest of distriboting
lus perucidicals to readers Periodirol publishers have alwavs had a high dependency
nn tine USPS and have tlierelbre heen consistently involved in driving postal
policy Tit rciogli krngstanding relationsh ips, several large corporations ifl this
sector prcivide constant feedback directly to opper management at the USPS,
to i omm issioners and statf ni the Postal Regolatory Commission (PRC), and to
menubers of appropriate conimittees in the US Senate and House ofRepresentatives.

I

Quoted ironi OSt’S Press releasc” OS Vov tal Service Cloef iiis Senale Custoiners Come
[trit”, December 2 21110
Qaotcd froni i side,, ci ccrpt is nich sval at the ti nie of wri ting avai labie on lite I PC wchsite,
‘vis’ sv ipc bi

—-—-9

eBay has begon to lollow this model at iniluence. However. the vast sweep at the
private sector, despite their dependencv on the USPS, has yet to adopt a similar
mindset, lhey react to changes Os postal policy, rathtr titan engaging at the front
edge of poiicv deselnpmcnt. It doe,, flot occur to cliem that they can manage cheir
relationship with the USPS as they manage al! other sopplier relationships. \Vhile
many large bosinesses, like banks. iave regolatory compliance departments and
government affairs staif. ttsey rarely ose them tit lobby for a leaner, more nimble
and etficient postal service
,\lore bosinesses need to join eflay and the new Postmaster General in advocating
for change. Those that do flot have direct access to leadership through lonestanding
relationships. regulatorv compliance dcpartments, nr government affairs staif might
work through association,, the Alliance of Non-Profit Mailers, the Association of
Postal Commerce, the Direci Marketing Association, the Magazine Poblishers
Assnciation
that represent tlieir inierests to the L’SPS, PRC, and political
representatives. Un response to USPS’s eftort in bly 20t0 to raise prices ahove the
regulated Consumer Price Index cap. these associations immediately fnrmed the
AlTordah!e Mail Alliance to block the price increase.)
—

—

How the USPS Needs to Change
Among the most imp{trtant issoes requiring adsocacy ruin the
•

private settor:

Alfordabie Services. The survis al at the USPS asa business partner reqoires
better cost management in two major categories. The hrst is overheads for
example the politicaily imposed obligalion to fond fotore retiree health
care and pension costs. ‘Ilse serond is the operating and maintenance costa
associated with a physical infrastructure and retail (ootpricit. The volu mc
of hard-copy nionopoly based mail products is deelining. as predicted. The
USPS does flot need ali of the facilities that currently exist to process mail.
—

Costomised Pricing. Meinopoly laws corrently inhihit the postai service
from emulating the private sector in recognising customer expenditore
asa basis for pricing. Postal rate charts are arganised by mail piece shape,
class, and mail preparation methods an approach driven by regoiatory
constraints and postal operations. Uosiness customers woold be moch
better served by customised pricing that takes into accoont the volome,
quality and categories of mail used by itu major customers,
—
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Easy Credit. The USPS is the sole entity in the bosincss supply chain that
requires tustomers to pay for services (delivery) upfront. By aw, there is no
credit provision whatsoever. This means, b effi,ct, that a corporation huying
media for an advertising campaigo gets its print, radio, televkinn, and
internet scrvices un tredit, contingent on ineeting the agreed upon terms
of service. Only the direct mad component must be prepaid. To remain
competitive and viable, the USPS must find a way to extend credit to its
business customers and develop a realistic refund process.
Predictahlc Service. International and domestic customers consistently
tell eBay that thev are reluctant to purchase certain goods because they du
not trust the global postal network. eBay CEO Donahoe, representing the
voice of e-commerce, warned postal executives that they necd to create
cunfidence in global commerce by providing ‘more robust tracking... Ina
cost effeccive way...”’ Ultimately standardisation across borders will better
facilicate the interface in the global marketplace.
Domestically, consumers emphasise that they do not require immediacy.
they require reliability. Longstanding bosiness customers of the USPS
(companies that send bills, magazioes, advertising mai1 and parcels) have
communicated their need for reliable service, In an attempt to address
this issue, business lobbied Congress to require the L’SPS to measure and
report mai1 delivery performance, when drafting the Postal Accountability
Enhancement Act of 2006, building en the premise that what is measured
is managed. The goal for first last business mail is to deliver 96”s in the
overnight regions, 91% for two-day and 92% for 3—5 day de!ivery areas.
Scores reported by the USPS in February 20] I, show attual hrst tbss
business mad delivery at 81%, 88% and 85% respectively.
Faster Innovation. The USPS has recentiv begun to offer several consumer
oriented innovations, soch as the forever stamp, the priority mai1 fiat
rate hos, and the “postage cost included’ for the purchaser of a Hailmark
Card using the Intelligent Mail Barcode. The USPS needs to develop
innovations to meet the needs of its business customers. While the USPS
is tot supposed to bea fast conspanv, it does need to cootinue inno ating
at 3 much faster rate than it has historicallv, especially given the pace of
electronic substitution.

Qaotcd from a video excerpt which was at the time of writing availabte en the WC website,
‘en se ipc fie

ADVOCATING POSTAL

SuSTAINABILIrY

Condusion
More businesses need to engage iii postal advocacy and those few businesses
already advocating for change need to step up their came. Rather than walting for
the current crisis to deepen and respunding to that, the private sector needs to
move forward managing the USPS like any other supplier. whicls, indeed, it is. If
treated as a supplier, then perhaps the USPS will find it easier to listen more acutely
to ts customers’ everevolving needs. This is a compooent of the cultural change
that is a priori to innovation in products. priciug and services.

Questions for thought and discussion
i

The author suggests a numher of elements of customer ser’ ice that are critital to
get right in the tase of the USPS How do these tompare to the situation sn your
owo country? Are these the same issues that are critical to your own business?

2. Other than lobbying for government policy thanges. what are ways customers
can iniluence postal operators?
3

The author makes the point that cultural change. and in particular a customer
focus, is a prereguisite for i000vation in products. services and pricing. Do you
agree with this iew?
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Co-opetition in Liberalised Postal Markets:
the German Experience
from a Suppfler’s Perspective
Dr Monka PIjrn
Busnets Dew!opment Manager, Francotyp Postala

Trans form allan én the posrol industry over the post IC—IS yeors has been tréggered
by two major develapments: l,berdllsotion and techno(oglcal change. Bock have
led to changes that ore grearer than onything experienced én the prevlous 500
years of the postal service. This chapeer describes the German postal market os
an example, which has fatlawed o rather specific liberolisation path. The author
gives a special focus to the suppilers perspective, whlch is aften negtected
in describing the liberalisatian outcame. Develapment of email, internet and
digitalisation has impacted the market two fold. It led to substitution and thus a
decline of traditional letter mad volume. On the other hand it has olso braught
with ét new opportunities én products, processes and solutions.

I
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Liberaijsatjon of Postal Markets; the German Case
Liberalisation in Germany has been a prucess of gradual market openine. A major
step was the new regulatorv framewurk in 1998 that introduted a competitive
framework in the letter mad market with a partial exclusive litence for Deutsche
Lost. ilse scope of the exclusive licence was reduted subsequently over time until
full market opening touk place in 2(108.
Cumpetition started ifl 1998 mainly in the se called D.licence area, where letters with
higlser quality features were opened up to competition. Since a major element ofhigher
quality was same day delivery er early morning deliver> mainly small local Gr regional
letter mad bosinesses developed. The specific German licensing policy resulted in
hundreds of small regional operators with their own local delivery networks.

I

I,

It Was only in 2005 when network access lbr competitors was enforced by a decision
of the federal (artel ottice in Germany and downstream atcess competition Was
intruduced as a secnnd element besides end-to-end-competition into the German
postal market. Since [hen, natiunwide delivery became an option for regional
plavers through dowostream aceess to the Deutsche Post network. It also opened
the way for cooperation and nctworks of regional players.
After more than ten years of gradual liberalisation the current market share of
ctsmpetitors in [lie letter mail market is 10%? Downstrcam access by competitors
actounts for approxinsatelys% oftotal mad vnlumei ilse developmentofcompetition
Os Germany svas negatively iniluenced by the minimum svage debate and VAT
regime which exempted a large part of the incumbent’s niail services from VAT.
l3oth issues have recently been eased with court decisions and new VAT legislation.
but it is sull nnt considered to bea self-supporting cumpetitive marketH

CC 0PETITCN

2

For an oven’ ucw of the German posual marke tit’r ilNetzA. annual report 20(19; www.hnetza,,5g
Fugures are caltulated hased on data from HNetzA, annual report 2009

4
5

Ibese issues are flot fu rtiuer dl seussed Os Ehis articie
Ser BetzA, annual report 2009. pt38
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offer customers a greater choice. Tcchnoloeical change has had large implications
fur tIto processes in postal markets and often led to a modification of the traditinnal
postal value chain,

Transformation ofthe Postat Value Chain
Under monopoly condithuns, the traditiunal postal value chain consisted of
collectious, sorting, transport and final delivery and was reserved to the incumbent.
Upstream and downstream activities were mainly pruvided by senders and recipients
tlsemselves utilising mail managenuent products like meters, inserters. software etc.
‘lhis traditional postal value chain has flow changed in many respeuts (sec Figure 1).
•

‘rise traditional reserved area from collection to final dehivery has been
opened op to computitors. ihey created new products and services, which
had not been provided under the monuspoly. Examples are defined delivery
days, post-paynsent or downstream atcess and also givitsg smahler seoders
access to postal discounts.

•

Tethusological change has enabled new options in upstream and downstream
activitks, like da ta management, address selection and address management or
digitalisaibn of incoming mad. More and more sender.s and recipieusts outsource
thsese aeuivities to specialiwd busincsscs. ibese services are often provided by
soppliers not ofiginating in the postal market, eg. rom the snftware industry.

•

At the same time, the tlassical sequencing of the postal value chain is
no longer fixed, sinte new options are available, The eln.ssical order was
printing a letter, inserting, franking, dispatth, collection, transport. sorling
and delivery. With new hsybrid and electronic options. several elements
ofthe value chain are processed in one step, eg. printing. franking and
sorting, and only theuu the letter is inserted and handed over ler final
delivery. ‘fitos the physical value chain may be provided partially its
electronic forns as hybrid mail. Cryptograph> quahifled signatures and
impnsved data processing have enabled secore fully electronic mail optinns.

•

Finally there is a migration of operators and suppliers alting the postal value
chsain. ihose formerly tied to one ar two areas of the vahue chain expand into
neighbouring elements of the vakte thain. This is valid for postal operators
expanding into other business ftelds to compensate lusses in the former
monopoly area. But it is equally vahid for other suppliers, like postage meter
suppliers entering into hybrid mail, consolidation etc. Also, totally new
supphiers enter the postal arena, eg. from the software ar printing indostry.

‘lIte general objectives of liberalising former monopoly areas are to provide
innovative and customer-oriented products and services. to achieve productivity
gains and to lead to lower prices and Isiglter quality.
Liberalisation in the postal sector has been accompanied by technological clsanges,
mainly digitalisation. This has opened op the upportunity for an intreasing number
of specialised nsarket players with a variety ol product- and service ranges, wlsich
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Before anabsing this in more detail, the role ef the tinal customers should be
considered. In the nionopoly erwironment, customers usually received little attentfnn.
With liberalisation the customer becoines the focus uf the martet and is a major
driver of change. althnugh their basie need the exchange of written communicatinn
is stil! the same. Liberalisation and tcchnological chance have created a vatiety
of product and prlcing options. For pIwscal letters. customers can select becween
ditfering delivery times, trackand’trace options, pick-up. and value-added services like
response management. In addition technological change has enablcd completely ness
product offerings like digitisation of incoming mai!, hybrid mai!, or sec ure electronic
mail. Although the new electronic options partiallv substitute for physical mad, they
have opened a multi-channel offering for the customer buch senders and recipients.
.4 further implication in the muki-channel world is the change from a ‘sender
driven’ towards a “recipient driven” martet. Especially in the 82C coinmunleation the
recipient preferences have to be considered to get hicher customer retention.

Traditional postal value chain
b’
ci

—

—

1Integrated mail industry value chain

—

The changing customer heins mur puts further pressure en the changing rule of
postal operators and postal industry suppliers. It is no lunger a a lid strategy to
focus on one element in the postal value chain, but to provide a broader range of
services, which leads back to conperation and partnerships.

Fu .‘c
À.ç a resnit, the modern postal value chain is highly integrated. Formerly separated
n,arkets merge, new markets are ireated and traditinnal supply’and’demand
relations are no longer valid.

The Challenge of Co-opetition
The changes desuribed above have created a situation, where classical cooperative
elements still persist, wisereas at the same time competitive eletnents anse from
the dynamic martet environment. ihis may be descrihed by a new bun’wnrd in
the postal industry: co-opetititon. The phenomenon uf co’opetition in strategic
theory was tirst described by Brandenburger and Nalebuif and is a valid strategy i’s
the airline ur automotive industry and will lead to superior perlbrmance nr a svin
win situation for the firms engaged.’ b the automotive industry fur example hrms
cooperate to develop certain parts er platforms under higher cost efficiency. whereas
they compete in the tina! martet. Another form of co-opetition, which has also been
analysed in the postal sector, is cooperation in standard setting organisatiuns.’

Redefining the Roles of Players in the Postal Market
In the monopoiv environment, the major players in the postal martet Were the
incurnbent postal operators, the tina! customers (senders and recipients) and the
pustal industry supp!iers with rather elear-cut demand and supply relationships.
11w incumbent was responsible for collection, surting, transport and tina! delivery
and the traditional suppliers in the postal industry (eg. suppliers tbr sorting
equipmcnt, postage meters) “cr0 active in offering products and services to the
incumbent and/er customers, Although some players, eg. postage meter suppliers,
had a two.fold demand from the incumbent and the linal customer to satisfy,
it i, as stil! a supplier and buyer relationship and sut a cumpetitive relatinnship
tuwards the incunibent. But liberalisation and technulogical change have altered
these relationships: the competitive environment is iiiuch more dynamic and
complex s ith incumbents, suppliers and new entra nts espandi ng their aL Livi Iie%
into ditferent martet sc-gments as described abuve, At the same time it also otfers
new isptini;s

The co-upetitive relations described in the fulbowing examples are seen asa specitic
outcs,nie cif the liberalisatiun process. Alsu in these cases, co-opetition may lead to a

6

Barry- Co Opetilion: 4 Rcnotuiii,n Mmdcci ts)i
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( ombinci Cnmprcitiiin and Cnnperatinn,

br cooperation and partnerships.
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positive outcome and a ‘vin-win situation as descrihed in strategic Lheory, but only
ifa level playing held for al! players is guaranteed.

I.

H

On the one lund, if network access prices are set too low, the market for end-to-end
delivery is not attractive. This is an outcome that could he observed in the UK, with
market share of end to end delivery below (1.1%, whereas downstream access has
seen enormous growth rates. Competitors’ downstream access accounts for 21% of
total mai! volume in the UK.5’ If network acccss prices are too high, inefficient entry
in end -to-end delivery may occur.

To return to Lise German case, a first example ofco opetition anses from the move
of manket players along the postal value chain. A traditional postage meter supplier
in the monopoly environment had the cisalienge of rompiving with the technical
and operational specifications uf Deutsche Post and at the same time developing
meters fulfihling tise end-user requirements of ease of use, cost-efficiency and
oiTordability. The relation to Deutsche Post in tIds area is a cooperative one and
the major challenge is to accommijdate the sometimes conflicting requirements.
Under liberalisation, budt Deutsche Post and the supplier have taken the chance
and extended their coverage of the postal value chain, eg. into hybnid mail nr
fully electronic mail, and entered iisto a competitive relationship in these market
segments, while the cooperative relationship in the meter market still cx ists. If
the competitive relatiunship is realised ifl a level playing held both partiet can
enter a win-win situation, since hybrid mai! still needs final delivery, which is still
mainly covered by Deutsche Post. ‘ENs brings OP a forther issue, which is due to
the technnlogical chançes. With digitisation there is a strong convergence between
post and electronic cummunication I Lelecommunication.Since both seccors are
charatterised by former monopolies, it is necessary that regulators monitor carefully
these processes and try to prevent any abuse of a market-dominant position.

Both examples show that co-opetition is a likely outcome of liberalisation in the
postal market, Since w -opetition itself is observed in many markets withoot any
problems. it is also possible that cu opetition in the postal market may bad to a
win-win situation for alI participants in the postal market (operators, supphers and
customers) with better services, ne’s products and more efficient processes. But the
specific characteristics of a former monopoly market with a stil! dortsinant market
player require special safeguards frnm regulation LO preveni the expboitation of
co-opetitive situation.
The main challenges for regulation in the specific German cate are:

A second example of co-opetition in the German market is the existence of
downstream access competition parallel to end-to-end compedtion. Private postal
operators compete with Deutsche Post ifl end-to- end delivery iii some regions,
and at the same time have a cooperative relationship for access to the Deutsche
Post netw-ork. On the other hand Deutsche Post offers downstream access to final
customers via a subsidtary conspeting with other downstream access providers.
Since Deutsche Post still has a market-domioant position in final delivery, there is
a need for a balanced network access and end-product price regulation to guarantee
a level playing field for ali uperators. In the past year, Deutsche Post was able to
lower network access prices by 12 percentage points, putting high pressure on endto-end deliverv, Compt-titors of Deutsche Post call for a stronger network access
regulation and abuse control to guarantee a level playing field har al! operators:’

9

—

•

Balance between downstream access and end-to-end cnmpetition through
etfective network access and price regulation

•

Nlonitnring the convergence uf post and electronic’telecommunication
markets to prevent abuse of duminant position

lfthiscan he achieved, co-opetition may support thepnsitive eflectsofliberalisation:
an affordable and diverse prnduct and service otTering for ali customers in the
postal and electronic communication market.

Questions for
-

thought and discussion

What are the drivers for postal transformation that typically accompan the

liberabsation of the market? Does transharmatic,n of the market always lead to
transformation of the participants in the market and is there a reverse effect
where the market is changed by the transformed plaers?
2- What challenges and opportunities are available for incumbenes and new entrants
in the postal sector across the postal value chain. at descril,ed iii this chapter?
3. What are the advantages of co-opetitiun in the market and what will help or
hinder it?

Dmvnatream access prices in Grrmanv are cakulated asa discount on the standard etter mail
carOl’. The maa:murn diwount Fu rdow nstream acceus is IS under the new tartits, depozdbg
un voksne and attest poi:st.
Sec Ritle Tuhannes ‘Den \X’ettbvwerb ira Br:c(rnarkt eraSnC FAZ NET 1111.2011

151 For an overdew ur the UK tz;a,I marke sce Pustcnn:ni. Annual report 2(11191(1 and H’’c:pcr
repurt 2(1081 20L0
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Posta and Regulatory Reform in
Intermodal Competition
Prof. Dr Hemut Det
Univsrsily of Zurich

Dr Chrstian Jaag
Swiss Economics & Uiiiversuy of 5t.GaIIon

In this chaprer the authars argue that trans forming the postal business model
goes hand in hand with a trans farmatian in the dehn,rion af universal service
obligatian. They argue that whilst pastal aperators need fully to embrace the
unique competitive spare created by e?ertronic subsriturian, at the intersettion
between the physical and digrsl. reguiatary framewa,ks alsa must be adapred
tawards a technolagy-neurral deflnitian of universal service.
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there are stil! about 330 addressed mail items per year per person on average. If
electronic means of coinmunication are such good sobstitutes fur phvsical mail why
are there stilE socit high mail volumes? Apparently, phvsk al mai! possesses qoalities
that are n°0 rivalled by electronic coloomunication1.
Compared .s ith electronic direct marketing, letter mai! stil) offers a number of
distinct benefits, such as the persona! tooch, a tactile experience and less intrusion,

Moreover, letter mai!, unlike electronic direct marketing, has a higher chance of
being read when the recipient is more relaxed (eg. after work or on weekends).
These advantages enable postal operarors to defend market shares in intermndal
competition. Thoy are also the basis for forther developing the postal value
proposition to their costomers.
‘Ihese observations raise two fundamental questions relating to the further
development ofpostal markets:

Add,i’dm ,I,ieooslmi111onst

•

How (an maj] be positioned in the mid and long term asa raluable
alternative to emai! (strategic perspeci ive)?

•

How can the increasing convergence uf postal and telecommunications
markets be mirrored by appropriate regulation especially with respect to
the denition of universal p0510) services (regulatory perspective)?
-
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I n the rema inder of I his chapter, we will highlight some key issoes related
to these questions. The next section highlights strategic aspects and shows
how postal operators can trans-form their business models in order to remain
competitive. The following sectinn addresses regulatory reform by analysing
how the definition sif universal service obligaticons (tISO) restricts or enables
postal operators to Ira- nslorrn their bosine.ss models, Fina liv tre provide some
cuncloding remarks.

Postal Strategy Reform
To understand the strategic th reaL of declining mail volomes it is important to view
postal services as a platlurm that connc’cts two market sides. mailen on the one side
and receivers on the other. The economics of Ihis platform are characterised by strong
(cross-side) network effeets: FacIt additional receiver that is connected to the posta!
network inereases the atlractjseneos of the neotsork fur mailers. liespite the facc that
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Defense of Core Bosiness
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Regulatory Reform
The challenges tit postal strategv 1usd to the question of how postai reguiatitrn
affects soch a modilicatjon and transformation of bosiness models. Regulators
determine tiw jncentives and posstbilities ot business model transformanon to the
postal sector through a variecy of regulacory instrumeots,
The totroduitjop of reverse J,ybrid mai) is a svelt known example of the interaction
betweeo regulatinn and postal i000vation. Global warmiug has increased the cissi
of CO emisstoos. As a result, in many places, printiog and deliveriog postal items
costs cotistderabiy more titan giviog away free e-readers such 35 a Kindle nr iPad.
These resoiutionary changes have to be taken into account when regulators debne
universal service obligations, Coosider the folbowiog example from Switzerla od’
Swiss Post offers tts customers the “Swiss Post Box” service, Whenes-vr Su’iss

I
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Questions for thouqhr and discussion
1. The authnrs argue that operators must take into account their resources

and capabilitses when explortng the new business upportunities created by
e-substicotion. What are examples of soch resources and capabilities, and why
could these lead to new competitive advantages for operators? Du you agree with
this point ofview?
2. Some uperators buy in the necessary capabilities needed to compt’te in the digital
space, for example through the acquishion of technoissgy companies. What are
some el’ the adsantages and disadvaotages of buying capabilities, rather than
developing them internally?
3. How can the indhidual operator inlluence the definiuon of the L’SO, and what
other stakeholders are likely to be lnbbying regulators as well? Are there likely to
be ons’ differences in what saritsus stakehoiders er interest groups want from the
USO, and du tlsese confljct with the best ineerest nf the postal operators?
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CHAPTER NIN E
Postal Operators between the Traditionat and a
New Arcbitecture of Relevance and Trust
Frank Marth&er
Executive Vice President, Swiss Post

Beat Friedli
Head et £us[ness Development international, Swi5sSIgn

Just like private customers, the business customers of postal operotors, inciuding
governrnenrs. are incressingly moving rowards digital patber ffian poper-bosed
communicotions. In rhis contriburion the aurhors argue that ooerawrs must
seize the opportuniry ofoccupying nerdy crea red marker spoces with what rhey
call epostal products. This nat only refers to hybrid products, bur also to areos
like secure communication. With trusted brands, a unique position in the physical
spore, and intimote knowiedge of households, postal operators are positioned
far success.
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lntroduction: What to Dø when the Cash Cows Decline?
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Postal operators can choose dilterent strategies:
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•
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Do nothing and leave the e-postal marker to other companies.
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Luoking to the future, usage of information and coinmunication technoiogies
(ICTs) for receiving individual messages or accessing data in the clood will become
standard, and

“non-active ICT users hae increasingly dilflculty finding obs, pay more fur
products and services, and have less acccss b inft,rmation for education,
health and news purposes”’.
Recent research from Swiss Post shows that, jo only a few years, c ustumers will
prefer to receive most types of documents in i digital format. No kind of mail,
magazine or newspaper is cccluded from this change of customer preference from
physical to digital delivery.

The lncreased Importance of Security in the Digital Postal
Marketplace
Su far the question “What is the Postal Operator’s value proposition in a digital
market place” is still difficult to answer. Reiated questions are: What are the killer
applications which open the door to the digital mass market? Where are the
cotry points and where are the “low hanging froits”? How can a Postal Operator
nass -customise without being lost in a cost explosiun? \X’hat is the underling
commercial backbone? And how rio you recruit ur train new competencies and
skill? Ffoss’ do yoo roll oul new e-postal products? How do yoo help customt’rs
modify their processes? Ho” do you deal with the complexity uf the well-known
two-sided market? Who is payer, who is user?
The common denominator of ali these questions is ‘security”; the successful
epustal operators will be the ones who soccessfully overcome the central obstacle
of digital communication. If asked what key obstacles are, the most common
answer uf respondents in our recent survey was “date security issues”.
Key security issues in digital communication and in digital wurkl]ows are the
following:

impact 00
National characteristics of market systems ultimately have a strong
ersOS
“proactive”
of
risks and benefits and accordiogly on the business decision
data
of
availability
“reactive strateily. linportant exogenous variables are the
and
educatinn
and
the
devices
the effectiveness of mobile
network perforinance.

adoption of the pupulation regarding digital supply.

Sorirce

Cornrnuni(aliria irends and the role of mail’ it’puri for the lnts:na:iur,al Pust
(‘orporaiton; Cupc’nbagc’n lnstituie for Fotures Studies: acr esse d April 2011 on htip*www
ipc.be/ ‘/modia)Docuunrnis!PUBLICfClfSCommunirationu.ashx
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Companies with an origin in other sectors are well prepared br entering the new
digital postal market. So who are the new tompetitors and what are characteristjcs
oftlte new demand?

How conf transfer con6dential information
withaut the risk of itbeing seen by thirdparties?

.

serureiy sending cora/ts

How can lpratect my erna/Is sa that they art sent
to the recipient wehout any changes?

E-businessprocesses

How can I generote trusr fri myprocesses?

Media disruprians

How can tprevenr media disruptians fri electronic
rkCorils?

—

-

Digiralidentitits and authent/cat/an

-

TME’Campan,es

i

Post has flot only
While taking the other top ranked obstacles very seriously, Swiss
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more
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single
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autltcntksrted titizens
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The New Competitors jo the Digital Post& Marketplace

t comprnmising
]3usincsses monitor a ttrong demand for protest integration withou
high standards
very
with
ant
compli
be
on secority. Banks, for example, ha’e to
unless strong
ers
costom
their
with
n
nicatio
and will allow no digital commu
equivalent
digital
The
teed.
guaran
n
are
niratio
commo
authentication and secure
coontries, but
today can be offered by rompetitors of pustal operators i’s many

strong brand (trust),
the starting position for postal uperaturs is magnilicent:
ny, and the
customer intitnacy, sustainability and predictabilicy at a compa
ed physical
combin
nf
ement
possibility of providing a full portfislio and manag
r.
digital communication to beth sender and receive

Start-ups
Supplier

-

,

-

-

Companies fvery ofren start-eg Ikesma:? businesses which enree the
e-postalmarket witha specific e-pastalpraduct
Heavyweights supplierafflepast&suppIyq,0r,

Other potential new competitors are social network providers (eg. Facebook), lhey
might ‘vil Ii a systematic initiatis-e try to promote atithenticatjon for i lieir registered
users.

One significant downside of postal operators versus “Tl&lE’Cnnspanjts” is the fart
that they have no contractual billing relatbonship to private individuals. A number
oP postal operators nuw try to leverage their address database and to motivate a
relevant part uf the popolation to activale an e-postal produci accoont (nornially
some form of e-box web-servic-e) with the ambitiun to become ane”- and powerful
interinediary between sopply and demand jo the supply chains of any of the
existing industries, While ina fly postal operators r,,ll om closed systems with
new e-mail address, Swiss Post is following an open system approach. Accordingly
sending and receiving secure communication is possible with any existing email
address via the inail client or webmail account of the customer

E-postal Products: Are They Killing Existing Business ar
Generating New Revenue?
Agaiost a popular understanding, digital equivacnts of physical registered maj] aw
only to a minor extent subststuting the physica! registered mail. Nlainly they substitute
for unregistered ana/I ur eve,, more: normal e mai]/ According to our analysis, the
potential demand of secure e’ma,l (130 Billon) is about 30% of the global mai] voiurne
of today2. Only 8% ol tids potential is expectcd to be the result of a substitution of
phsiral registered mas]. 66% of the potcntia] is “en- bus/ness firr pnstal operators, Since
the sedure email comes from entirely digital communicatjon alternatives.
2

—J

-

-

Whoccnfierns that car Pete, 45:lleris r?behInd
peterrniller33@swisspost.ch?

Te.’ecam, e’ternet medfa, entertain ment carnpanfas withowang
exsstrng customer/consumtr’,a) base:some Tt/co’s and intemer
Sennce Praviders (ISP are upgrad,ng thesr exiseing customerrefations
byaffering eg. digital receipt afnatf&atiansanddacument,

Ettsn,aird at 1314 Bil/ion iltors

ifl

2005 accardice to the L’n,versat Postal Uo:on
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estimated global potentiol demand for secure/verifled

-

e-mail

730,595000,000

subsrirurnon aRensitiveetnag

55,795 OOQ 000’

aubstireron 0! mail’’

unreghie’ed

registered
substhurian at document
downtaad (atter sign an)

—

57%

32850,00dW00
5%

l0,950,000,000

j

20,000,000,000

(5%

AND 4
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operators should anticipate the imp!ementation of a redefined “Universal Last Mile
Sen ice Obligauon”, And (hev muat be ahh, to offer a choice for huuseholds with
possibilities of receiving documents in a digital format every day if horne delivery
frequency is reduced.
The ULMSO needs to be defined at flexibly as the UFMSO (the tirst mile
equivalent). In many countries. access points need flot entirely be Post Othces
but can alsi, be provided in the form of a digital acces or an access operaled by
agencies. First and last mile obligation should not be tied to a three-dimensional
location on the contrary: thcy food to he technologicaljy neutral and independent
from physical location. Ure density is a consequence nf utilisation and costomer
behaviour. Likewise the regulatory mandate regarding frequency, format and place
ofdelinvrv will hasvt rn he defined ina svav that allows postal operatora much more
Ilexiblv to supplvapplv product.price combinations to redpienta.
—

teint an citat rent email
canon with nenni troe tanten! will nar any anger be
firm the Radkat, Gocup. ihere eec I 3 b’tan ema’l ure’s
•ccordrng b renocrrh candurted by the ma’SL’t’ng
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i every day [Oabbinh. et al CSCW 05
warldwide wha send appesuimainly 18) billion email mensage
information
WC estimate rneghly 0.10, canta’nsconhdential
nolume
th’r
email
(radios
of
small
Avery
20051).
‘ntcr preto d and ab.sf-cd.
wh’ch ntnder or rec’p’entn wauid regnet hein9 captare d.
d and reg istcrnd physrcal mai) 438 Sillioni tante’s i
Esnimated avl, at the world demand for unnegistere
snor’ matod to nej 3.
con8deni;al. prisate information: horatio uneragisinred -regisrered

eg email rommen

•

--

i

iherelbre, postal operators must he ernpnwered to
services are complernentary
Other e-postal products such at reverse hybrid mail
ute to cost reduction
to physical mail. They generate additional revenue ar contrib

•

Understand the do namits and implication et the rapidly changing postal
markets;

withoot eroding the demand her physical mail.

•

Reinvent the supply and to offer choices ina two-sided naarket;

•

Redefine the relationship to the recipients by Inoving the existing
relar.ionship nf “s-ou are a customer ofmv customer” into a full and direcc
coromercial relationship: iyou are my customer’

piastal operators have the
Ali in al), there is a certain cannibahsation efl&t and
er, naanv uperators will
Huwev
rs.
choice to leave the new market to the new supplie
h:
researc
ed
prohably agree with Accentures recently publish
pronounced that
“Indeed, the trend of decline in the core product is to
to acoressively
but
choice
no
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will
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Acc enture predicts that rna ny sapera
to which
extent
the
about
erns
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iaff
g
pursue pure dicital solutions, fendin
n at
positio
their
secure
to
ss,
busine
core
g
existin
ih will cannibalize their
i
n
future,
the
peastal players uf

Anticipating the Future “Universal Last Mile Service
Obligation” (ULMSO)
-

re. Discussions ii, the USA,
The frequency (Sf horne delivery has come under presso
leve) of freqoency cannot
t
curren
the
slrnss
that
Italy
in
and
lands
in the Nether
alternatives of hiauseholds
lw maintained over time, At the expectations and the
try to accelerate or
should
change, the question is mit whether poscal operaturs
e ftar it. l’ostal
prepar
rs
operato
avoid tbis sceoario. The question is how postal

3

-

i

-I-

Snurce:

Research 2(111, page ‘I
Achiecing High Perforinance is the fiesta1 Industry: Accenturn

l’ostal operators have to be able to esc-ape the commodit) trap and have to promote
actively a modern offering to their receiver custornery. The future of the last mile
sersice is (tot a universal service 00 a rnandatory, extraordinary quality level of
physical deliery of mai) six times a week at recipients’ horne hefore noon and for
sec. The future is a universal service of choice. Recipients will be able to select one
out et a nurnber of available cumbinations of service and price elementa, Overall
different bundles will be of a satisfying level at stil) affordable prices with a basic
quality service offered for free,
The consequence of a cornplet&y revised ULMSO will therefore be that service
kvels are ahgned with customvr.s perceived value. Avoided cos ts are directls- or
andirrctly resuleing ana benefit to the wheile ecunorny.
‘The time for change has come, like RCG underlines lai The Postrnan Alsvays Brings
Twice’1. iheir survev analvsed the receiver-driven transfrarrnation of the Mail
“

1

too rt 0: BCG, NI art Ii 2011: “ihn l’iisemazt

Ali ays Bringe

Twice”
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lostal markets were opened product by product and country by country. More
and more postal operators have started to cooperate with postal partners and their
nioltinational networks. l<ey motivating factors seere:

exceeds reccwers’
Business Model. One key finding is: the current service leve1
requirements fur delivery frequency.
to redute delivery
With the ongoing volume decline of physical mail, the pressure
of the UniersaI
definition
modilied
a
frequency will in the medium term result in
will be of
dehsery
digital
secure
The
(ULMSO).
Last Mile Service Obligation
will
delnery
physical
of
frequency
the
of
reduction
the
inucasing importance.
Postal operators
delivery.
digital
steady
as
a
simultaneously
introduced
haw to be
start today and pruvide
need flot to wait for the regulatory modifications. They can
daily. A smart
incentives to the househoids that are the most expensive to deliver to
of the future
delivery
way
to
the
opt-in strategy will be a first important step on the
in an inereasingly digital communication market.

From Strategy to Execution
Building an Trust and Access

—

Lnwcr downstream cost (compared to given ‘terminal dues’)
Better quality of services (eg. track and trate)
Pustal operators have meanwhile learned to share networks and the 2nd generation
of postal partnership has becnme mature. Noss’, as postal service become digital,
sve are at the threshold of a 3rd generation of postal partnership .Most postal
operators have understood that there is no way around pro’ iding e-postal products.
ro become a provider of e-postal products means to understand the new business
model and particularly that the deveiopment and operation of productssers ices
are dramaticallv chaoaing. Whi!e postal operators have designed and operated real
physical networks in the pasi, they flow have to develop tuthnical products. The
traditional pusi al lisgistics networks which are more or less dense and whith have
mure ur less international reach are shared with other postal uperalors ur not.
However, the> could not be just copied and pasted elsewhere beeause ihey are by
their very nature a geographitally anchored system.

Postal Partnership 3.0

processes of
Advanced postal operators facilitate the strea mlining of iniernal
Postal
elfectie.
inst
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leaner,
corporate costomers and make them
business
in
expertise
of
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a
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general
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demand
the
to
acee.s
Lranslate this role into a digital world. With their trust and
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side (private or business customers in their respective role s
side (businesses nr
the
supply
to
they have the onique opportunity to give advice
with a seamless,
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increase
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reduce
cost
government) on how they can
But they
communication,
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of
system
integrated and sophisticated
general
being
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of
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for
know-how
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also need terhnology
needs.
communication
for
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Postal Partnership

Reduced complexity (one partner instead of 190—)

3.0
0foeationandtedn0logy’
Whatis cheimportance (possibilitiesandcaPabilities)
with
the e.postal market? Postal
association
industry
in
sha ring for the postal
The key characteristic
tradition.
long
avery
has
generation)
Partnership (of the Ist
For more
interoperability.
downstream
is
Partnership
Postal
of
generation
of the Ist
postal
other
tban tOO vears every postal operattir has exchanged mail with every
not
was
mail
international
operator herause an independent end-iu-end service for
possible for regulatory reasons.

Conversely, the possibility of produci ng multiple clones is prrcisely a core
characteristic and starting position of a “Postal l’artnership 3.0”. Postal operators
are no longer locused to be a network service; they now have to develop e-postal
products.

I

E-postal products are the combination of a technology and a marketing mix.
ihe technology is a system of algorithms and it can principally he sohllcensed
from one postal operator to another, if the sources of the development of these
algorithms have smartly anticipated the possible opsides of designing the e-postal
products as an Original Equipnwnt ?.lanufacturer (OFAI). The marketing mix can
be redesigned locall» agaiia with low elfort. Howes’er, sublicensing products from
advanced postal operators is not yet part of the DNA of the family memhers (If the
postal indus try. While sce easily tind a oL of practical examples of sublicensed and
rebranded products among suppliers of other specific industries, we anticipate a big
potentia I and an attractive fotu re br a lut more Postal Partnership 3.0.
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Conciusion
lrreversibly the postal market continues ts transfurmation. The e- postal niarket is
young but the long term importance and size is very significant. In consequence
of the nature til the e-postal market with ts network externalities, commercial
succcss in the future requests action today net only en a stratvgic Incl, but also
in execution. That is where many postal operators fail today.
—

The good news is that solutions arv available. Pioneers among the postal eperators.
like Swiss Post, have already developed e’postal products and proceed on the
learning curve. Why then shoold other postal operators not sublicense these
e-postal products and execute the rollout of e postal products with cuinparatively
very limited financial resources, required time, knowhuw and risk? Swiss Post
is one among a small number of possible partners in a Tostal Partnership 3.O’
because the epostal products have been developed net only for the purpose of
rollout in the home market, but also fur sublicensing to other pestal operators or

CHAPTER TEN

The Medium is the Message
W&ter Ereze<
CEC at Document txchange Neiwork CmbH

their challeogers.
ilse importance ef e-postal products “ill enormously increase with the centinued
pressure en the regulation of the last mile service level for physical delivery of mail.
The future is a secure hut technology neutral delivery to authenticated, registered
individuals. Marketing products which arv building en digital identities and
providing secure, dicital cemmunication are already key competitive elements for
postal operators who aim to survive.

Questions for thought and discu5sion
I. Who are the major competitors from ootside the pestal industry in “e-postal”
products? How can pustal operators (end off thuse competitors?
2. What are the barriers to entry in e-postal ,narkcts?
3. \X’hat are the petential revenue streains from e-postal products Un other words,
where does or could the revenoes come from)?

Mod ond poste! service provision is now raking place jo a global village that
is oiwoys “on with the internet and the corresponding dora highway Pis
chap fer shows how the boundories of the traditionel postol secror are becoming
increosingly blurred os postal componies enter the so-colled digital world ond
compete b o new multi’medio loodscope. What can the post bring bro this new
world that is unique and will continue to secure them a ro!e os signiflcontp!oyers
in the marker? The aurhor suggests thor conceprs such os security, inregriry,
tdenrrry ourhenticiry, trust ond privocy could be part ola core vo/tie proposfti’on
an which the post can trade in the new world using its expertise and credeorio!s.
Howeve, this is likely to change how we view the provision of poste! services in
the contexr of globol communicorions and potenflally rronsfo,m the way thor
these companies operere ond the kiods 0/products and services thor rhey offer.
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i tommodity, one traded
or made
by companies ssho take advantage of ali the data that is availablo
available by osing tools to exploit sites filled with private inhwnution. stored and

II only it were just gossip! Information at socls becomes

Background

—

As letter post provision increasingly hecomes a defaolt ser’ ico, and sopplementary
to mon widespread diiital communitation ser’ ites, the future role of postal
services as an integral part nf global commu,sication infrastructure may be
determined by the extension of the postal service provision into the internet.
This involves adopting a new and widened concept of Universal Service which
secures the position nf designated postal operators is Trusted Third Parties who
will ad is gatekeepers, entrusted with safeguarding the privacy and integrity of

—

intended only to be accessed by i limited and preselected group ef people, usually
in nocent citizens. Ih is data ineludes persotsal in fortnatioo such is kiod preferences.
fitsancial, credit and health ratings, credit card use, mobile phone tracking patterns,
digital dating profuies, commonication content of mail services, automatic messages
indicating absences from houne or the workplace, recent and past photos, socio
demographic data, not to mention weh slsopping and sorfing patterns.

conununication between senders and recipients.

There is no doobt that inbrmation and cnmnsonication technoiogies (ICT) are
fundamentally clsanging the way we interact. Postal service, which provide the
national, regional and global infrastructure for exehanging letter and parcel post
items, are fundamentally affected by this change. Postal service provision, the
glnhal nature of the postal network, the legal frainework for postal services,
relationships between postal service providers, at sell at designations by global
postal commonitv memhers ali must adapc. restrttctLlre or risk being replaced.

Everyone on the Web Has Something To Hide!
The conflict is clear: we svant information to flow openiy, (kur this is essential in

free society. Yet we also svant to isave some level of control over the information that
is circulated about us, for this is also essential to our personal freedom.
Before putting our trust in goods, services, and particolarly people, we oecd
information which allows os to determine wlsether our (rost is jtustified. It may
be the case that future generatioos will no longer expect moch privacy at aH. Wc
may even envision a future in wlsich we can hnally be honest aboot oturselves, or
ctsmpletely dishonest. Maybe our future will he moch less free, with society both
nppressive and uncont rol iable, in which reputat ions ca’s be destroyed in us inst ant
and where past mistakes eternally haunt os and destroy future opportunities?

—

Access to information is vital. Vet it is the form of cointounication itself which
has heconse even more important. Niost of today’s prolssionals oecd to be
cennected everywhere, at ali times At cotnissolt icatiun devices hecome smarter,
intcrconnectivity is no longer an opt ion, it is a most.
Marshall McLuhan, ori jainator of the phrase ‘the medium is the message”. predicied
that new electronic media would bring the world cluser together. to create what he
refers to at ‘a global viliage’. The internet and its most important features killer
apphcations soch at cmiii, social aod mobi!e media, ad-selling and ad-servirig are.

Once trust has been established. it beccumes ever more importatut that this trust is
neither violated flor cumpromised. ihus it is essential that we have the means to
establish trusced common groond upon which infirmation and communications
can be cxchanged secorely between the parties involved

—

—

ss ithnot doubt. the fold Iment of his propliec. People scattered ac ross the globe note
congregate together in cyberspace to share ideas and information.

Splitting Postal Service Provision
Services

Where Does This Leave Postal Services?

—

Logistics Versus Mail

rraditional postal service provision developed to meet the need for a secured
infrastructure for the exthange nf plsysical postal items letter post items op to 2
kg in weigist, and parcel post items op to 31.5 kg. A Universal Service ssas created
in order to ensore global ac Les 5. by designating national pruviders for each and
every country svoridsvide. The content of eacls item was legalI safegoarded, stiuh
any breach of the privacy Dr intcgrit of a postal icem by postal ser’ to personnel
being punished by law, globally.

‘the global nature of digital media and itt ohiqoitous chi rat ter are in some ways
sim ilar to what it might have been like to live in a small villaee several centories
ago [km et er, onhke ising in a small ommo nity jo wh th 5°t al norms and
inlcractions create the foondations of civil society. todays global villige iacks vital
aspects el sell-regolation. Today’s gossip. once the glue of social intercoorse, can
now beconse i permanent repotational sum, one that no longur can be eradicated.
It is accessible anywhere in the world and can be readily foond in lcss than a second.

—

-i
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THE MEOUM IS THE MESSAGE

The postal infrastructure is the communications backbone for governments
worldwide, allowing tisem to reach ali of their citizens, wherever they are. in most
countries, postal addresses form the basis for advanced government. Until only
recentI) access to postal networks was as important as access to digital and mobile
communications is now.

bring the classic trusted nature of postmarks ‘the mother of alI date and time
stamps” into the digital and mobile age had already hegun to emerge a decade ago
—

—

Althoogh letter mail volusnes themselves are declining, the letter mai! value
proposition of the privacy and integrity of each item, a proposition goarantecd and
globally enforced by criminal law, is vital for the foture developrnent of ICT. ihis
privacy goarantee, plus the global natore of the posta! network, safeguarded by
designated postal operators in each and every country worldwide, is unmatched.

Letter post provision emerged in the 19’” century. One might say that it was an
indicator of society’s stage of development. Fundamental human rights, such as the
integrity and privacy of a letter post tern, were enshrioed in every nation’s postal
law by the cunvention of the Universal Post Union (UPU). A society’s development
and wealth creation coold be directly measured by Use growth in volomes nf letter
post items and communications.

in order to opgrade this onique letter mai! valoe proposition, posts wnrldwide have
created an eqoivalent to the letter mail value proposition for the digital world, to
extend the security of the letter mail piece into digital communication services.
The global postal network is regulated by a special United Nations organization,
the UPU, with ts memhers drawn from every cnuntry in the world, In 2001 (and
in greater detail in 2008) the UPU created a regulated, secured electronic postal
service in order to extend the postal service provision nationally, regionally and
globally into the digital world.

ParaHels with today’s world are obvioos. The overwhelming success of email, and
even more so that of social and mobile media, have lead to a dechne in physical mai!
votumes and even more importantly a substitution of posta! service provision by
other means of commonication, In the European Union it is governments themselves
who have driven this development, b)’ pushing new digital service provision which
enables them to commonicate in a secured and trusted way with their own citizens,
—

—

—

—

In principle, posts have positioned themselves vell. During the past decade a global
network for secured electronic postal services has been established, The postal
community has recognised the challenges that are emerging as a resolt of the
internet and its most successfol application, email.

It is true that posts distingoish between parcel post services and letter mail
services. Some posts see in parcel post services a focus for fLsttsre business activities.
This part of the traditional postal business is increasingly hecoming an integrated
logistics offering, driven by e-commerce and distance selling.

to contrast to developments at the International 1lecommunication Union (ItU),
where the Eoropean member states in particolar had no interest in regolating
electronic commonications as such, the UPU has regolated what it calls a “Secored
electronic Postal Service” (SePS). These services bring the advantages of letter mai!
into the digital age, enabling users of such services to communicate in a binding,
conhdential and reliable way just as it would be the case with a physical mai! piece.

The market for parcel post items is folly liberalised, and over the last decade
national incomhents have lost most of this market to competitors and global
consolidators. However, the extension of postal parcel prnvision leads to integrated,
global logistic oarings hased on an international parcel network and integration
into customs and freight networks globally.

—.

Yet again social and mobile media are driving development further. Fundamental
rights soch as data protection, consumer protection, freedorn of speech, privacy,
and safeguarding the repotation of the individual are becoming more and more
important.

The Extens ion of the Postal Service Provision into the
Internet
The 2008 UPU Cnngress off cially adopted the extension of postal service provision
into the internet as a futore work item, sopported by technical standards to
secure trust in the integrity and aothenticity of hybrid, electronic and mobile
commonications,

One might argue that postal services have had their heyday. Posts are operating in
declining market. ‘The fotore is digital physical mail communication is a thing
of the past.
—

Most communications, even letter post items, have their origin in digital media.
Letters are overwhelmingly composed and written osing IT-based ootpot systems.

Globally postal operators were quick to understand that this represented a paradigm
shift. Dise to the global nature of the postal network, initiatives to enable posts to

Y%i”
......
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THE MEDtUM IS THE MESSACc

So it is true to say that ‘the original is digital’ and is stored and archived digitally.
11w printed mail piece is simply a copy.

But Must Everyone Using Digital Media Accept the Death Of
Privacy?

Se the stop from a digitally cumposed mail piece to secured electronic distribution,
whether driven by gnverntnents er pnstal services, is a process of evolution rather
than revolution. Mest woold say that this evolution is due to be completed sooner
rather titan liter.

Wc ali know the dangers; some have esperienced them already There is a gap
bctween the general use of killer applications such as email, Skype and social media,
and the openness of the media.
•

It is therefore no surprise that postal services in coontries where third party players
are large enough to have an impact en the letter post market have decided actively
to drive forward titemselves the evoltttiitn from pitysir al mail to secured electronic
mail, Seeing the writing en the will, they have become proactive, adapting their
own business models before being overtaken by potential compotitors. tie much
is at stake for major postal ser’ ice providers, some of tohom are listed on national
and international stock exchanges.

•1

Ii is a major culcttral chance hr posts to move opstream in the Ira ditional postal “alue
that,,, to enter the market for output management solutions and drive what is known
at electronic substtt ution’ \X’henever gtivernments start activels’ to drive electronic
substttutit,n, snc-ial-deniooraph,c indicatnrs souh at the noxt generation, who are
accustomed to new wass of communicating. kick in. tie impa ct on letter post volomes
is dramatic. ‘t et postal .servites are preirring to drive this substitution themselves
rather than leaving it to potential cnmpetitnrs with a more limited service portfoflo.
ilist core service provision of postal providers olfers a unique proposition to the
two parties involved in any letter post communication authenticity, integrity and
trust. Ihese principles are safeguarded globally by national and international laws.
fl,is is the Trusced Third Party concept that postal service providers Itse as the
cornerstone for future posts.
—

ihe electronic mailbox in LIte digital world will serve a sinsilar purpose to the
traditional mailbox in the pltvsic.sl world One ntight arotte that evervone online
already has an e-mailboa.Yes and no. Currently e’mailboxes are not quite the same
as a tradittonal mailbox the legal obligations associated with i physical mailbox
are net yet valid fstr e-mailboxe.s. However. at ynu read this, posts globally are going
thrnuoh the evstlutiottaq’ process of adopting the coneept ur secured electronic
matlhuxes. Ali these developments are based on international standards and
prtnciples which amt at establisiting global Se[’S netwerks, parallel to the phvsital
networks which ‘vere estahlished by postal service providers around t25 years ago
and have been maintained ever since.
—

Email is even less secure than a postcard. Anyone can listen into Skvpe Social media
is the best tool over invented for mining data and generating in-depth proflies, no
matter whether the person coticerned is willi ng to share tids information er not,
Se what is the posts’ tore vakte prupstsition in tIds new world of ubiqttitous
cummunication? Posts will enhance the tore values of the analogoe letter post
network and apply tlsem in the dicital age. Tito new offering svill be secured,
global comtunnication, regolated b) e’.ery nation, based en technical standards,
guaranteeing the authentielty and integrity ef any communLcation exthantzed osing
the extended postal infrastrueture.
‘11w kev feature will be data security, paired with rights granted to the partners
in any exchange of communication. ihus integritv can only be granted when
atttlsenticity can be guaranteed. The identity nf partiet to i rnn,mttnication mosE be
pro’ en. Postal ser’ ices has e done t his hir decades b the lassic postal world, hoth
nationaily and globall). Althoogh extendine this core knowiedge mio the digital age
requires new processes. the cttre funetion remains the same.
Security is a tore topic in the digital village. Xeititer indis ideal identities, nor
preferences and prof les. .sli,old he comprtsmised. \%‘hat is nceded is a trusted brtsker.
one who manages identities, profiles tsr e’eo pretrenc et en behal fof ali the partiet
involved, ensuring that fondantcttt al rights are proteeted. Postal services wttrldwide
hase understood this oecd and are working to extend the pttstal service provision
intt) the inrernet by stepping into tue risle oil rosted flird Party thenssclvcs.

Questions for thought and discussion
1. Ho” is the ittternet and digital cttntt000ie at:otx world citangi ng the context
in ss’hich the postal ittdostry uperates? \X’hat are the main areas of threat er
opportunity?

2. Acrttss the spectrom of communications that extettds from porely phvsical to
purely digital, in whic Is domains should or atold the pestal sector bc oifcrinii
services? Is it possible to focus an more than one domain?
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3. What are the veaknesses er vulnerabilities of the internet and digital world?
How can the post use its traditional expertise, trust and integrity to develop
Service propositions that will offer customers more assurance and security?

CHAPTER ELEVEN

Customer Focus with the Use of
New Technologies —That’s the Way for InPost
Marcin Bosacki
Head of International and Social Media, Intost

Some new entronts to the postol morket ore beginning to change the noture of
what it is to be apost. In this choptei wesee perspectives from the recent business
developments al InPost le Po/and and how this is tronsforming the postoi morket.
The outhor describes how they ore chonging the way that postol servkes ore
presented to the morket with new ond different products and services being
offered. By highlighting the innovotive opprooches they hove used, for exompie
through social medio, InPost con be seen in some woys asa rate model to other
posrs with their positive opprooch, obsession with customers ond innovotive fibre
oil of which hos led to dromotic ond sustoined business growth.
—
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operatør from Poland, togetlser with a oomber of other alternative operators across
Europe, listed a oumber of ioint it.sues that occur in earh country and are blockiog
further developnient of tue indostry. The topius art in line with the FF11 report but
are anstingst others: VAT exemption, predatory prking / cross subsidisation and
ditficult access to the network.

The Wider Postal Environment

i.

rise postat sector plavs an iinportacst rate in the gIobI economy. According to
the Unkersal Pustal Union (UPLI), tue erstire seetor emplovs more drnn 5 million
people. Over 4-10 hi!l:cs:s mai! pieces are processed and delivered no a vearlv
basis in almost 200 coontries worldsvide. However it seems that the industry is
ctirrentiy losi ng its pave with other itidustries, Tlsere have been a relativelv small
number nf innovations compared with s,ther segments that have been “idely used
by ccnsumers. Uwre lavt been wine discussions about a need to change the shift
into CflStooui’ dth’r,, businesscs bot stil! flot too many posts seem to de so- ilsis
chaprer pres ents a perspeutive from a new entrant private post in Poland bur
with iosiglsts that may ident i ry and signal areas that other posts usefolly coold
ins-estigate.

To e- ar Nat to Be!
[towever, not wishing to be so pessimistic it is important to say that there is still
huge potential for the industry, and it is up to tlse postal world to react to the
changing business environment and begio to grnw and shape the market. “The best
was’ to predivt future is to create it” as Peter F. Drucker said. That is also in the
minclset of InPost management.
loPost was fouoded in 2006 and low, with less tItan (ive years in the market, already
possesses about l09. of ilse addressed market share in Polaod.

Looking at the European aod global postal perspective it stilE seems to bea very
monopolistiv market. Ilse liberalisation process that started jo 1992 with the
publishinu of the Green Paper on the development of the single market for postal
ser- ces (CO\1i9 I »176) lis oot yet brooght many oew entrants into the i ndustry.
IDespite gradual market openilig by weight categories and also ditTerent mail
segments it i.s dilficolt to (ind examples of strong conspetition from alternative
operators New that foll market opeoing has huen ioitiated jo Western European
Lou ntries from January 2011 I does not seem Ii ke!y that it il! brina nianv more
changes to the status quo. iliere are coutilries like Germany. the Netlserlands, and
the United Kingdom, each of whiuh have more tlsan one stronsa alternative piayer,
but b other countries there is, at the most, one strong alternative sejl b a ma rket
share flot exrL’eding IOR Even looking ioto the tcletonsmunkatinn sector (one that
historit ally ‘s, s bcrnnded with postal sec tor) I here are usual ly 3—4 pla cr3.

Two areas of business development into whith leading posts currently are looking
are e ‘cotflme rue and cligitalisation oP toni!. That seems to be an obvious step by
postal operators. With mai! in deulitse in niany European countries and with
boom in parcel shsipinents, tlse question of ‘Ib e- ur nin be!” is not just a rhetorical
one .A not her area tlsat mast developed posts current!y are looking doser into is
e’documents, hybrid and reversed hbrid mail,
With wider access to the internet and alt the beoefits that onlioe shoppiog is giviog
to consulners, postal operators are noticiog hage increase in B2C parcel trafik. It
is not the intention 0f the author to list benelits of online sisopping as tlsere have
been osanv publications about it b the past. E’commerue giws a new angle uf

opportunities for posts as at the end of the process thsere is a parcel that needs to
be delivered from sender to recciver. It also gives huge responsibility to meet the
expectations of consumers. That group is very deosaoding. According to some
studies bu5ors sOll have some conceros as they devide on delivery options as part
of onhine sliopping. Among these there are a few directly linked with transport
such as: fai!ed delivery as no one is at home; extra east of shipment; late delivery;
damaged parce!s; and so 00.

Why is the postal itsarket tilse tlsat? Tisere are still many barriers fr newcomers
svatsti og to etster the market. En November 2010 tise Free & Fair Post I nitiative’”
pobhished a white paper 00 postal liberahisation listing 6ve key cooditions isecessary
to sas e a successful sostal hiberalisation. ‘Ihcse are: no barriers to eotry, a fair levet
playissg held. c le,sr universal service dehis itioTs and calculatioo of costs, strong and
independent national regulator authsority and proactive Commission supervision.
‘[hese are explained further in the White Paper’. [nPost, an alternative postal
“‘

I

2
3

One of the solutions that art being considered and used by operators is automated
parcel terminals. ‘llsree years ago. when loPost was looking into enteriog the
e-commerce market, after advanced research the company decided to use easyPack
24/7 maclsines. The self-service parcel machine concepts answers the needs of
consunsers. According to research with senders and eonsumers undertaken in

VOV: hists:/fwww unua’nUeo/med i., centre/press -kit/fast’facss,htnsl
EuropcanConsnossion
Free & Fair Post Enk asHe SU bile piper on pos tal liberal sat 055: htt p-//ww w free fair post.
com/pdf-FFPI_SUlsiiel1aper.pdt
—

—
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2008, the crucial factors were:
•

Low cost of parcel delivery

•

Flexibility to collect the parcel at any time

•

Fast delivery

After two years uf operating its nwn system, Énrost can confirm that solutions such
as easyPack 24/7 perfectly match consumers’ needs because:
•

•

InPost has been able to cut last mile delivery costs by 80% and therefore
offer the lowest delivery price en the market
Consumers (botis sender and receivers) can send and collect parcels 21
hours per day, seven days a week, In fact 37.455, of the parcels are being
colletted during 18:00 8:00 and, sshich is more interesting, 31% of ali
parcels are being rullet ted in the first six hours from recivinc ema ii) SMS
notilication that the parcel is ready for collertion.
—
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Consumer Focus
Having the best technolugies and a great team is net enough to achieve suctess
in developing soltitions for mass consumers. Preper marketing accivities and a
strung consumer focus strategy play an important mio for today’s businesses.
That is probably why companies like Apple, Facebook om Google are 50 successful
today. Those cempanies are successful as they are offering innosative products and
services that are used by is great number of users. tnnnsatksn driven by consumers’
needs should play a key role in nany organisations.
In May 2Ott InPost won two World Mail Awards in e-commerce and innevation
‘the distinguislsed panel of judges i’s the explassation lbr the innovation award wrote
about the company:
building on an organisation cuiture that is consistently innovasive,
entirely custnmer driven and reaching nut in ness ways to ness’ markets
and desnugraphics. lhey are breaking ground by using their capability and
ron;petency to meet customer needs in new and surprising ways and the
innovative approach that tliey are lbrging is replicable eisewhere.”
—

•

97% uf parcels are being delivered the day after colleeting parcels from
senders.

Someumes there is no sense in treating ons things, ihere are so mary great ideas
in the market. It is crucial to cumbine existing ideas and ereale new opportunities
with new piatforms buch as Facehook), partners (eg. other e-commtrce plavers)
and technologies. InPust is constantly cooperating with e-rerailers by boosting
online sale for easyrack 21/7 as a preferred delivery channel. Over two years of
activities it has been able to build a librarv nf marketing campaigns dedicated to
both B2H and W2C.

Social Media

4

Scemec: lnP,,st, data from Ottobt’r 20t0—Fcb,uarv 2011

As traditional ways of marketing ,suc-h as display advertisements, seem to be not
se effective any mere, organisations have to come up witls new ideas for marketing.
Using social media is one alternative stratcgy. This has to be dore in a c!es’er way
since social networks were originally intended to be places for private interactio,ss. It
is worthwhile mentioning that 50% of Facebook users are logged in every day How
many of the younger generations (hut nat only these) are prcsnt ina pust office or on
postal company’s website? How rnuch social mail (luttems) are people sending to their
families and friends? Those have been replated by SMS, phone calls, clsat or messages.
Arcordinu to comScore a Facehook fan tlsat likes a certain brand en Facebook spends
en average 7t.H’I USD more en that brand dsan a non-Facebrnk user. [t is definitely
something that companies should be aware nf and think careiolly about,

I:.!
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Custorarn roc US With THE OSt GF NLW TECHNDtGGIES

Social media is not only about Factbonk. flere are thousands uf channels that can be
used. Others can be Twitter. Yuu’rube, Slideshare, Linkedin, Dr blogs. Social media
are 50 important in today’s wnrld because thcy (an turn one-way communication
into interattive dialngue svluch can be between companies and consumers and also
between consumers talking about dilferent brands. According to Cone Consumer
New Media Survey, 72% of respondents fed a strnnger connection with a company
Gr brand if they (an interact with it in a new media environnient.

t

One can imagine a situation in which a cnnsumer may be complaining abnut the
service sif a postal operator on Twitter ur a site such as Facehook. If the nperatnr
can instantly spot it, tlien find aut more inh,rmatinn about the item and send a reply
with urrent status that wuuld probably surprise the cunsumer and turn a potentially
negative issue into neutral ur even positive feeliiigs despite the earlier shortcoming.
Social media are definitelv an important channel with shich En interact û,r a target
market that is very likely tube doing unline sliopping. In 2010 InPost undertouk two
campaigns, nameh Parcel Sweeping and Parcel Rddle that became very suessful
as they brought over 180,000 fans and over 18,000 real users respectivelv.

55.vPatzkzaqadkaS*6nkurs

larcelswceping”, knnwn as Paczkabranie in Poland, was a simple Facehuok
applicai ion lbr interacting int h
is The central point uf the application was
Paczkumaty 21:7 machine that cunsists of 76 huses. InPost v irtually hid the award
in one box, The gnid of the plaver ssas to pick up one uf the buxes. The fint person
tn du it ‘von the physital award from ane uf our e-commerce partners .Apart from
choosing the bux. users had to ni ite their friends tu the game. Extra invitatiuns
granted players Doe additiunal chance to pick op another bux. The awards had to
be cullected from real Paczkoniaty 2-TiT n ichines. In total the game generated over
I 8t),000 fa is in just two mn nt lis.
Fullrns ing the success of Parcel’sweeping, InPost started working un another step
fur ts fans on Facebook. The gual of the second application, knuwn as Parcel-riddie
Un Polish Paczkozagadka), was tu atlract internet fans to test Paczkumatv 21/7 fur
real- InI’nst hid tliree types of award in cach parcel. Ihe gnid of the user was to pkk
op one eut of three parcels. Using lunts provided hs EnPust, users “etc to gtiess
what was hidden in the parcel- ihe real beauty ol that contest was that users ivould
find nut whethcr they had ‘von rise award by guing to the machine and checking out
if the) were the lucky ones There were only a few maOs awards but each participant
received a discuunt coupun to be used in 52 eretailers. That was the award hr each
5

Cene, 2009 Coce Consuc.e r N ts Media Siudv wo’ided by eNlartetcr, Oniuber 22. 2001

:-“

II!
É’’fr&
person that took part in Parcel-riddk. ‘Ilse results of the Parcel-riddle were that over
18.000 fans visited and tested L’aczkomaty 247.
As mentioned earher. individuals tynd nn: tn “rice traditiunal ytters an) more,
although sne aU still like to reeive personal lctters. Su why is it? Can we fccl
defeated as an industry? With tlsis In mmd InPost created the series uf actiuns
called biPost LOt ‘E svhicls used new tet hrulugies and cross sale of varsuus services
of the Group. Our Facehouk fans cuuld isrite love etters” to their closest without
necd to leave tlwir computer. Ev using hvhrid nsail technulug, an bLhalf ol the
custoiner lnl’ust printed thuse love letters and delmvered tlsctn to the addressecs.
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Not only could people write letters
Another idea was linked with “Women Dy’
grass
a heart shaped flowerpot and some
buE InPost added a special package with
concept.
member”
get
with a “member
and flowers. That rampaign was linked
easyPack 21/7 machine they would
which
decide
to
asked
then
was
The receivor
13,000 users, comifig from
weeks
two
rollect the parcel from. Within only
later svere posting those on
and
parcels
these recnmmendations, tolleeted those
high and reathed 81%.
Facebook. The ronversaiiofl rate was very
a profile for InPost, educate consumers
These examplcs s’ere targeted to build
use. But social media can also be used
first
the
about the service and encoorage
is becomifig more important bot it
for so-called social copIi;iIcttC. E_commerce
and m’commere will be also widely
boks that F-coinmerce (Facebook commerce)
InPost laonched I,rFIai’o mn 2010. tt is
used Us the near future. \‘ith that in mmd
and mndividoals to se11 their products
Facebook appiication sshich allows companies
The solution is already mntegrated with
via the pnpular sonal network piatform.
goals is to drive parcel trallic from
InPost’s
payment and delivery options. One of
24a7 machines.
purchase s done via Facebook to easyPack

Will Posts Enter Mobile Markets?

sectors were combmned together. For the
Historically postal and telecommoflication
separated. Hosever there are examples
last 20 years ar so, these have now become

Pick tip the WWW

Start

Landing Page

Advortisement

4
Free

SL,r4irlg

-

-

After

390 bS er atter 30 rnbiotes
nextadv,rtsement

and free sudincagain

-

of postal operarors that ana now nifering telecommonication services. So called
MNVO are offered, inter alla, by Poste ltaliane, dr Correios and a few others,
InPost entered that market in Autumn 2010 and flow allers two services, namely
Carrelhor MOVA and Free,l. ‘Che lirst is hased Dfl a loyalty programme where
customers doing shopping at the supermarket chain Carrefour receive free minutes
for money they spend shopping. FreeM is targeted to the younger generation where
people can browse internet pages for free. Only once ifl 30 minutes are they obliged
to sec an advertisement displayed on the device screen. That allows for successful
geotargeted campaigns.

rw

—

-

-

The first results are based on the ‘•free minutes lhr shopping” model and view2surf
advertising. They are very positive and are as fllows:

ii

ti

:
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i
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6- .-t

ihere is a 15% bigger market basket when osing “free mmnotes for shopping
compared to the average base (doring the sorvey customers deciare more
than 50%)

0
ty
•

There is a 10% increase mn dernand for selected products in
marketing promotions

•

There is a more than 100% Isigher rate of viewing mobile advertisements
using view2surftechnobogy

•

The satisfaction rate for foll-screen mobile advertisements is high

targetL’d
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Summary
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which has been

changes. Trust
The postal market is corrently undergoing a Tot of
enable a post to survive ifl the
to
sutficient
be
flot
will
but
ts strong ally is heipful
therefore fast decision
current business climate. The world is moving fast and
to SULCeed. Alt the
order
crutial in
making processeS and quick time to market is
should be in the
customer
the
and
attivities should be totally customer-driven
forefrnist of everything the business does.
understand the profile of your target
Therefore ifl eery business it is important to
of exploiting the opportunities
potential
customers. InPost recommends the felT
fjeld, and it is changing al! the
an
easy
not
is
nov available through social media. It
and tailored approach the company can
time, but with a proper marketing strategy
Touking Irom the perspettive of the
achieve succ€ss. Out of the box thinking” and
That is the ‘ay for lnPsist.
çonSUmCr will hetp
‘

L

QuestonS for

thought and discussion

CHAPTER TWELVE

i

New Technology in the Post is
an Opportunity Not an Adversary
Dr Mo7ared Sa eb Beaten
CEO and Pres:dent. Saud Pant

Monammed A Al Ahdu!.abear
Head at Busrness Development, 5ales and Marketing. 5audi Post

market that the author desiribes in
i. What are the main features of the uhangiog
this chapter?
in the market from some of
What can be learnt about ‘leading” ur “fotloss ing”
by loPost?
the tnni,vative new product!service examples given
by conventional posts as a means
3 How can the social media he exploited
of consumers? What otlsor new media

2

of interacting with large numbers

market sectors?
opportilnities could postal operators explore in other

Like mony traditionol postol operotors, Soudi Post foced many chollenges af

moderrnsotion, including the need to embroce technology ond became relevant
and rrusred by the modern consumen The journey they took and the core folly
orticulotedsrrotegy they adopted is described in this chopte, oddressfng The key
development priorities. Heavy investments were infected into new pracessing
equipment, sroff development, IT systems and distribution centres to bring the
organisation op to world class standard. Moreoveç Saudi Post nat only developed
o world flrst innovative address system to salve the chronic problem af a lock af
cahe rent addresses jo Saudi Arabia, but alsa used the oppartunity to fink this
address to a unique email address to bring in the first single univetsal address.
They aha ventured inta innovahve solutions designed to cater to the needs and
behaviours al lumre generations. The pioneering E-MALL is ane exampie al an
innavative salutian designed to attract bath traders and cansumers inta to the
e-cammerce arena. The salutian was carved aut diligently ta pravide al! the
pillars afa satisfactary virtual purchasing experience under ane umbrella.

—
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Chailenges Facing the Oldest Government Agency in
Saudi Arabla

in Saudi Arabia. The service
The post service is the oldest government agency
Saudi Arabia and was used
united
newly
ion
of
comnienced as early as the format
y. II slarted by being
countr
the
of
arca
vast
the
over
to move government mail
graduallv as the cnuntry
simple means of transport with fess’ outlets and grew
the beginning mainly by
developed and grew bigger. White the service was used in
and businesses to carry
s
government to deliver its mail, later it was used by cftizen
their personal and business communirations.
was easy to delisEr mai). As
an era of small cities and traditional conimunities it
ated, towns became cities,
propag
time svent on, the economy grew, the population
was happening with the
this
of
Ali
and cities became mega-metropolitan areas.
.
system
s
complete absence of a coherent addres
the mail operations
The simple system and subgrade infrastructure did not hinder
sesenties and early
late
the
er,
in
Howev
.
nation
in the early stages ol the devefoping
to the Kingdom of
s
worker
foreign
of
rs
nombe
large
t
eighties the oil boom brough
necd for proper delivery
Saudi Aralsia. Consequently, mai! grew exponentially and the
re to modernise the postal
of mail for both businesses and individuals brought pressu
to invest in ali fatets nf
services. The oil boom itself created numerous oppnrtunities
not an exueption.
was
infrastrocture development in Saudi Arabia and the post
a reliable address
However, in spite of good intentions, doe to the absence ol
tisen resorted
ement
manag
system Saudi Post could flot rater for these needs. The
ised PO
central
of
nds
thousa
with
to expanding post otlices and populating them
ate
mail
desper
the
hy
d
bscribe
oversu
quickly
boxes. However, these btixes were
ilse
last
it.
selve
not
did
hut
m
proble
main
d
the
recipients. This solution relieve
your
you
want
“if
d
to
reduce
was
service
the
ed
and
vanish
mile delivery almost
mai1 come and get it”.
the consumers. However,
This situation was flot appreciated hy the government or
service lewIs associatcd
because ol bureaucratic constraints and traditionai low
ced for almost two
with the civil service, no ina)t>r development.s seere introdu
a troubled service
was
decades. At the same time, the postal sector acroi.s the wt,rld
logies.
techno
ing”
industry fighting for survival against aggressive “replac

t

r operatnrs were gaining
Ifl Saudi Arabia, ‘olumes were going down and courk’
n,
and due to ycars cif had
additio
.
market share in the high value express service [n

NEW TECHNOIOGY tN THE POST SAN OPFORTUNI Y Nor AN ADVrRSARY

service, new management was needed to rejuvenate the organisation and regain the
customers’ trust. The task was daunting.
With the numerous reforms led by the Saudi government and the drive to privatise
maoy public sector services, Saudi Post ss’as opgraded in 2004 from a directorate in
the Ministry tif PTT to an indepeodent government corporation with a mandate to
transform the mail service to a world class service. The corporation was mandated
to condoct business tn a commercial way and ts authorities were liberalised.
A new management was mandated to transform the old stagnant organisation, It
is not uncommon for a new management team to face a tit ol obstacles in its new
assignment to transform an ailing organisation, Amongst many issues the ness’
management had to deal with were poor postal infrastructure, absence ofa national
address system, a discontented and bureaucratic workforce, and a limited product
base. Those ssere just some ol the challenging issues facing the new management
of Saudi Post, who were appointed to lead the turnansund ol this incumbent postal
Operator after years of stagnation,

Reform and Modern isation
The new entity had to deal with nunserous issues including the weak operational
structure, since Saudi host did not have the ahihity to deliver mai] to resideoces
or businesses because of the lark ol a rehiable address system and dependence on
PO boxes. This was accompanied by weakness in the operational infrastructure
iocluding inadequate mai] management. sorting and processing. Modern mail
required snphisticated information protessing systems and a 1ae iovestment in
communication and computer equipment and systems. Administrative diflicolties
taused by the bureaucratic service system and a general lack of flexibility made it
difficult to manage services competitively, Sliortages of quality professitinal, and
inabilicy to attract proper talent to this old civil service organisation were major
hurdles facing the progression and development ol Saudi Post,
Rigid financiah regulations and the absence of relating expenses to revenues from
the state budget setting process contributed to the inability to manage the sector
prolicably. Consumers also developed new mail habits together due to their bad
experiences over a long period of time which complirated the management efforts
to regain consumer trust in the mail service. So a strategv to develop infrastructure
and embrace new technology was needed,
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A Strategy to Develop Infrastructure and Embrace New
Technology
a long term strategy composed
To deliver Un its mandate the executive team devised
ofthree phases:
Provision of modern mail infrastructure

2.

Deveiopment of advanced mai’ products

3.

services
Commence the organisation and protectIon of the mad

Phase 2

L

i.

the comniercial
Provision of ma ii services through the private sector and
arm of Saudi Post Corporation

2.

Regulating the Post Sector

Phase 3
-

2.

Privatisation of ali mai! services owned by Saudi Post

AN cc.L’I.:(NcrANcitsAiiv

Heavy investments seere injected into I’r systems in ali areas of operation,
management and support coup!ed with the adaption ofadanced
communication networks and latest hardware.

•

Szodi Post compleiely ocerhauled the transport and distribution netsork
and equipped it with navigation devices connecled to central control to
optimise the distribution activities. Ihis was compiemetsted by employing
new distribution and delivery teams equipped with band-held devices used
to capture, record and ccmmunicate alI transactions.

•

lntroduction of modern management and quality systems to cope with
modern day customer expectations and demands,

•

Saudi Post planned to introduce world equivalent” products like prepaid
mai! and started developing infrastructure for hybrid mad. It overliauled
the EMS ringe of products and service levels, Parcel products were
rt’designed and developed. IT was exploited folly to provide trace-and -track
service. Retail outlets seere revamped and staif tra i ned to pros ide cuurteous
customer ser’ cc.

Changing Landscape (arnes Blessing in Disguise

Liberalisation of the Mail Settor

Saudi Pust management
In its efforts to implement the husiness part of thisstrategy
to sopport a modern
necessary
infrastructure
modern
began by investing in the

\Vhile introducing ali these developments Saudi Post management was consciuus
of the changing landsc ape in the letter husiness. New teleconitnunication forms
ssere replacing a lut of personal letters and business communications. However,
direc t mail, the major source of mail items in nost advanced countries, was almost
non-existent in Saudi Arabia, International courier companies seere encroaclsing
on Saudi Post express ducument and parcel market sbare, Meanwbile, Saudi
ctinsumers’ luss of ton hdent e a tid weak use (if mail did not Itelp to recover the hist
vtilumes. AlI of that, coopled with c’hanging consomer expectations, cast a grim
shadow over of the future tif the postal industry in audi A rabia.

mail service. That incioded the following:

I

.5

•

Phasel
1.

POST

system.
Saudi Post developed an innovative and “world hrst” addressing
formed of
that
are
formats
address
standard
world
followed
The address
city name with
unit number killilwed by street name, a zip code and the
design
of the address
unique extended zip number. Moreover, the intelligent
to GIS
linkage
easy
allowed rapid application and numbering of units,
by
complemented
was
It
readers.
systems and simple identification by OCR
numbers
unique
unit
the
using
fornied
developing a parallel email address
any country
the zip cnde. This led to the (irst known universal address in
of the world.
supporting
Saudi Post invested in new sorting equipment and uther
the necessary
provide
centres
to
sorting
major
the
in
handling equipment
and run ejticient
operations
sorting
optimise
to
equipment
and
technology
mad handling.

-.

,

3

b counter this negtive and depressing outhmk, Saudi Post based Hs new strategy
on the fact that the real impact if modern communitations and itsternet access also
carry a lut ol opportunittes for poscal tiperacors. E-commerce and e-governnsent
applications have exploded worldss ide, allowing people to nyder cbeir documents.
services and merchandise through the internet where they expect to receive them
in their residences and olfices blus signalled a tonscquential and substantial
growth of parcel movements in the future as most of the end products are phsical
in nature and substantial in value.
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ing demographic outlook.
Ehese developments were magnified by a very promis
ies in the world and the majoritv of
Saudi Arubia is one of the fast-growing countr
of embracement of new technology,
the population was under IS years old. The level
are
amongst the highest ifl the world.
computer ownership and internet growth
exceeded 9 million users or
Arabia
Saudi
of
om
Internet penetratiun in the Kingd
the future. In the light of
in
faster
grow
to
ed
expect
36% of the population and is
e’government and e-commerce
this, Saudi Post designed itt strategy to be ready for
expansion.
with the government’s strong
Focus on e- government initiativet was also aligned
s to e’transactions. E- government
i nitiative to transform ali government service
us appropriations, aggressie
initiativet were built on ciear objectives, genero
t initiativet were developed
rnmen
(oflow-up and review programs. Many e-gm-e
and several products have
ents
departm
between Saudi Pust and some government
already been launched.

The iourney into e-Commerce
current estimate ol $39 million
On the other hand, e’retail volumes were low as the
elv small compared to hundreds
saks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia were extrem
main reason was the absence oh
ol billion dollars of retail saks worldwide, The
ms launched were unsuccessful
genuine retailers initiatives and the few progra
otferings and trustworthy
service
ve
due to tnany factors. Absence of comprehensi
ers needed someone
coosum
ise
Likew
.
marketing programs are just few rejsens
terrilory. There ‘vore
ted
unchar
new
this
h
they could trust to walk thein throug
nt uptions and of
payme
e
of
absenc
.
sellers
lity
of
reliabi
question marks on the
course the lack of trust in the mail dehivery.
had to take the initiative and use
E’retailing was poised to explode and Saudi Post
Saudi Post decided to take the
the right ‘kvers’ to kick-start the svctor lauoch, Su
t purchase opportunities
initiative and incentivise consumers to try and use interne
with reliable merchant partners.
and activities. At the same time it wanted to du it
lers who can develop the right
‘fut was difficult in the absence nf strong e-retai
led Saudi Pust to launch one ol
This
proposition to attract the hesitant consumer.
sation anywhere jo the world.
organi
postal
s
the tirst pioneering e’retad projeet by a
forms of remote purchasing
future
r
to
pionee
ped
The E-MALL project was develo
using the interoet.
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Saudi Post E-MALL
Saudi Post wanted to provide a full solution that woold attract both retailers and
consumers and walk tlsem through this new experience. The difficultv was not in
convincing them to e’nbrace this selling/purehasing channel, time both groups
were aware ol ts growth internationaib’. ‘The challenge was quickly to get traders
to cxhibit their goods to a proper and attractive ferm, provide tltem the con6dence
in the payment method and also the assurance ol a reliable delivery service. The
same was needed at the consumer end with a focus on the altractiveoess uf the
eshibited merchandise OtFer ihan that, the consilmer simply wanted to be able
to pay cooveniently and get proper delivery service. The design of this project was
carefully can-cd to reflecc these needs.
The whole concept is boilt around foor dimensions giving an integrated customer
experience:

Customer Management
Saudi Post needed to develop and execete alI the programs and activities to attract
the customer and “court” him during his virtual shoppiog tour. This transcends the
usual marketing and promotion tools developed to entice the customer to visit the
-MA LL and vander around in ts numerous shops. Ic includes providing attracuve
propositions to convince che customer Et, commit to porchasing the products on
ufl’er and also includes providing the riabt interaction in every sLap én the sehok
process, Things like attractive site design, simple organisation and proper links and
transfer kons are important tools to manage a guod customer experience

Service Management
Saudi Post diltgently designed the merchants’ interface and their products pages to
provide ready-to-usu catalogue piges and products display It included an upload
interface for the traders, check out integration with orden communication and
service-prusiders notihication The process inciudes providing hall information on
placed orders and making it available to the customer and the custonser service
agents.

Payment Management
One er the obstacles in e- commerce has been the provision of reliable and secure

should ensure ejse ol processing and cuntain guarantees
security lite availabihity ol several options is very itnportant tn avoid losing
some cusinmers due to non-availability of alternative payment modet. Saudi
payment systems. ‘fliese

tif

Post provided the two possible options available in the countrs The worldwide

r
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payment of purchased
recognised credit cards are accepted and processed for
ted. SADAD is
suppor
is
d
nt
metho
goods. Also the national Saudi SADAD payme
ers to use
consum
the
tu
enable
banks
and
single platform that links different billet’s
day.
the
of
time
any
bills
their
pay
to
bank
the electronic channels of any

Questions for

Delivery Management

2. Saudi Post stressed their focus on developing a unique addressing system what
does this suggest about the .strategic signi&ance of the physkal address and
door.step delierv asa tore competence for most postal operators?

postal operator and the main
While this was naturally the main tore business for a
to ensure more than just
needed
Post
objective of the whole devclopment, Saudi
operation to provide
ngdom
pan-Ki
first
the
regular service. Saudi Pust service was
a special collection
re
structu
to
needed
Post
doorstep del very and now Saudi
coordination and
proper
d
require
this
and
traders
ts
from
system to receive produc
and managing delivery
agreed service levels. Handling various sized shipments
was provided.
time windows were studied carefully and proper infrastructure
grow Saudi Post ture business
The SF E-MALL is established asa major projeut to
important revcnues to support
and a major diversilication project that will provide
that houses numerous
future growth. ‘The vision is to make this a virtual mall
le to small businesses
availab
be
shops of ali sizes and specialties. E-MALL will also
specialties. It will
ade
homem
and
crafts
and “cottage industries’ to display their
their products to
tell
to
om
Kingd
the
jo
serve them wherever they are based
LL to house
E-MA
the
p
develo
to
also
is
vision
ere.
The
whoever orders them anywh
se from
purcha
can
Arabia
s
Saudi
of
citizen
that
well
so
as
international stores
with ali
e
them
to provid
international stores through Saudi Post who will be able
mark
trade
its
h
done throug
the advantages uf purthasing locally. Delivery will be
[rum
crafts
and
ts
produc
international delivery service “\‘(‘asel Alami”. Also utal
sed
organi
y
deliver
with
ers
custom
Saudi Arabia (an later be otfered to international
s,
partner
y
deliver
tional
through Saudi Post’s network tif interna
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thought and
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discussion

What are the main challenges facing an>’ traditional post that needs to modernise
and transform their infiexible and bureaucratic organisation? ‘What key steps
seere taken on this )ourney and what was mast impurcant about each phase?

3.

What are the main challenges and opportunities for eneaging customers.
retaining ur regaining their trust, staying relevant to new generations and
making the tonsumer expcrience easy and how did Saudi Pust find ways of
doing tids, esper iallv with the E-ÀIALL?
—

created by techoological
Saudi Pust understands the changing consumer trends
these needs. Saudi Post
s
addres
to
ies
developments and has carved sound strateg
response to these
e
a
maiur
provid
to
n
solutio
LL
launched this 3W) degrees E-MA
om.sa
’mall.r
www.e
at
found
be
can
challenging times., lt
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Hybrid Mail is Helping Developing
Countries Transform
Touharni RabH
P,eiident and CEO, Gemadec

AL
I:

Hybhdrnailincorporates the convergence atphysicaland elecrranicsalutions and
leads to newstrategic oppartunilies. Thisprincipleis being exploredbyinnavative
pasral aperators, but recent surveys have shown that emerging countries are
discavering even greater benefirs from this rechnalogy. These aperatars are using
hybridmail to get ahead byexptaieing the power at digital cammunicatian with
thea universal reach. They mprove their quality of service whdst boosr,ng the
—

letter bus/ness with new afferings and services.
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and is uffered at
Hybrid mai! is currently a natoral part of many posts portfoltos
Cate with the
is
the
that
least
At
one of many services to improve the postal service.
at one of
diversify
mai1
to
hybrid
using
“!eading posts”. Now emerging cnuntries art
technalogies
new
emhrace
to
need
The
service.
many initiatives to improve their
the business are
to impro’e service and to implement a strategy of diversifying
Pnstal Union
Universal
2010
the
doring
ckarly
very
aut
carne
ali messages that
Strategy Conference in Nairobi, Kenya.
shown that ihis may
For hybrid mal! the results have been overwhelming and have
their strengths
leverage
be one 0f the most important ways for postal companies to
and make a kap into the future, using available technologies

Challenges for Emerging Posts
data to make
Hybrid maA is simply the concept of giving the postal company your
introduced
letters rather than giving them the physical letter itseif. It was originally
could
posts
to
to make it easier ror senders to create and send letters, By doing
fonctions
postal
mast
also provide a better service, achieving this by performing
delivery fl,r
electronically then printing the letters and leaving only the last mile
such a link
that
was
post
the
for
the physical post. One main secondary advantage
a platform
providing
thus
customert,
sending
ned them closely together with iheir
cross-salling.
for increased cooperation and
vefl’ sw!comed in
For these reasons hybrid mai! has been one service that has been
nr more hybrid
one
have
nnwadays
posts
advanced
most
many p0515 portfolios and
other electronic
mai1 offerings. The move tnwards electronic delivery channcls and
an electronic
services has placed hybrid mail at the epicentre of the development of
letten
incoming
0!
postal strategy in many posts. Electronic delivery senices, scanmng
just
a few
are
portals
messaging
(“reverse hvbrid mail”), electronic notificatians and web
mai1.
hybrid
af
concept
the
re.invigorating
nfthe many services that art refreshing and
hybrid mai1
Now emerging posts, recognising this shift, have been introducing
owrwhelming.
been
has
businesses
their
gradually, and the transformation of
introductiun
Emerging posts aften have a last aotomated infrastructure and the
also aften
Ic
challenge.
technoiogicai
considerable
a
of hybrid mai1 for many is
ifl
economics
postal
report
an
UPU
recent
the
and
investment,
represents a huge
developing cauntries’ highlights the differences and the challenges.
I

Toledano. New
ost Anson, Rudy Cuadra. Altamir Linhares, Gaillermo Ronderns and belle
Union. 2009
Costa! Eronomir Models lur pevebaping Countries’, Universal Costa1

to the UPU report man>’ differences between the advanced and ernerging posts art
uutlined and analysed. rhese are summarised in Table I. The advanced posts have
high volumes, high automation and top quality of service to cheir customers, ln
such a context the introduction of hybrid mai! is merely a logical extension of the
services olfered At the same time the introdoction of hybrid mail gives the perfect
platform for the development of new electronic services. since a number of major
senders will already be delivering their mail volomes in electronic format to the
pus’.

Developed couotries

Deveboping countries

LeItey volornes

High

Low

Drivers

62C driven traffic

82C may flot bea driver

Sabaties, sval nI
automation

High

Low

Delivery

High scala horne delivery

.

.

Payment model

Sender pays for delivery

Universal service

Efficient debivery everywhere
at low priess

“oVe i

‘

.

r.ztei ir JPU rrctc n ‘,s’a “cc;,)ir,cc

Net abways horne delivery
Shared betweensenderand
recrpient

ir cc,:

For advanced and developed posts an existing and edicient hybrid mai! service
will open op the opportunity for new electronic delivery services, and serve at
catalyst to the deve!opment of many other electronic service. Tnis has been
observed with the posts in the Nordic countries, which are frontrun ners in
the adoption of postal electronic services. The existing strength in hybrid mai!
provided the inirial volumes, and also provided a trusted and ciose electronic
interface to major senders. This gave an immedia le mrket value to other ranges
ol new electronic services.
For the emerging posts the situation is very diffarent. The volumes are osually much
lsswer. and they are flot always driven solely by bosinesses communicating with
cunsomers (B2C mai». Letters do go from bosiness to consomers, bot much of the
mail volume is mai! between bosinesses, government and consumers ahke. This
does reqoire a different approach to the introdoction of hybrid mai!.
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many emerging countries most delivery
The delivery model may also be different. In
nt’s physical address. ZC thcre is home
is dene to PO Boxes and nat to the recipie
y spots, as each household does flot
delivery et maLt, this may hein dedicated deliver
this delivery pattern is often combined
necessarily hold a letter box, On top at this,
For receivers of mail businesses and
with ‘i simpler and slower delivery speed.
perfect” mail delivery situation and not
consumers alike Ihis gives a ‘iess than
senices.
hybrid
new
such a gned platform for launching
—

—

The “Mobile Leap” Goes Postal

mobile phones over the last decade.
[lowever, let us reflect en what happened with
was no established platform. indeed no
In emerging and developing countries there
mobile telephony technology became
estended and reliable telephone network. As
need for real time communication was
cheaper and more widely available and the
More than that, there was no need to
there, mehile pliones became an instant hit.
ground any more: alI that was oeeded
the
lay down copper wires or fibre cables into
rk.
netsvo
a
in
was to set up mobile telephone masts
phones has done a bt of good for
In many ways the distribution of mobile
er response has been immediate
Custom
ies.
countr
communicatien in the emerging
ng coontries is huge, enabling
in
emergi
phones
mobile
and today the covera ge of
across the country. ihis widcspread
fast, reliable and aften cheap ceimmonication
quantum kap forward and is flow
use at mobiles gave telccommunicaticns a
l (and the internet in particular).
opening up mobile access to networks in genera
unities for a similar “leap forward’
‘The emerging poste are flow seeing the oppurt
nany challenges. Those that have
with hybrid mail. Yet emerging posts have
t to impros’ements lis their main
introduced hybrid mill sec that it is a catalvs
and delisery quality, letter quality,
y
business in many areas, mainly in deliver time
services.
nic
electro
mail volumes, postal services and new
iately give an improved delivery time,
It is well known that hybrid mail will immed
et delivery, as well as in the right
point
(lie
to
since letters can be produced closo
impreses delivery time upstream:
also
mail
hybrid
sequence and quality. Huwever
logistic much faster. This is especially
the sender can get his letters into the postal
central sorting centre Aha hybrid mail
true fig senders living some distance from a
letters with correct addressing to
will ensure addressing quality by only allnwing
addresses (or temporary moves) “on
be distributed, It may even cnrrect erroneous
the fly”.

Delistry time and delivery quality is ofcen regarded as the prime factor for the
deelopment of postal business in emerging countries. This is why a Int at effort
is put mio this, and why an increasing number of posts are moving from PO Box
delisery to street address delivery. Tne custemers ef the post are quick to react to
these changes. Ihose that have improved en delivery speed and deliven’ quality
have seen an immediate increase et mad volumes, combined with an increased
trust in delivery by the post.
Hybrid mal! is afse helping to imprnve the quality of mail. Letters from hybrid
mai! are normally produced with high quality printing and are designed to ensure
the best possible delivery ser ice (size, sriffness, readability of the address, etc), On
top nf being “gned letters”, hybrid mail may add services and additional value to
betters. Registered Ietters with various bevels at receipts. express and other delivery
ciasses, snrting se quencing, just to name a fess. By applying barcndes in the address
windosv, services for tracking, handling et return mai! and much more, can be
added.

Changes in the Market
Senders are acknowfedging the many imprcnements olfered by hybrid mai!, and
the emergiiig poste olfering this service sec their business improve. Mai! volumes
tre mos ing up as sendere perceive the written letter as an efficient comnrnnicatnr,
with increases especially iii 82C mail. The value et mail is also increased with use
of new services and better use et existing pnstal sers’ices. ‘11w general mai! service
is perceived bc’tter, thus strengthening the brand et the post.
Soine emerging pots are already using hybrid mai! as their platform for extending
the reach el the post Into various postal electronic services. ‘ilse ciose link with
sendere and retipiente alike opc’ns up the opportunities’ for a faster adoption at
electronic notilic ation, ss’eb enabled services and electronic delivery. Today one may
type in letters en a web site (ar upbuad a lUe) and have it printed and delivered by
hybrid mai! — asa letter er asa message in an electronic mailbox.
One gned esample et Ih,s is Tunisia Post, With a size about double that (ltPnrtuoal
and 10 million inhabitjnts tlu.s Post handles (00 million letters annually Since
the introduction et hybrid mail in 2001. the share et letters sent via this service
has grnwn from less than 5% to now an estimaled 25%1. .Meansshik the use et
associated electronic services has grown, and the ICT business has been grewing
2

Source’ St at jet is from 0 PO Internat intsal Bureau
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3. Do posts ‘sho venture into hybrid mai! risk cetting swa!!osvc’d up into al! kinds
of electronic services that art outside cheir core competence or is this the only
rnute to stay in the market and reinforce phvsica! mai! de!iverv asa component
of integrated media solusions?
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—
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in the last man> >ears (to €125 million in 2009’). \lany new serviet’s have grown
out of hybrid mai! and rely on this service for the creation and dispatch of physical
letters. And despite the global financial crisis, the success of hybrid maA seems to

keep on growing.
The coni lusion is that hybrid ma ii may very well be the best service to increase
the usage 0f mai! and the value of the phvsital letter in emerging countrie,. Ry
leveraging en improved letter quality, an irnpressive lift in the postal service quality
and an abundance nr new postal services, hvbrid mai! is flot only improving the
image and use of post, it is reinforcing postal communicatioo in the digital era.

Questions for thought and discussion
Why are the challenges as.suciated with hybrid mai! different
advanced posts compared with emerging posts?

f

2. \Xhat could be the implications for the posta! industry global!> if hybrid tHai!
“takes off’ in deve!oping tountries in the “av that the use ni mobiles has done?

3

I’

ror soca!led

Source Tunisia Post Annual Report 20(19
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
Development of Climate Strategy
for Postal Companes
Kristin Ringvcd
Managing Consultant Capgeminj Consulting

Ardes Ry;’i
Head of che NDwegian Strategy Practe. Capgemni Cornulting

Pus chapter explor€s how the postal seCtor can approoch sustoinability
stroregicolly. Given the significant environmentol impocts ossociated with
tronsportation, the focus is on how postal companies can reduce their carbon
emissions by the implemenration of a climote strotegy. To illustrote this the
outhors present examples from Posten Norge, the largest transportotion ond
logistics company in Norway. Posten Norge developed a new dimate strotegy in
2009, and dm5 to become number one in IPC’s environmentol ronking by 2075’.

i
i

Wc wiiuid i ike to cisank Post cii orgc, and HSE 0 ir tor Joh ti Sward in pan ico ar, tor ittir
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Background
The issuc’ of sustainabiliry receives much attention in public debate today, with
many husinesses having entered the arena over the last couple ol decades. The
challenges of sustainability are global in nature; the>- du flot acknowledge national
er corporate borders, and rounds ol intergtwernmental negotiations have revealed

a governance vacuum. With the Limited power (If transnational agencies like the
UN compared to the sovereignty of states, it has been dilficult to get agreement
ufl ambitious action plans. Businesses, however. are becoming more and more
globalised, and therefore have a vital role to play in closing the governance gap. Ira
addition, address iflg sustainahility challenges has the potential to generate clear
business benefits through securing market accets, and improving the bottom line
through cost reductions or top line revenue growth through innovation. For the
postal industry the environmental aspects ol sustainability impacts the core ol
the business, creating opportunities to reap significant bosiness benefits at well as
playing a role ira advancing the global sustainahility agenda.

Social responsibl,ry

Economk reaponsibiliry

‘.4! Wotkplace

Efficioncy

—_
ProStability

health & safety

Marketing &
adverlising
staridarde
Vatue
Corruption &
rreaIicn
bribery

-

Quality
goods

,‘

According to the 1987 report by the World Commission on Environment and

community
developoent

culture

Minorities
Indusk,e
society
Education

Responslble
accounting

Flt:nian
rights

Diversity
Eqeal
rappostunities

Development (known as the Brundtland Commission), sustainable development
is: ‘development that meets the needs of the present without jeopardising the
ability of foture generations to mccc their own needs’. [ii line with this, but taking
business perspective, we view sustainabihty er corporate (social) responsibility
as how enterprises balance the realisation of their business objectives with their
svidt’r responsibilities to the environment and to the society at large. Sustainability
comprises three pillars; the economk, social and environmental (sec illustration

arcas. Collaborat ing with suppliers, customers and men rompetitors to optimise
their distribution networks. they are achievintz reductions in botls etnissions and

in Figure I).

costs.

The significant proportion of alI carbon ensissions associated with oil consumption
in the transport sector highlights the necessity of a sustainable approach in
transportation. Indeed it is transportation related issues that dominate the climate
agenda for mast postal companies. lhough the most pressing environmental
issues var> to some degree by company, depending upnn which parts of the value
chain the business covers, there are imporlant similarities in the issues that
alI postal companies are facing. Overall, the key issues for the postal industry
relate to efficient transportation, elficient ose of fod. use ol alternative energ;
route opumisation. waste, choice ol materials, and the heating and ‘entilation ol
buildings (as illustrated fri Figure 2).
Lo response, some postal companies are flow looking at alternative distribution
models, such as collaborative orhan distribution and regional hobs for non-urban
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Developing a Climate Strategy
Developino a climate strateg is an important componeot of creating a strategic

approac h to sustainability. ih progress from optimist ic visions and ideals about
sustainability to scriously addressing climate change, is is necessary to start s ith
somc hard lacts. Some key questions to be addresscd in order to gel started arv:

•

What is our carbon lhotprint today and how ira practire can it be redoced?

•

\\ hat are our strategic options with regards to developi na environmental
leadcrsliip?

•

What will be the business impact of different en’ iroo oscittal approaches?

• ii
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Step 1: Establish the Organisation’s Saseline Carbon Footprint
When developing a climate strategy, one of the tirst activities is to estahlish the
current carbon footprint of the company. tids is achieved by measuring the amount
of CO, and other greenhouse gases emitted by the company’s operations. As part
of this activity, the company most set the seope of their carbon footprint, dociding
which of its activities should be ineluded. For example, should supplicrs’ emissions
and/nr emplo)ee commuting be intluded in the carbon footprint?

I

the greenhouse gas (GHG) protoeol. developed by the World Resources
Institute, gives useful directions to determine the reporting scope. Et also
gives precise guidelines for the conversion of dilferent actlvities such as
transportation by air, train, sea and road, into carbon mnissions2. Tt may also
be necessary to check with national environmental agencies as sonse national
governments set national slandards and conversion factnrs to be used when
furmally reporting.

•

What prattica! actions åre required LO porsue the dilferent environmental
approaches?

•

Flow ill the environniental and linancial impact of rhose appruaches be
quantified and measured?

In the postal industry most carbon emissi’nns a re related to the tra nsp.srtation
of maj!. partels and cargo. the chart below shows the distribution nf the carbon
footprint for Posten Norce in 2008. This foutprint was caleulated as a base line when
developing Posten Norge’s leveT of amhition and their carbon targets.

.
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En ordet LO address thesc qoestiorls in a systematic way, we have developed a
live-stop approath En a climate strategv. which has been applied successfullv to
numerous businesses:
I.

‘ sne

<1%

Establish the organisation’s baseline carbon footprint

• Osin

ca’s
• Contrarned

4%

2.

Outline future stenarios for the industry for key environmental drivers

3.

Deine strategic optiuns related

1.

Evaluate the strategic options and decide no amhition level

5.

Implement iniciatives needed to achieve the environmencal targets

to

distinit

environmental positions

Cnrtnacted reEai’
Ccrtractcd arcraft
• Cortract2d beats
• tIec:rca ‘,eatn
I Butr,esn trave.I.nz

650

will go through each of these steps, highlighting key
In tito ftrllowing seetions,
activities and eritical suctess factors.

1%

2

Set htnp:wwwghgprotocul org.’ tor :nfora,ation oa calcalating carixin fenotprints

57%
1%

SES
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<1%
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Step 2: Outline Future Scenarios for the Industry for Key Environmental
Drivers

DEVELOPMFNT GF ( L[MATE STRATEGY FOR POSTAL COPAPANIES

High

4”.
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Environmentaj

Scenario analvsis is a usdul too! when attempting to predict the way that climate
issoes may impaet the industrv in the future. Aside from the energy sector, the
transportation and logistics indostrv arguably faces one of the biggest ehallenges in
responding to the climate challenge. Ambitious targets on global and national levels

2

(for instance the EV’s ambition to reduce carbon emissions by 30% by 2020) are
mnst likely to be followed by increased regulation. At the same time postal sers ice
usmpanies are likely to be faced by significantly increascd fod costs and potentially
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increased demand for “greener” prodocts.
Looking five to ten years ahead. postal companies niust consider the bosiness
impact of new regulations. incrcased fuel costs and changing customer dunsands for
postal services. Thev tnust detidew hether ‘greener” postal companies will develop
competitive advantages nr whether “green” prodocts ‘vil I represent only costly niche
products. Finally they must consider the t isk of unt taking attiohi,

tt.en..al Leadw

Pas5ive
Environmental lmpacter

Low

‘1/
Environmental Reputation

Low

High

By emplo ing st L’nar,o analysis tethniqoes to investigate possible fut ure scenarios,

ompanies can test assumptions on the likely ootcomes and the valoe nf dl Iferent
environtnetital st ratecies,

Step 3: Define Strategic Options Related to Distinct Environmental
Positions
Has ing investigated scenarios where environmental performance actually creates
competitive advantage, the next stei is to identify the strategic options. One
approach is to categorise the nptinns osing a qoadrant based upon relative
environmental performance and environmental reptttation. This approach makes
i t possible to ide tit i ly d ist i net strategic 05 it ons.
Figore 1 illustrates three distinct strategic positions svhich coold be taken,
retlecting ditferent levels of ambition. Using the carbon fnotprint asa measore of
envircinnietstal performance, it is then possihie to quantifv the d itlrcnt strategic
positions in terms of carbon reduction targets. It is, hos’ eve,’, important to keep in
nitid that such targets may need to evohe os er time a ttd that any environmental
leadersis ip position reqoires a dynamic approat Is itt ortler to adapt to the changes
in rugtslation, the competitive landstape and the introduttion of new technologies
\\‘hen Posten Norge was developtng their ettvironmental tmbition leve!, Lhree
ditfurent levels of carbon redoctions targets svere identified, re1sresenting ditferent
strategit positions:

rLl
-

________‘

Figu:e 3 C,eieraitsq St’&?9s( Dotioris

I. Continoe with the present leve! of engagement and reducing the carbon
emissions by op to 10%
2. Increasiog the invested time and money to achieve a 20% reduction in carbon
emissions, nr
3. Show true commitment to climate issoes by setting the carbon redoetion
target at 30% by 2015

These three diflitrettt alternatives were analysed based on their ditferent ftnancial,
environmental and strategic implications for the corporation.

Step 4: Evaluate the Strategic Options and Decide an Ambition Level
to order to determine an anibition level, postal services companies have to assess
the business impact of redocing carbon emissions. This is the most demandittg
exercise and requires informatinn about potential initiatives as syd! as adequate
modeling tools to quantify and simulate both carbon impacts and the business case
ee cts of dl iferent i nitiatives

IIie most important initiatives to sopport carbon reductions in the postal
sector are likely to be:

services

i:
——
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•

Modal shift

•

Alternative vehiele strategy (increased use of electric vehicles, bicycies etc)

•

Alternative [ud (iiscreased use of lnw-emission fuels, eg. biofuel)

•

Upgrade Ileet (tecljnical upgrade ur renewal to deploy a more energy
eflicient (Icet)

—

mos ing gnods from road and air to rail er sea
Emission reduction per initiative

Reduction of COa emissions
450 000

•

Eco-driving tecltniques (reinforce eco-driving among drivers)

•

More efficient route management (increase capacity utilisation by elficient
route planning)

-i

Mnre energy efficient heating ofbuildings

•

Greening

product portiolio (moving customers to greener products, eg.

reduced transport

•

by

air)

Assessino Ihe overall pnstal distribution model (ada pting the frequency and

——_-
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speed to allow greener products if po!sible, for example: reduced transport

by air ur reduced delivery frequency to consumers from six days to live days

0

•

Basetne Ambition leve!

‘

i’r fewer)
The majorily of these initiatives have the potential to generate both reductions in
carbon emissions as svell as reduced costs. Manv will deliver instant reduction to
the cuM base (as eg. implementing ecn-driving techniques) while others have the
potential of delivering longer term cost savings but with an upfrunt investment cost
(eg. investing in mure energy etlitient vehicles).
When Posten Norge decided upon its 30 carbnn reductiun target by 2015, the
target leve! was linked to emissions-reductions across a broad purtfolio ufinitiatives.
F igure 5 shows the brcakdosvn of tiseir target by initiative. Pse importance of

cunsidering the extended value chain was evident with reductions to be achieved
in the supply choin representing a large proportion of the emii.ston-reductions for
Posten Norge.

Step 5: Implement Initiatives Needed to Achieve the Environmental
Targets
b

many ways, executing and follnwing op a climate strateg is the same as

any uther strategy implementation and translbrmation process. Ordinary prniect
management tnols such as reporting on the progress of initiatives tre essential. as
well as ordinary transfurmatiun management know-how.

how sen \yc!

;

eucs e ‘er C02 fr,ss. r,s op’ rvat’-.e

As sustainability is a relatively new focus area for most businesses, it must be
integrated hsto alt levels of the businei.s (management reviews, wurk procusses,
governance, reporting etc.) if real change is to take place. Top management
involvement is crucial when implementing a climate strategv, in order to avoid
sustainability becoming just an add-on to the hosiness. Posten Norge confirms this,
stating that the dedicatiun and interest of their GO has been absolutely critical for
gaining the right momentum in their execution.
Developing a dimate strategy tends to involve the breadth of the organisation.
Often responsibility is divided between one nr more functions at headquarters
responsible for setting the strategic direction and then coordinating the work and
emplnyces of the vii rious units within the organisation that are respnnsible for
integrating sustainability into the dav-to-day decision-niaking. \X’i:h time, as with
any important focus area tbr an organisation. sustainahility issues need to he built
into the organisations governance model,
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How this is achieved will depund upon the existing governance model in the
organisation. ln organisations where the gnveroance tends to be formalised to
Iarçe extenl, using tools such at the Balanc.ed Scorecard ,Model, it should be ensured
that the sustainability focus is reflected b the corporate scurecard and cascaded
throughout the organisation. In smatler organisations with less forinal governance
structures, cultural and other informal mechanisms focusing en sustainability will
be especially important.
For Posten Norge, thorough action plans “tre established in collaboration with the
organisation through the use of workshops and k,cus interviews. In this way, they
were able to identify how each unit in the corporation could contribute in reducing
carbon emissions. Posten Norge also developed a governance system giving
quarterly assessments 00 the status for the environmental initiatives throughout
the organisation. Key Performance Indicators (KPls) such as the number of owo
vehicles using alternative (ud” and the number of driving routes replaced” were
developed.
Suppliers often play a key part jo successfully realising a climate strategy. Ihis was
tlse case for Posten Norge, where only a smaller part uf its vehicle fleet is owned by
the company itseif. Posten Norge is therefore dewloping a nsodel ror collaboratiog
witls their suppliers to ensure that the carbon emissions are reduced according to
plan. ‘fut approach consists of requiring subcontractors to report 00 for instance
their percentages usage of alternative find and condutted eco-driving courses, as
sveil as providing beneflts for the suppliers that tab an active part ja reducing
Posten Norge’s supply chain carbon emissions.

Conciusions
Postal companies are increasingly recognisingthestrategic impnrtance ofdeveloping
a climate stracegy because environmental and climate issues are to closely related
to the tore business of the postal industry. fleveloping a climate strategy should
therefure be approached asa tore business issue, with the company’s environmental
targets being clearlv linked to initiativet and actioo plans tlsat will lead to strategy
realisation.
11w impact of sustainability at a business driver will continue to increase over the
oext decade. Byignoringsustainabilits’, CEOs risk jeopardising theirmarket position
and losino potential competitive advantage, At the same time, sustainability also
requires increased collaboration. Achicving climate goals is. although strategic,
sut a zero-sum game. ‘11w way that climate issues transcends corporate and

CVELO’i,SEiÇ” OP
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national boondaries calis for uoprecedented levels of co!labnration, both between
cnrporations aloog the supply chain, hetween public and private organisatiuns
and between governments and NGOs. Inhereot b this is the opportunily for the
development uf new products and business models.

Questions for thought and discussion
1. Why does sustainability appear tobe such an importaot driver for transformation
lrs the postal industry? What is the significance of developing a elimate strategy?
2. The authors outlioes some helpful steps and measures that address 5055w of the
key questioos in a structured way what are the advantages of adopting this
l<ind of systematic approac h?
—

3. Should postal companies be pursuiog ali of the initiativet outlined b Step 4 to
reduce carbon emissions or should tlsey prioritise a few of them? What will be
the implications of treating climate strategy asa tore business Issue?
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CHAPTERFIFTEEN
CU Correios—Transforming for
Environmental Sustainability

‘
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Luis Pau’o
Drector Quatty and SustainabliLty, Cr1 Correlos de Portugal

Maria Rebelc
Environmental Expert Cr1 Correios de Portugal

This chaprer describes how a leading European postal operotor CflCbrreias de
Portuga has embarked an a transforming journey to become positioned os an
enviranmentally sustainable organisation The outhors show that, alrhough this
is obo utidenriryand ethos, this is natjusta case of re-bronding butafsubstantive
and fundamental change that is naw impocring an ali paris af the company. Se
os wellas a much improved image and repuratian, chese changes have pasitively
offected lrs bottam line.
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As market Jc’ader, CT decided to take op new positinning, b order to show
ts responsibility tnwards the envirnnment and clarify the sometimes biased
perception of high negative envirunmental impacts assnciated with postal activkies
and paper-based commonication, Ihese are the brand objectives:

Ilse main business activity t cl’r Correios de Portugal is to set Op, manage and
the
operate the postal network and the corresponding public service ineluding
collection, processing, transport and delivery of ducuments, goods and nthcr postal
items both domestically and internationally, as well as the provision of ICT services,
and financial services,
The company is one of the country’s biggest employers, with a staif of tiver 14,400.
Approximately 170,000 customers step into the Post Oflices daily, while around
6 million postal items are handled and deliswed every dav to over 5.6 million
of
households. Cli’ is a public.owned, protit-making company, with a turnover
data).
(2010
€60
million
of
range
the
results
in
around (*300 million and
Portugal
CTT Group is leader in ali the husiness areas in which it operates in
and
Spain
in
present
also
is
and
it
others)
among
(mail, CEI’, printing/linishing,
markets
varjous
in
services
consultancy
provides
also
it
this,
.
Mnzambique Besides
within Europe, Africa and Latin America.

•

New valoes of innovation and environmentat suscainabiliry, which allow it
to be viewed asa modern. inom-ative and more dynamic brand

•

An emotional and relational concept that ensures customer loyaky in
liberalised context, the ecological vector being a brand differentiating facior

•

An organisation-wide “hanner” that leads it through the niarket
liberalisation process and leverages internal mobilisation

CH’s New Eco Portfolio
Within the new brand positioning, an ecological range of products and services
Ects Portfolio was launched, aiming to meet cnnsumers’ needs. CTT was the
hrst postal operator at a world level with an integrated environmentally friendly
portfolio, covering both the pris’ate and business segments.
—

Environmental Commitment
In 2010 the company strongly invested in the field of environmental sustainability
by launching a campaign to promote the new institutional positioning of the CTT
brand. ihis campaign was named Programme Earth. Environmental engagement
baame the motto of many of the main activicies undertaken ¾ ilhin the company
this year. Programme Earth inciuded the launch of a new portfoho of more
to
ecological products and services and almost four dnzen other actions related
emissions.
energy etficiency in buildings and vehicles, reduetion of greenhouse gas
green procurensent, waste management, environmental management certified
systems, sustainable mobility, environmental education, protection ol bindiversity,

—

Cnrreio Verde (translated as Green Mail Gr Easy Mail), is a pre-paid solution
redesigned In the light of ecological concerns and it has new formats and packages
produced with recycied materials and ecn-friendly paints. These preserve the paper
and cardboard natural coloors and reduce the amount of paint used in printing.
Simultaneously, stone mt,dels of envelopes and packages on sale were designed to
he re’usable, and a carbon conipensation system was adopted for ali Correio Verde
posted itL’ms. ibeir GFIG emisilons are compensated through the acquisiUon of
equivalent carbon credits coming from a sustainahly inanaged forest in a protected
natoral area, near Lisbnn,

and the purclsase and use of envirunmentally friendly materials,
‘fie new positioning lampaign insolved several promotional actions, nanwly
at a
the advertising movie C’l”l’.Consigo, the first carbon-neutral such movie
broadcast
was
movie
hos
Cl’r
staft.
world level, where the actors were actually
on national televisiun channels, and was the starting point of the external
communication canspaign fur the general public. Radio commercials were also
broadcast; biliboards were spread throughout the country and posters displayed
in pust otfices and letter-boxes; mailings were sent to CII’ bosiisess cuslomers.
among other esternal communication actions. Ali the actions undertaken in this
scupe may be tiewed un the CI’i’.Consigo website: http://www.cttconsigo.com/.

TRANSrORM]Nc FOR ENV RONMENTAt SUSTA[NADILITY

Rebranding for Competitiveness

Background
I,

—

An eco-range was also created for the direct mail products (addressed advertising).
Customers are subject to a qualification process, which takes into account several
envirt,nmental criteria regarding their mailings: quality of address databases,
environmental certification, use of sostainable resources and recvcled;recy lable
materials. Should thev meet these requiremencs, then they profit from specific,
cheaper rates and can use CT r’5 Green Ment symbol, which certifies that their
message is mure “envirnisment friendly”, Ibis is a programme aimed at the business
segment to promote the sustainable production of mail, already adopted by several

1
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bio customers. As for the addressees, the nim is that this symbol of environmental
ment is valued and that brandsftompanies which invest in more eco-friendly
communications are recognised as such by costumers.

public makes between the CTT brand and environmental issues, a.s vell as with
corporate social responsibility standing, increased from 31%, to ‘14% and 46%,
respectivel ifl 2010.

Within the same type of approach are the postage stamps nwoselo and meupostot
(beth belonging to the traditional range), which are nuw made til environment
friendly materials

On the nancial side, the launch of the new Eco portfolio has slowed down the
declining trend of physical mail revenoes. Laonched by mid-2010, the new Direet
Slail Eco Fange of products represented 10% of the total Direct Marketing products
revenue in the period of August through December 2010, while Correio Verde sales
increased by 5% in 2010, compared to the previous year.

Digital Challenges
CTT, like most of the industry, is also facing a set of key challenges, such as the juli

liberalisation of the sector and the deciining trend of physical mail, with parcels
and logistics providing today the hulk of the business opportonities. C’rT, being
markel leader and one of the most reliable and trustworthy Portuguese companies.
has to continually capitalise en the trust that citizens and economic agents alike
place in it.
cT’r’s strategy in this sector was to affirm itself as a major digital cornmunications
player: we were the hrst Mobile Virtual Phone Operator in the country, we set op
the largest public digital mailbox in Portugal, Wc have offered hybrid and email
solutions for quite some time, and Wc operate mailmanager and digital postmark
services At the same time, Wc kept innovating the traditinnal portfolio with
less environmentally impacting services. With the Eco portfolio, we intend to
strengthen the “grcen vector of communication on hard support. by valuing its
erivironmental arguments and proposition.
Oor view is that paper-based and digital solutions, though competitive, are,
to a larger extent, complemenlary means of communication, folfilling dilferent
consumer needs and that there will still be room available for both in the overall
ccmmunications market of the future.

Sustainability Pay5 Off
The resuits of this set of sustainable initiatives were extremely good, both in terms
of the bottom line and the company’s repotation. During the year 2010, CTT
strengthened its image as an environmentally friendly and socially responsible
organisation, improving resoits at the same time,
The rebranding communication campaign was awarded first prize in the category
of Best International Coinmonitation Single Event (movie). .‘slore importantlv,
recent brand positioning survey showed that the association which the general

Questions for thought and di5cussion
I. People talk about “green-washing”, wherecompaniessimplypot up environmenial
credentials as part of their PR image or packaging hut where any change is quite
soperuicial What does a company nued to du in order to have a whole ethos or
‘DNA” that is genoinely green and to become an organisation that is completely
environmentally sustainable in every aspect of ts working?
2. Ib what extent have CTT Correios reacted to drivers of change in the market
that everyune in the sector faces, and how moch have they chosen to shape
their response to the rhallenies is a proaclive manncr that also seems to have
delivered bottom line resuits?
2. What are the positive and negative impacts of environmental cunsiderations en
postal conipanies? The autliors refer to the “hiased perception” uf the public
what impact do negative notions of “paper” and descriptions of “junk mail” have
on the industry and can this he changed? Ifso, how?
—
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN
The UPU Strategy: Positioning Global
Postal Business in a Changing Environment
Pascal CEivaz
Direcior of Finance and Straregy, Universal Postat Union

Mtth[eu Bciiat
Eapert is Slrategy Planning Programme, Universal Postal Union

With its rich history intimately tied to the development of the postal sector, the
Universal Postal Union is flot immune to the trans formation currently sweeping
the industry. Ja this chaptea the authors discuss the trans formation of the sector
and candidly share the UPU’s vision and strategy for the future.

•
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Introducton
Any observer of today’s postal sector will realise that it is going through a phase
of profound transforination. \\‘e are now living in a world where several long
estahlished postal operators have started to venture into providing products
and services that are well beyond the scope of traditional postal services, where
competition comes not Only from new market players but also from innovative
means of commonication, aod where the notion of universal postal service itself
is beginning to be called into question, at least in some parts of the world. In
this fast muving and challenging context, boss’ can the Universal Postal Union,
an intergovernmental organisation created more than 130 years ago and bringing
togethor 191 member countries, provide added value to itt members and to the
whole postal sector?
It is with this question in mmd that the UPU is currently working on the
preparation of itt strategic roadmap for 2013—2016. ‘Dus chapter presents the broad
ideas driving the definition of the UPU strategy and also provides a lirst, high-level,
overview of the main goals to be pursued by the organisation in this time of postal
trans formation’.

A Turbulent, Fast-changhg General Context
For an intergovernmental organisation dealing with both political and spee.iftc
technical issues, two levels of strategic analysis are necessary. Firstly, a broad one
looking at various politkal, economic, social, technological, legal and environmental
trends (the lassical PES’rLE analysis) ‘Dus layer is cumpleted with a mure speuific
study of the state of play in postal markets. In the following paragraphs, PESTLE
elements are described in a few wurds whereas the pnstal trends are simply listed,
as most of them are self-explanatory and have been widely discussed elsewhere.

A Changing International Political and Economic Landscape
The global financial and economic crisis has probably boosted the importance of
big emerging countries (the creation of the G2t) and the renewed relevance of the
BRICS being prime examples) on the international stage, at east from an economic
perspective. Ibus, mest of today’s global economic gross th comes from emerging

•

•

countrles. Furtherniore, in 2007 the gross general government debt of advanced
economles was 73.1% of GDP, against 36% fur emerging ec000mies, whereas the
figures are expected to be respcctivelv 107.3% and only 30.1% in 20I6. In other
words, the international balance of power is jo fiux and while the consequences of
this transformation are not clear as yet, the situation is likely to remain unstable
for the years to come.

Technology, lnternet and Customer Power
Around the time the UPU adopted itt last strategy in August 2008, Facebook had
not reached 100 million users, nobudy had heard of the Wad. and Nukia still had
over 40% market share in the global market for mobile handsets’. At the time of
writing these lines, there are now more than 600 million active Facebook users.
the second versIon of the Wad is revolutionising the way we get access to news and
share information, and Nokia’s market share has fallen to 28% because of its lack of
anticipation of the mpact of smartphones”. AlI of this goes to show that technology
changes very quirkly and has an impact on customers hehaviuur as well at on the
way they communicate.

Demographic Factors
,‘sligration, ageing and urbanisation have wide-ranging consequences. Thus,
arcording to the ]nternutional Organization for Migration. the total number of
international migrants increased from ISO million in 2000 to over 211 million
in 2010”. This is having a deep political, social and economic impact en both
destination and tsrigin countries. With regard to ageing, the UN notes that the
world’s population aged 65 and over is set to double from nos-’ to 2050 from around
2

3

4
a

At the time i, wr:ttn the strategv Itas not been adopted set by the UPU member cotaatr:ea.
Ir is expc i ted that the L’PU Conereas. the supreme bod1 of the organisation. ‘sUt adupi the
ducutnent in Septetnber—Octoher 202. Dut said, the broid tines of the strategy document
have atready been sub)ect to extensive discussions and are accurdingly nul e,pected ti, change

too dratnaticalty

Bar distance, from I 94t) ti, 19113, devetoped ecclnunies represents’d around three quarters of
thr ,ncrease in annuat w,,rM CDI’ and etnergine markets a mucha smal11r share ufar,,und 17%.
Frue, I 9S6 ti, 2007, emerging markets saw rheir share grow to .t7%sc hiic’ the i ,,nhr,hjtion of
de’ elsiped econo m,e d ropped to 49%, a shift ucietera ted by the recent gloh’a Iii nanc i., I crisis.
Sec, for example, http’//www.imf org!eaternal/pLIbs!ftjfandd/2010/I 2/kose.htm fur a more
ciimptete discussi,,n
St,uree I SIF Fisi al Stun itor April 20t I, p. [8
Sourc e’ ‘‘Nok, a grab, 4(1% of pltone martel for rst time’ h tt p:/Jww sv. regli a rdwa re.
cum;1uUoi2uq1phone6gures’
S,,erce’ Bustness Insider, ‘Faichook Has More ihan 60t1 Million U’sers, Gotdman
Tell, Clien ts, lii tp:/ www busi nessi nsider.corn ‘fac ebook ‘has-more i han 600-ni ilt jun- users
g’a!dm an ‘tel Is ehienl s 2ot I i
Source: Walt Strcrc Journal, “N,,tia Ntartet5laare Slides Gartner”, vth February2olt. http://
online.wsi.cnm/articlejflT.CO 201 10209-705792.html
Ses http://www iom.int/iahia!Jahiafahout.migration/facts. and- Ogures/lang/en
-
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7.6% to 16.2% of the total populatio&. Such a shift will take a tell en countries’
public finances because of social security entitlements, among others, Finally, in
2007 afid for the firat time in lustor more thafl half the world popolatiofi lived in
cities. It is expccted that the proportion of city dwellers will keep rising, especially
in the develupiflg world.

Global Crises
Ifl a globalised world, local events flow have impacts far bevond their flatioflal

borders, as was showfl, for example. by the receflt eartltquake afld tsuflami ifl lapan
ifl March 2011. The emergence of glohalised crises can be observed in varioos fields
such os health, finance, the eflvirOnmeflt/climate and security.

Regulation
hus is ufldoubtedly 0 controvcrsbl topic, bot in the aftermath of the global
ec000mic and financial crisis, cails have grown huder for better regolatlon of
financial markets. hluese cails have also extended to oder areas, for instance
commodity markets, and somehow point Ina backlash against the relativelv laissez
faire philnsophy of the previnus ‘ears.

Postal Trends
Ilse fnjlnwing thcn. have been the key trends dentified with regard to the
transformation uf the postal sectur;
ifl mail and parcel volumes, with a gefleral decline in letter
volomes and the positive impact of e-tommerce on parcel s-olumes

•

Changes

•

Changes in postal markets: liberalisation, new goverfiafice models
(separation of operational and regulatory functions), competitiofi,
partncrships

•

Diversification

•

Innnvation

•

Grcening of postal business

r

So, where does alI this leave the UPL? The above analysis actually translates mIo
a number of threats and upportunities for the onzanisatlon. ‘flint, the financial
8

Sec Standard and Voer’s ‘CobaI Agin 201(1. An lrrecers,blc fruth”, p. 2

THE UPU STRATEGY

and economic crisis has taken its toN cm both governments and postal operators,
forcing them to find way’s to reduce their def icits and cut their costs. ‘flsis is a
potentially delicate situation ror the UPU. which is financed by its member. Next,
an important part of the UPU’s budget and focus is still devoted to the letter
business. With the expected continuing decline in volumes of phsical mad, there is
risk that the organisation will become less relevant if it does flot adapt to the new
postal reality. Finally. MOle the emergence of a structure such as the C20 seems to
indicate a new, more open form of multilateralism, some analysts are of the opinion
that this grutlping of countries is nothing but an emptv shell5. The emergence of
new powers on the international stage could indeed create tensions that, combined
with an adverse mood against globalisatmon following the havoc wrought by the
financial crisis, could diminish the i mportance of multilateralism’° ‘This would not
be good news for an intergovernmental institution such at the UPU, befonging to
the United Nations system.
On the otiser band, the current context offers good opportunities for an organisation
like the UPL’. Ihos, the transformatmon and diversificatinn of the postal sector has
meant that there is a real need for reliable, neutral and romprehensive soorces
of infOrmation. Furthermore, the growth of e-commerce is set to conlinue and
to benefit postal operalors. Finally, given that letter volumes have generally been
declining. postal operators have started olfering services along other dimensions
of the postal sector, notably in the field of electronic communication’’. Tiuese new
networks are highlighting the need for heller coordination and interoperabilitv of
the different services at the international level.

What the UPU Has to Offer and What it Has to Improve
There are several strengths the UPU can boild on to exploit the many opportunities
the current environment olfers. Thus. the Ufl.) is in a position to provide a unique
mix of expertise and knowledge on the global postal seccor chanks to its reach
and access to postal, governmental and regulatory entities throughout the world.
In addition, the emphasis put since 2005 by the L’PL’ on the need to consider
9

Threats and Opportunities for the UPU

‘--_-

Sec fOr nstance lam Urenn,er and Noerici Roubico, ‘A 0 Zeru \S’c,r!d’, Foreign Aifai:s.
March April 2011
10 ‘Welsome tcj a zero sum world, Okt’,, n Rachrnan, in ‘The \\‘orld iii 2011, publishd Sv ‘The
Economist. Sec htcp .‘sswweconomist connode:17493390 ‘0w same aLthor has published a
book on the tupic: sec http ‘www.ft.corncmss!2bcfb2dso’dd62’lldf’biab7 0Ol’I4feabdco.
html fc’r an edited csterpt
ti An esample of this is Deutshe Post’s E -rostbrwf, www epost de
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the postal sector as a three-dimensional neiwork, bringing tugether physical,
financial and electronic aspects, is a cornerstone diat remains relevant in today’s
postal world especially with regard to the emergence of new electronic networks
as mentioned above. Furthermnre, the kind of integrated services provided along
the thrce dimensions by post; matches some specific oecds in e-commerce such
as identity veriflcation, management of returns and online payment services. The
UPU can play a role in putting in place cross’border regulations and standard;, and
in facilitating integrated solutions adapted to costumers’ needs. The Ul’U can also
build on its strengths to avert some of the threats identified jo the analysis. Thus,
diversification along the varioos dimensions of the postal sector can heip counter
the threat of e-substitution through the development of innovative products and
service;.
An area where the UPU could do bettor is the decisionmaking process uf the
organisation, which is sometimes perceived as slow and noE flexible enough, and
which coold possibly prevent it from coming up with relevant standards and
regolation in a timely fashion for ts members. Thi; ;veakness could also possibly
foster the expansion of networks outside the governance framework guaranteed by
the UPU. This could put in danger the single global postal territor arguably the
biggest achievement of the organisation.

A Forward-Iooking Strategic Framework

i

THE UPU STRAFEGY

II

The strategic framework of che L’PU should be flexible enough to allow it to
accompany the transft,rmation of the sector, whilst at the same time fostering the
values that have made the postal sector successfol (Iver the years (trust, integrity and
access, among others), It should also aim at achieving the vision of the organisation,
namely that the postal sector sltuuld he seen as an essential component of the global

of the global poscal supply chain is more than ever nece.ssary. Thi; can only be
arhieved in dose cooperation with other organizations such os the World Custums
Organisation (WCO), the International Air Transport Association (IATA) as well as
the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).
Next, the UPU should beef up ts efforts in profihing itself as a reference on postal
knowledge and expertise. In the same vein, it will be important for the L’PU to use
the information it gahers and the studies it produces to advocate for the role playvd
by the postal sector in today’s economy.
A third focus for the UPU should be to help its members develop products and
services that will allow them cc grasp the opporcunities otfered by the markets.
Under this umbreua, the UPU ;oold advise its members through the exchange nf
best practices with regard to the use of technology in developing new products. Tt
would also put in place projects aimed at fostering international e-commerce, and
theruby international trade, throogh the postal networks.
The last proposed goal of the UPL’ is to (ester the suscainable development of the
postal seccur. Sustainable development should be cutistroed asa very broad concept.
As postal operators diversify their activities and, For some of thein, even think of
rehnquishing their letter business altogether, the upu should provide opportunities
for a discussion on what business model; are sustainable for the post;. The fourth
goal also inclodes aspects ni environmental awareness and social responsibilitv.
Finally, the postal sector and the UPU should strive to promote intlusion of al!
sectors of the population by enrouraging the provision by postal operators through
their extensive network of, for instance, access to affordable postal financial
services and to government serv ices. This last point is particularly important with
regard to the nature of the UPU as an intergovernmental organisation belonging to
the United Nations.

economv.
Four goals have been established and will define the priorities of the UPU in the
(oture, based on the above analysis. The first goal focuses on the core task of the
organisation, that is, the efficiency of the postal networks and of the global postal
supplychain. ‘This goal comprises action; aimed at icnprovingqualitv and reliability,
and making the interoperabiliiv of systems and networks a reality. for instance
through the setting up ol’ eifective standards and regulations. Forthermore, at a
time when the postal sector is faced with multidimensional threats (we can think
here of counterfeit goods, money laundering, possible explosive devices put in
postal items. phishing and other interoet related threats) a focus on the security

Challenges
In implementing the strategy, the UR) is bound to face institotional challenges and
structural tenstons. The UPU is made up of 19t member countries that have very
different leveT; of development and therefore very dilferent expectations towards
the organisation.
With the transformation of the sector, several new actors play a role in the poscal
sector alongside the traditional operators. How these nesv players can be included
remains a suhjett for discossion at the UPU.

I 27
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Finally, the meaning of the universal postal service for the organisation and the
seuor arv an important aspect (os consideration. \Vhilst to liberalised markets a
unisersal service obligation can seem a burden for histuric operalors. as it involves
high costs, universal service remains at the vore of the mission of, and a guiding
principle for the UPU. Bearing in mmd that each member country is free to
detine the scope of us own universal service, the UPU should as mccli as possible
encourage an open universal service that takes into accuunt citizens needs and
technolugical progress in developed, deseloping and least developed countries.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
Conciuding Thoughts About Transformation
Derek Osbo:n

Conciusion

I

Does the transformation of the postal sector mean that the UPU has to transform
itself? Up to a point. Faced with a rapidly chaneing international context and with
Lise radical transformatiun taking place within the postal sector, the UPU sas to
perform a balancing aa On the one hand, it has to take stock of the considerable
changes taking place in ilt environmunt and within the postal sector If it wants to
remain relevant and attract the interest of ts members. At the same lime, it should
alst, play on the strengths that have made ts success so far and that keep their value
under the present circumstances: neutrality, multilateralism and a focus on quality
and innuvative pustal products, adapted to a modern universal postal service.
In sum, bringing together governments, operators, regulators and other industry
players, the UPU definitely has a role to play in the transfurmation of the postal
scctor provided it can understand and adapt to the needs of itt slakeholders.

Questions for thought and discussion
1. The authors argue the point that even in a world where letter volumes are in
relatively rapid dechne the postal sector as such continues tu play an imporlant
role not east so in lesser developed countries. How difterent are the contexts of
developed, developing and lesser developed countries and how might the role of
the UPU ditfer between these countries?
2. One of the goals of the UPU is to act as a centre of information (including
statistical data) knuwledge and expertise. Would it be conceivable for a private
compan nr an industry-led organisation to play thus role? Why not?
3. The authors discuss the risk of intertztwernmental orizanisations becomine less
relevant. Are there any araumenrs whs; in a globalised world with increasing
inequalities, the reverse might be true?

One thing is clear from the many different accounts of pustal transformation
contained in this volume. Wo are standing at a pivotal point betsseen a past that
has been quste predictzble for posts, and a future that is very uncertain In this
sector, there arv Ihose “ho would like to preserve the past byt there arv a growing
number isho are willing to ombrace a radically different future Wc arv new starting
to be in uncharted territory, leaving behind what is no longer appnpriate and
business models that no longer apply, whilst looking furward to what has nnt yvt
been destribed ur invented lite world nf the past is no lunger tit for purpose but
the world uf the future is not yet clear. Life on this line between the pasi and the
future is an unumfortable place to be, but this has always been the case and the
need to face contsnuous change is net new, se wc just need to get used to tand
choose our attiludt, individually and collectively. Wc can hury our heads in the
sand or we can start to glimpse the ndustry shapes that are emerging and begin
to adjust our tlsinking to a new postal world that is likely to be very ditferent from
what most el us have known.
Ihe contributinits in this book enable us to sec some good sig posts for the future of
the sector, Wc can observe significant transformations happening around os which
give os more titan glimpses of how the future might look. ‘Inbough there are beods in
the road and iunctions ahead, there are no road maps for the future of the
industry
this is what makes this a real voyage of discovery. The road will twist and tom
and we will uften not he able to sec beyond the oext corner, but one lesion from tue
examples we read about bero is that we must press on and break new gruund, even
if we are not sure that WC know where that is leading, Equallv. we rarely have the
luxury eL being able to stop for ting enough in a static state, to plan and prepare as
mttch as we would like to.
—

TI
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CON( LUDO-iC TOCUGOTS ABOUT TRANSI-Onysa F!ON

To continue this metaphor nf the vehicie journey, those who are leading postal
organisations are ar the wheei and driving a vehicie that is already mnving (and with
very manr people no btrard) and going at some speed. The route has to be worked
aut whiist going along and therc is nu road map to refer to
So. in view of ali this, the tough but important questions that many top managers,
leaders or boards are facing are:
•

How can Wc lead ar guide our organisation through su much change when
there is so much uncertainty facing the industry?

•

How can we ensure that we successfuiiy acisieve the transfnrmation that is
necessary and take al! the people in our organisation with os?

•

To what extent (an WC drive the dircction of change, internally by “-hat
we du in our organisations, with our empioyces and our customers and
by shapins the markec and to what extent are we being influenced by
external thanges that directly impact nn us?
50

-

•

Create a vision to heip direct the change effort

•

Devebop strategit’s for achieving that vision

Communicating the Vision Buy-in
•

Use every vehicie posstbie to cnmmunicaee the new vision and sirategies

•

Teach new behaviours by the exampie of the Guiding Coaiition

Empowering Broad-Based Action
Remoye obstacles to change
•

Change systems ar structures that serinusby undermine the visiun
Encourage the risk-taking and non-traditional ideas, activities, and accions

Generating Short-Term Wins

—

One uther question uften troubles top executives and that is: \Vhy do
change ar transformation programmes fail?

Developing a Change Vision

-

•

Plan har visibie pL’rfl,rmance improsements
Create those improvements

many

The industry thought leaders seho have written chapters in this bonk have provided
some ulues and snme answers to these guestions. b fact, there is a great deal of
seriuus acadenric research, empirical evidence and abso conventionab wisdom abnut
managing change and leading transformation, from how to initiate it, to how to

•

Recognize and reward emp!oyees involved in the improvements

Don’t Let Up
•

Use increased credibibity to change systems, struetures and policies that
don’t ilt the visinn

maintain and sustain it. Su nsuch it would be able to liii many ottter volumes.

[fire, promnce, and devebop emp!oyees who can impiement the vision

However, one model that is aften quoted and is undouhtt’dly Iseipful is that of the8
steps uf Joh,; KbuerS Guiding Priucipk’sfbr leodim4 c(;e,,,geL ‘Ihese are:

Reinvigorate the prncess with new prnjects, thenses, and change agents

Make Change Stick
Articubate the connections between the new behaviours and organizatinnai
suecess

Acting With Urgency
•

Examine market and competitive reahties

•

identify and discuss crises, potential crises nr major opportonities

Developing the Guiding Coalition
Assembie a group with enuugh power to lead the change elfort
Focourage the group to svnrk asa Liam

131

•

Develop the means to ensure ieadership development and successina

Providing strung ieadcrslnp through chance is more than being at the wheel sif the
organisation and driving it through this uncertain iandscape it is more like being
the GPS system” har everynne an board, siIh a destination in mmd (the shared
—

vlslnn) but abso betng able to provide clear dircetiun har the immediate chuites

ahead.

i

From: Kutter,). P 0996) Leading (fin

Cambridge, MA: Harvard Busincss Press

If leaders can prtsvide this so-calied ‘gniden thread of shared purpose, values and
gnal then they are much more bikely to inspire and engage their empboyees.

ii
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this means that it is possible
Encaged employees are nut horn, tliey are made
to involve your people throughout, invile their input and idea, and to gain tlieir
support and commitment to the change. If they fed that they have some ownership
nr “stake” in the direction that the company is taking then they will fed more
motivated to make it work and abe to contribute their elfort and ideas without
coercion.
—

i

01 course jr is important to explain why changes are necessary. to ensure that
there is a readiness for change throughout the organisation and that the potential
benehts are also set aut clearly. but whilst good communications are essential and
necessary they are ont sulficient by tltemselves. Good change leadership needs to
be constantly open to re’ iew, the plans need to be adaptable and flexible and the
organisation needs to be acile and quick to make important decisions.

i

ibroughout any period of change in an organisation there needs to be a strong
focus an continuous learning. Ihis will ensure that underneath the constant
change. some resilience and stability is built to enahle the transformation to be botl
dynamic and sostainable.
So the hest way to achieve successful transkirmation is through strong and
inspirational leaders, with clear vision, who can share this with the wliole
with a shared purpose
organisation, 5° that they embark on the joorney together
and an understanding that en route, things will change and it will nat always be
easy. If the right people are focused on the right things and alI are lully engaged
in a collective elfort (which is much more than good ci,mmunicatlons) (hen Ihe
transformation programme is far more likely to succeed

Derek Osborn is an enthusiastic, innovative and inspiring business toach, trainer,
fac ilitator and alsu postal business, human rcsuurce and strategy advisor. Fie is an
acknow!edged postal expert, with over 22 years ifl senior management in Royal
Ma ii, and over 11 years ssorking internationally across the pestal indestry. I-le
is passionate about collaboration in ihe postal industry to share knowledge, best
practice and to promote the industry. develop capability, encourage training and
foster innovatiun. Derek has worked with many husineses and organisations in the
global pnstai indusiry Ho has ad’ ised Governmcnts and national postal uperators
about improving operations and effitiencv. quality management, developing
customer focus, growing mail volumes, strategy development and implamentation
including devising and delivering executive eduation, workshops and management
training. Fie has extensive experience of working internationally and cross
culturally, espeeially in the eontext of facilitating business benchrnarking and best
prautice. Derek hulds a Master’s degree in Management Science from the University
of Wales, a Bahelur’s degree in Philosuphy from the University of Bristol and
prufessional diploma in executive cuaching frem Leeds Metropulitan L’niversity.
—

—

However, as we sec from must of the case studies, you never finally arrive ynu
only ever get to the end of one wave of change just to stand on the brink of another
journvy into yet more uncertain futures, For the postal industry lbs is the exciting
point we have reached. Innovative approaches and new versions er configuratinns
of the “uld model’ are being launched nLs the Tnarket ali the time, se much se that
the whole postal industry landstape is being redeveluped and renewed indeed
t ra nsfor med,

Contributors

—

Derek can be cuntacted via: derekusborn@whatnext4u.cem

—

•

Dr. Kristian J. Sund is a Senior Lecturer in Strategic Management at Middlesex
University Business Sc hval in London. Mc teaches strategv at both undergraduate
and NIBA levels. Mc leads a distance-learning ?.IBA and has been involved in
executive education for ciose to leo years, both as a letturer and a programme
direttur. His research focuses on strategy, erganizatiuoal cognition and learning
and has been applied to the postal industry, the hospitality and leisure industries
and others and has appeared in a variety of journal. [le has been the recipient
of a number of grants and awards, including a best paper award from the British
Academy of Management in 2010. Fie regularly speaks at postal industry events
and is a member of the Royal Mail Advisory Council. Kristian hoids a Ph.D. in
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Management and M.Sc. in Economics from the University of Lausanne and a MÆ
in Society. Science and Technoogy front the Swiss Federal Institute of Technnlogy
(EPEL), where he tito completed his post-doc.
Kristian can be contacted via: kristianikjsund.com

ø

Johnny Thijs is CEO of bpost, the leading Belgian postal operator. Mc took
charge of the company b 2002, at a turning point in its history, when its structore,
efficiency, quality of service and corporate culture needed to be drastically
upgraded in order to prepare the company for the full liberalisation of the postal
market in 20t1. }ohnn was awarded a degreL’ in commercial enair.eerir.g by the
University of Limburg (School of Economics). Mc started kis career in pruduct
and marketing management at Vander Elst (Rothmans Group) in 1974. In 1931 he
joined Slasterfoods, where he was in charge of marketing and saks for Belgium, the
Netherlands, Germany and France, Betwecn 1986 and 1991 he headed up corporate
marketing and general management at Cåte d’Or-jacob Suchard. Mc was Executive
Vice President and later CEO for Europe, Asia’ Pacitic and Africa at Interbrew until
1999. Johnny is a member of the Buard of Directors of Fromageries Bell (France) and
Univeg and President of the Buard of Diretlors of Spadel and Max Green.
Dr. l’arja Pääkkiinen is an Execucive Partner and Member of the Board at
Boardman, the executive partner network, since bly 2010. 51w also works at Board
Member in several international companies. inciuding Marimekko, Obi, ldean
Enterprises, Spinverse, HYY Group and DesignStory (USA). l’arja was Senior Vice
President, Corporate Sa!es & Marketing and 3 Member of Executive Board in ltella
Corporation during 2004— 2tllt) leading a team of 1800 employees. She has worked
in sevetal executive positions in Nokia including operations in North America,
Asia, Europe, .ustralia and Japan. Ske was a member of Nokia Mobile Phones
Management Board. Ske hulds M.Sc (Constroction and Architecture Eng.) and
fliD, (Business Strategies) degrees from Tampere University of ‘ftchnology She
has also studied Global klarkeung in Tampere University.
Peter Brännstrflm is the Director of Operations in Posten Meddelande,
PristNurd’s mail distribution unit in Sweden. Although he is a trained teacher in
foreign languages. he has a long and diverse carcer in Sweden Post. From los first
years asa postman. he has moved on through managerial positions in information,
marketing and tales to operations. Except for a few years as the CEO of two
international commonication companies, 1w has been in key rnles in the oorney
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that has taken Sweden Pust from a part of the government’s administration to
competitwe and successful organisation in 3 de-regulated postal market,
Per Lindeborg is the Director of Quality in Meddelande Operations. Mc has
long career in the mail distribution development in Sweden. From responsibilities
at local and regional Produetion Manager, he has mure and more focused on quality
development, change management and management systems. Mc was responsihle
for the quality certification according to the ISO 9000-standard and is no’v
focusing on how a LEAN-apprnach call help the organisation to develop forther.
Mc is abu responsible for the business pIannin proeess in Meddelande Operations.
Morten Büttner started his career with Arthur 0. Little and developed the
postal business of Arthur b. little over a period of 16 ycars. Mc became the global
head of the iravel & Transportation practice of Arthur 0. Little comprising of the
postal, railway and aviation industry. Mc has moved on to ‘york as a member of
the executive board of an international company in the packaging industry at ts’ell
at a directur at the European School of Management and Technolngy in Berlin.
Since 2009 he is working as an independent consultant in the postal industry and
primaril support.s Pos Malaysia in its transformation programme.
t.Iarten can be contacted at marten.buettner@t-online.de
In her career to date. Jody BerenbiaLt has regularly contributed her mailing
expcrtise in postal policy to the US. Congress, the US. Postal Service, the
Postal Regulatory Commission and the Mailers Tèchnical Advisory Committee
(M1’AC). Stie currently serves on the Board of the Association for Postal Commerce
(Postcom) and was Vice Chair of the Postcons board from 20052009 and interim
Chair ill 2010. Jody was previously Senior Vice President of Global Postal Strategy
at Bank of America, Director uf Postal Commerce and Distribution at Time \Varner
and Director of \Iailing Senkes For Columbia House. Today Jody is an independetit
conso Itani
Jody

can

be concacted at jherenblatt@gmail.com

Dr. Monika Plum joined Francotyp.Postalia in 1999 and svorks as a business
development manager mainly on strategic projects. She is also responsible ror
market research and regulatory a0iirs. Prior to that the worked at head of the
postal research group at \X’issenschaftlicises Institut for Kommunikationsdienste
(\\IK). Ske has extensive expurience in posral regulatory issues at well at b
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strategic aspects of postal markets. Monika studied Econoniics and gained tier PhD
at the University of Moenster, Germany.
Dr. Helmut M. flieti is full Prolëssor of Services & Operations Management
in the Department of Business at the University of Zorich, Switzerland. Fie has
published eleven bnoks and more than one hundred articies. Helmut NI. Dietl
studied Business Administration at LodwiMaximiliansUniversity Munith where
he also received lsis doctoratc and postdoctoral letture qoahfitation (Habilitation).
His research interests inclode postal economics and strategy, sports economics and
management, and Services & operations management.
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Dr. Christian Jaag is a Managing Partner with Swiss Economics, Ho has worked
extensively on economic consulting assignments for a range of corporate and
public-sector clients across regulated industries such as post, telecommonitalion,
transport and energy. Christian Jaag specializes in providing advite in relation to
regulation, industry frameworks, pricing and quantitative management. His roles
have involved the produttion of expert reports fur subnussion to government
departments and regolatsiry bodies. Christian laag is alsn a ecturer in economits
at the University of St.Gallen. tie is the author uf numeroos academic articles on
public economics, regulatory econiimics and industrial organization. He holds
PhD in Economics and Finance ([lEG) and was a visiting scholar at the economics
department of Rutgers University.
Frank Marthaler is the Executive Vice President of Swiss Post Solutions and
Member of the Executive Managemenu Previous to joining Swiss Post he was
Executive Vice President Saks & Marketing at Electronic Data Systems (EDEl in
Switzerland. Frank holds a master degree in bosiness administration from the
University of St. Gallen.
Heat Friedli has had a distinguished career in dilferent strategic positions at
Swiss Post doring the 17 years since he completed his degree in law and ec000mics
at the University of Berne, Switzerland. In 201)5 lie was awardedhis MBA from IMD
Lausanne. Fie started his bosiness career as a Secretary of the Depoty Postmaster
General b 1993. In 1998 he was appointed Head of Corporate Development
and Member of the Management Committee of Mail, a €2 billion business unit
of Swiss Post. Beat was Head of Corporate Development and a Member of the
Extendcd Executive Management of Swiss Post Group from 2001 to 2009. Recently
Beat Friedli joined SwissSign, a subsidiary of Swiss Post and leading company for
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extreme security and identity b Sis itzerland, as Head of Business Develsspmen
t
International. SwissSign protects and accelerates business processes with
simple
solotinns for positive identification, digital signature and secore commonicati
on,
Walter Trezek is CEO and owner of Docoment Exchange
Network Gmbil, an
integrated postal services consultancy based in Vienna, Austria.
He chairs Postal
Standardisation at the Aostrian Standards Institute and is
Co-Convenor and
Secretary of the European Postal Standardisation for H}brid and
Flettronic Postal
Services under a European Commission mandate.
Marcin Bosacki is Head of International & Social Media at InPost,
the largest
independent nationwide pnstal ser’ ite provider b Poland. Prior to that
position
he was a consoltant and market analyst for Triangle Management
in the UK.
conductmg prnjects for European and global poscal operators. tie is
a gradoace
of Diplomacy, Nlanagenient in Logistics and Marketing at \Varsaw
School of
Economics.
Dr. Muhamn,ad 5. Benten is the CEO and president of the Saudi Post,
tie was
appninced to lead the restrocturing of The Saodi Postal Services and convert
it into
privatized commercial encity. Pret iously he was Undersecretary for the
Min istry
of Hajj. This Ibllowed a successfol ac’ademic career that culminated in
his position
of Dean of the College of Computer Science and Engineering at the Ring
Fahd
University of Petroleum & Klinerals. [lis Ph D in Computer Science
is front the
Uni’ersitv of Colorado, Boulder.
Niohammad AIAbduljal,bar graduated asa Civil Engineer in 1979
from Ring
Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals in Dhalsran, Saodi Arahia.
In 1991 he
acqoired an (MBA) from University of Warwick. Fie worked for 9 years
in the
Ministry of Finance. Togettier with a small team he helped set up Saudi
Arabia’s
flrsc l’harmaceotjcal Manofaccurini Plant. He sas the Engineering project
manager
responsible for the construccion and installations of this 5120 million
scate of the
art facility. Fie was later assigned Lise responsibilities t,f Bosi ness Developmen
t
and Marketing where he spent over 13 years developing brands, relationships
and
licenses with world leading multinational Pharmaceoticals. By 1995 SPIMACO
was
the leading company by sales itt the private phacmaceusical market. Fie
was then
reassigned the VP support facilicies overseeing Finance, Procurement, Facilitiei,
IF
& HR. Én 2009 lie joined Saudi Post to lead and set op business developmenc
, sales
and Marketing fonccions.
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Touhami Rabil is the President and CEO of GEMADEC, a Moroccan company
founded more than 30 years ago, based in Casablanca, and providing dedicated
solutions to the Postal Market, For over six ycars, 1w has been working at the
worldwide level in the hybrid mail business, with customers in Europe, Asia and
Africa. Refore GEMADEC, he spent 8 vears ifl charge of the African Market on
behaif of Siemens Nixdorf, Siemens and later Wincor Nixdorf. He is an Engineer
from Ecole Centrale of France and also a graduate of c:EIZAM (Business School and
Manatrement). These degrees allow him to have a double qualification; specialist in
Security, Paymeist and Postal Solutions and also specialist in Busincss Management.
Kristin Ringvold is an enthusiastic and passionate advucator of sustainability
and corporate responsibilitv as a business opportunity, and deeplv engaged in
businesses’ contributhin to development. Her sobiect matter expertise on
sustainability and corporate responsibility issues has arisen from managing several
projects in this area, related to environmental, ethical and social issues. She is the
author of several publicutions, a guest lecturer in business schools and contributor
to conferences on sustainability issues. Kristin works as a Managing Consultant
in Capgemini Consulting’s Strategv-practise. and has broad consuking cxperience
within strategy development and transformation including numerous projects for
the postal services sector. Kristin holds a Master of Science in Economics from the
Norwvgian School of Business and Administration (NHFI), master level studies on
Corporate Responsibility, Glohalisation and Business Ethcs from The Norwegian
Management School, and a Double Bachelor in Politics and Economics from the
University of Oslo and Entrepreoeursh ip Studies from Boston University.
—

Anders Rygh works fur Capgemini Coosulting where he is head of the Norwegian
strategy practice, part of the Norwegian management team and national spokesman
within their global strategy & transformation practice. He is author of several
Capgemini publications within the strategy, innovation and sustainability, a regular
guest lecturer in busine,.s schools and a contributor to conferences, Anders has
extensive expcrience frons prnjects with leading businesses in the transportatitin
and logistits sector. \Vorking with executives on strategic and operational issues in
secturs like post al services, logistics companies, shipping and rail, lie is passionate
about creating valoe and bottom line results fur his clients. FIe hulds a Master’s
degree in Engineering Cybernetics from the Norwcgian University of Science and
Techoolngy and MBA in strategy and linance with Honours from The Norwegian
Management School,
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Luis Paulo holdsade gree in Economics and an executive master
in Husiness
and Environmental Sustainahility from Lisbon University. Currently
he is the
Quality and Sustainability Directi,r of Cfl- Correlos de
Portugal, leading the
corporate social responsibilitv and environment policies and
projects of Cli
His past and present professional profile inciodes: invited lecturer
at the Asia
Pacific Postal Training College (Bangkok), assessor uf the European
Foundation
for Quality Management, member uf various svorking groups within
IPC and
l’ostEurop. UPU’s consoltant on Quality .Management and VicePresident of
the Portuguese Association for Quality. FIe has been involved
in international
consultancy, training, audit and project activities, in about two
dozen ditferent
coootries, on four cootinents.
Maria Rebelo is an Environruental Engineer at crr Correios
de Portugal
where she participates in the company’s environmental assessment
and reporting
processes, the carbon inventory and reporting programs, as well as
the climate
change, energy etficiency, waste management and energy certilitation
projects.
She gives internal training in those matters, is responsible for the environment
al
legal compliance verification and cunducts audits to operanonal units,
within
Cr1 ‘s certilied environmental management system. Lately, she was involved
in the
company’s Programme Earth, recognized at a European level for its
sustainable
attributes. It inclodes dozens of actions, one of which was aimed
at creating an
innovative Eco portfolio.

Pascal Clivaz is Director of Finance and Strategy at the Universal Postal
Union
(UPU). FIe is currently working on coordinating the preparation and approval
ofthe
Doha Postal Strateg, whkh will guide the UPU’s actinns up to 201B. As
Direttor of
Stracegy, he was one of the key driving forces behind the development of
the Nairobi
Psntal Strasegy, the UPU’s current ruadmap. Between 2000 and 2005 Pascal
was
Director of International Affairs at Swiss Post; he svas also the head of
the Swiss
delegation at the UPU and a l’ostEurop Board Member. l’ascal hoids a
Master of
Law degrt’e.
Matthieu BoillaL is currently wnrking as expert in the
strategy planning
programme of the UPU. Before joining the UPU he graduated in internatiunal
relations from the Graduate Institute of International Studies in Geneva.
lUs areas

of inrerest include strategic planning of international organizarions, the etfects of

technologv and innuvation on customers’ belsaviour and international politics.
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The Future is b, the Post is the first of a
series of titles relating to the Postal Services
and was launched at the Copenhagen Post
Expo 2010. In Vw Fut ure i.s by the Post an
inLernational group of highly experienced industry thoughl leaders discuss
some of the strategic choices facing postal operators. Their discussion of the
main drivers for change provides managers, suppliers, customers, policy
makers and politicians, regulators, and academics with insights into the
challenges and opportunities the sector is facing, and how strategically the
industry is responding. Vw Future is b, the Post shows clearly that there is no
‘one size fits ali” recipe for strategic success and that each husiness will need
to deterniine its own route to survival.
The sixteen contributors inciude those with senior managerial experience
in posts in Australia, Canada, Germany, ttaty, the Netherlands, Sweden,
Switzerland and the UK, Logether with representatkes of several major
international consultancy organisations to posts and governments plus senior
executives from international companies that are major users of, or supphlers
to, the posts.
Never has the business of Lise post been more exciting and chalienging, and
seldom have there been so many opportunities that could be grasped. ViLh
digiLai convergence direct mail has become an integral part of the media mix;
electronic commerce has contributed to a healthy deveiopment in the trafIk
ofparceis; and for those pustal operators attive in banking, finance and
insurance compelition and digitisaLion has olfered new opportunities.
To obtain a copy of Vw Future is b, the Post visit www.hbripublishing.co.uk
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